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PaflbiOV's progt ess 
T etris' creator talks puzzlers - and 
why Bejeweled makes him angry 
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A 
s one of th1s issue's letters nostalg1cally recalls, 
there was a time when most of us depended on 
Chr,stmas as the prov1der of a feast of new games. 

Whether these were the latest 30 arcade extravaganzas 
reworked v1a some arcane stram of beardy mag1c to f1t on 
wobbly ZX Spectrum cassettes, futunst1c Am1ga flopp,es or 
reassunngly sturdy Sega Master System cartndges, they 
were speCial because they arnved in number. and because 
software publishers' habits ensured that they would be the 
b1ggest games of the year, based on the h1ghest-profile 
properties and assembled by the most talented teams (or 
so you hoped; by all the gods did you hope). Nowadays, of 
course, few Edge readers need to depend on gifts to feed 
their habits. But you still have to wait for the end of the year 
to roll into v1ew in order to see the likes of Super Mario 
Galaxy, Assassin's Creed, Drake's Fortune, Crysis, Call Of 
Duty 4, Mass Effect and more and more and more turn up. 

There has never been an end-of -year game explosion 
I <e ~h1s one. The quality, thanks to the I kes of N1ntendo's 
best Wi game w date lsee p76), sofa d•tferent standard 
:o wna: we saw m. say, 2006, but ;ne quant ':y. too. IS 

s gnt'y scary ~olS o' ;nese games~ 'a :o recoup :.her 
budge:s Many, many j)oosands o' pounds Wl be wasted 
oo market ng lets bi:- hone'St the gam.=s oo wtuch you may 
ha\e ta<en a gamb eat another. qu ete· tune o' year ~tand 
a e to no chance of ma< ng an mprdSIOiltn thiS d ma:e 

And what happens to t e gamE'S that ,... s .. ceed n 
se ng? Well, let's say you're one 01 the m·~ Edge eaders 
w th a Wu, PS3 and 360 lets say you buJ G • • v a<e s 
Fortune and Call Of Duty 4 That s on top 01 The Orange 
Box, wh1ch you still haven't exhausted And don t •orget 
mu t1player Halo 3, whiCh you've been neglect ng And 1t s 
Chnstmas, after all, so what about SmgStar PS3 or perhaps 
Guttar Hero Ill? The cost isn't the tssue- 1t's a I about bemg 
able to g1ve these games the t1me they deserve As problems 
go, tt's not a bad one to have. And 1f you ftnd a 
solut1on, please do share it w1th the rest of us. 
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We visit The Creative Assembly to discover how the studio 
behind Total War plans on invading consoles with Viking 

Steve jackson. the man oeh!nd Fightmg Fantasy and 
Games Workshop, ta <S about h s career n gaming to date 

PUZZLE~ ... -;::: T 68 
From those classic falling blocks to h1s new, twoplayer title, 
Tetris creator Alexey Pajitnov d scusses the art of puzzlers 

THE MAKING OF •• . PEGGLE 104 
A relative newcomer to the puzzle scene. PopCap's 
game of pegs and balls has its roots in Japan's pachinko 
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UNCHARTED: DRAKE'S FORI UN£: ASSASSIN'S CREED CRYSIS 

START 

The race for Christmas number one 
Which games are in the running? 
And what are their chances? 

City of games 
We take a trip to Nottingham's 
second annual GameCity festival 

Swings and roundabouts 
We talk to Keita Takahashi about his 
new game - and his playground plans 

The music man 
Bungie's Marty O'Donnell on audio 
and breaking away from Microsoft 

Chasing the mainstream 
Nintendo's lifestyle press conference 
and its resolutely non-gamer vision 

A handheld rebellion 
Rebellion's jason Kingsley talks about 
PSP games and speedy development 

Portable gaming's new player 
Apple's opening of its iPhone to 
third parties means it's game time 

Incoming 
New games. plus updates on games 
already on the radar. and IGOTM 
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Christmas presence I 

Budgets are spiralling to never-before-seen levels in 
the race to promote 2007's end-of-year blockbusters 

0.. 1U reie- lA Septtmbtt: /Uio J Mt' - Pft<edent for the 
se-. rudl....:! budget of 'fldeogarM marbhng. with £4 million 
.migMd to !M Ul( ~to C<Nfl the aclltertJSong spertrum 

h s console generat on has been fu of 
surpriSeS But the volume of new games 
surgong towards retaolers thos Chnstmas, 

wh1 e arguably of a hog her overall quality than ever 
before, os not entorely unexpected. 

Chnstmas has long been the cruoal selling 
penod for videogames. but 2007's is the f1rst one 
m wh1ch all three of the current generat1on of 
consoles have boasted established global 
aud1ences. H1gher average umt sales mean 1t's 
becom1ng easoer for publishers to make prof1ts, 
yet w1th early adapters st 11 domonatong the 
aud ence ot s the tdeal tome for launch• ng new IPs, 
too And, for once, the tndustry has responded, 
w.th the I Kes of Assassms Creed. Mass Effect, 
Drakes Fortuf'le, Haze and Kane & Lynch among 
the many debuung as the year concludes 

In short, the baton has passed from hardware 
to software, With most publishers now on to their 
se<ond wave of games tor each platform. As 
Games Investor Consu1t1rog·s Rick Gibson says, 
these toties have beneflted from more development 
t1me, effort and budget 1n anttctpatoon of greater 
sales from larger tnstal ed bases and better 
exploitation of the host consoles' capabilities. 

"In the case of AAA titles, these are long-range, 
two- to three-year bets made by publishers based 
on their estimated arnval of a console's installed 
base." G1bson says "The delay in and price of 
PlayStat1on 3 means that many games were 
started when the PS3 was anticipated to be 
further ahead than 1t now IS." 

Publishers are cagey about revealmg marketing 

FIFA 08 \EA). out now; The Legend 
of Zelda: Phantom Hourglass 
(Nintendo), out now; Buzz' tSCEE). 
out now; Halo 3 (Microsoft), out 
now; PGR 4 (Microsoft), out now; 
-ne Orange Box EA!, out now. 
TimeShift (Vivendi), out now; 
PES 2008 <Konam out now. The 
Simpsons Game (EA), out now; 
Tony Ha"'*.'s Provmg Ground 
(ActMSIOn), OUT now, Helfgate: 
London (EA), out now; Call Of Dury 
4: Modern Warfare (AC\IInsoon), out 
now; Ratchet & Clank: Tools Of 
Destruction (SCEE), out now; 
Crys1s (EA), out now; Super Mario 
Galaxy (Nintendo), out now; 
Assassm ~ Creed (Ubisoft), out now; 
Haze (Ubisoft), November 23; 
Mass Effect (Mocrosoft). November 
23; Guitar Hero Ill: Legends Of 
Rock (Activision), November 23; 
Kane & Lynch.· Dead Men (Eidos), 
November 23; Mario & Sonic At 
The Olympic Games (Sega), 
November 23; Need For Speed 
ProStreet (EA), November 23, 
Stranglehold PS3 (Midway), 
November 30; Pokemon BaWl? 
Revolunon (N1ntendol. De<ember 7, 
Rock Band (EAIMTV), winter '07; 
SmgScar PS3 (SC EEl. De< ember I 0 
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-we· re fortunate that Assassin's 
Creed is completely different to 
anything else out there:• says 
James O'Reilly. group brand 
manager at Ubisoft. "lt affords 
us the luxury of letting the 
game talk for it.self." 

Putting its money where 
Assassin's Creeds mouth is. 
Ubi soft is marshalling its boggest 
ever UK marketing campaign. 
including a TV commercial 
consisting entirely of in-game 
footage- an overlooked benefit 
of those escalating development 
dollars. Here's what it takes to 
compete at Christma.s 2007: 

TV: In-game footage set to music 
by Massive Attack running on 
ITV1. Channel 4. Five and others. 

Print: A two-month specialist and 
lifestyle print campaign across the 
official PlayStation and Xbox 
magazines. Total Film, Empire, 
SFX. Stuff, loaded, Nuts, Zoo, 
Sport Magazine and T3. 

Online. A six-week campaign 
covering the likes of C&VG, 
Games Radar, Gamespot, IGN, 
Monkey (ezine), Empire, FHM. 
MyMovies, The Sun, Zoo, 
Maxim, Sky Sports and Google. 

PR: Multiple features and 
previews in the gaming press, 
selected front cover 'reveals' 
w ith more at release. Editorial 
'takeover' features on key 
sites such as C&VG. Games 
Radar, IGN and Gamespot. 
Mainstream-focused PR has 
yielded national TV spots such 
as BBC1 's Breakfast on Saturday. 
BBC2'S Working lunch, Channel 
S's The Gadget Show and 
developer interviews on Radio 1, 
Radio 5, Choke FM and others. 
Ubisoft also points to big 
previews in men's lifestyle media 
such as T3, Boys Toys, loaded, 
Maxim, FHM. Nuts and Zoo, and 
claims lead reviews will follow. 

Trade marketing: Ubisoft's 
largest ever trade campaign. 

Other highlights: An ongoing 
affiliate marketing scheme at 
www.1191ad.co.uk; full Assassin's 
Creed branding on a quarter of 
a million Lovefilm DVD rental 
envelopes, plus 1.7 million 
lovefilm website impressions; on 
release day, Assassin's Creed will 
become the first ever videogame 
to secure The Guardian film & 
Music supplement's cover wrap, 
with six pages of content inside. 
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XBOX From £199.99 ERP 

Pre-OutStmas marbt•ng actiVIty across 
pt"int and online (above) ranges from 
subtle to not-so-subtle. Microsof1's 
Xbox 360 c.ampaig" •n ~ gets 
straight to two P"''ts- rM~gt and vMIIe 

budgets, but by way of 1lustratoon Sony recently 
told retao ers mat otos spendong £1 million on 
promot:ng Unchorted Drake's Fortune m the UK 
alone Unp(l!(edented sums are at stake. Rick 
G oson s bus ness parrner N ck Gobson estimates the 
average t t e now COS"..S S 10-15 mollion to develop. 
W th publ sners currer.~ly a m ng to spend ten to 15 
per cent of a games ne: rece pts on promotoon, the 
boggest Christmas lites are be ng backed by a 
worfdwode market ng campa gn o" around S 15 
milloon (£7m) each, wnoch s wny t be hard to 
escape game ads over the next few months. 
Having invested so much a reaay, PI bl shers 
won't hold back thos Chrostmas. 

" Halo 3 commanded the attention of t he mass 
market and we expect Super Mario Galaxy to 

continue educating t he consumer as to the benef it s 
of the current generat ion of home consoles" 

"The hst of hogh-qua oty games IS certainly much 
longer than in prevoous years and makes the next 
few months very exoting," says Scott Wood. 
senior product manager at V•vend1 Games, who 
beloeves garners can only benefot from thos push 
toward quality. "Publishers are certaonly much more 
aware of the need to produce games that deliver a 

Nintendo's tactic to txtend OS's mainstream sales juggernaut still further is to employ British household 
favourites Julie Waiters and Pat rick Stewart. Ftm Britton and Phillip Schofield, and Zoe and Johnny Ball to 
publicist the Touch! Generations range. They feature in TV and print as well as outdoor billboard advertising 

With over 300 games this Christmas, 
there's something for everyone. 

Oxoox 

high-qualoty experoence rather than JUSt churnong 
out substandard toties year after year. • Vovendo has 
just launched T1meShtft into the fray. "We know it's 
going to be tough for a new lP this Christmas," 
admots Wood, 'but the game has receoved good 
press and will have a strong presence at retail. " 

Thos os echoed by James O'Reilly, group brand 
manager at Ubosoft. "it's goong to be a golden 
period for the consumer, w1th a variety of grea t 
games to choose from on tne next-gen platforms 
I'm lookong forward to a number of toties but 
struggling to work out how I'll fond the time to play 
them all! Fortunately, the ma1onty of key titles are 
very dofferent to one another.· 

No one genre or style will dominate the 
December charts, somethong that the variety that 
comes woth Wio software can only support. UK
based research body Screen Digest has predocted 
that Woi will lead the market as 2007 closes, thank! 
to its exclusive toties. 

"Halo 3 commanded the attentoon of the mass 
market and we expect Super Mario Galaxy for Woi 
to continue the process of educating the consumer 
as to the benefots of the current generation of 
home consoles, · says Ed Barton, Screen Dogest's 
games analyst. "Given the platform's release 
schedule this Chflstmas, it's not a surprise that Son 
os focusong on lowering the cost of entry to 
PlayStatoon 3 to maintain parity with ots rivals." 

lt's thos intersectoon of both hardware and 
software fortunes that makes Chrostmas 2007 as 
fascinating to anticipate as ot will be fun to play 
through In a year the outcome of the hardware 
battle wolllokely be decoded, and we'll know whoch 
new games we can expect sequels to before 
PlayStatoon 4 comes knocking. But, right now. 
anythong os possoboe. 

"The competitiOn will be on tense, and no doub 
many publishers will be breathing a sigh of relief 
that GTA4 os delayed, and that Halo 3- which will 
have a long, fat taol - launched earlier on the year,· 
reflects Rick Gibson. "I suspect that. on the thick o 
the fray, some publoshers will lose out because the 
consoles' installed bases, while growong faorly 
healthily, are not at the sweet spot we'll see .._ 
on 12 to 18 months · ~ 



The campaigners 
How some of the biggest games are aiming to capture hearts and minds this Christmas 

Mass Effect 

Wrtlt an already hu~ly anbopattd bile the aim is to 
convert bun into prtorders beforo Christmas money is 
spent elsewhere. Microsoft's Mass Effect gameplan 
includes a two·month ad Cllmpaign across the specialist 
press, lifesl)'te advertising in film and sci-fi public.atioru, 
and a heavy retail presence includmg A2 posters. 
oversized dummy boxes and inlays. it has been promoted 
on line for a while, but Microsoft is promising blanket 
coverage from launch across a lithe major gaming and 
sci·fi websites. (Reviewed: p86.) 

TimeShift 

Introducing new lP to the market is never easy but it is 
vital for gaming's progress. Vivendi claims the gaming 
press supported the delays in TimeShiffs development; 
now Christmas punters need convincing, with the main 
aim of the just-started TV Cllmpaign to get across the 
player's in·game timeshifting abilities. Covering terrestrial 
and satellite TV, the adverts support on line and print 
c.ampaigns running throughout November, while an online 
push stretch<!s from specialist game sites to Cllsual outlets 
such as FHM. (Reviewtd: p97.) 

Stranglehold 

The John Woo factor undoubttdly helped Midway secure 
Strangleholds 40 front covers in the European press. 
launching on PS3 just 1n time for the Christmas ruckus with 
what Midway says is one of its biggest ever marketing 
spends for an internally developtd game, the campaign 
encO<npasses TV, PR and advertising in the lifestyle and 
specialist media. High·profile promotional schemes include 
exclusive Xbox 360 faceplates supplied with preorders, 
and online giveaways such as a limited number of copies 
signed by Mr Woo himself. 

Uncharted: Drake's Fortune 

Sony Computer Entenaorvnent UX has claimed that ot will 
spend £I mol loon on the UK marteting its big blod<buster 
hope. Unchirttd Orne's Fortune. this Chnstmas..lt s the 
fourth PS3 ~ to wludl SCE UK has given a siJC·figurt 
budget thiS year TV advertising- all the game footage for 
which was recorded dorectly from a PlayStation 3-w1ll 
target the 16·te>-34 demographic during November and 
December. woth other initiatives planned including a 
special ed1toroal feal\lre in Empire magazine and an 
extensive onhne campaign. (Reviewed: p80.) 

Loke stablemate Buzz!, Sony's SingStar has broken out of 
the fire·and·soon·flounder lifecycle of most games. Still, 
it doesn' t take a marketing genius to see how important 
the season of gift-giving is for the accessible offering 
with 1ts bundled microphones. Following outings in 
London and Manchester, Sony will take its SingS tar 
Studios concept to the 02 Arena. where garners Clln 
book S111gSur booths for free and get professional 
maktup and props. while online activity includes a 
MySpace campaogn (www.myspace.com/singstarvip). 

Mario & Sonic At The O lympic Games 

Mario & SonK At The Olympic Games will get off the mark 
with Sega's biggest ever TV c.ampaign, with additional TV 
support from N1ntendo. Released this Christmas exclusively 
for Wii, with a OS version to follow next year, the TV 
campaign will see the title promoted from mid· November 
through to the end of the year. ·rhis should ensure it tops 
the Wii charts at launch, • predicts Grant Gie, Sega's UK 
marketing manager. though the company feels that, in fact, 
it has a good chance of topping the all· formats chart on 
the basis that this is a natural follow·up to Wii Sporrs. 

H<ov1ng the big~ movie licence in a crowded Christmas is 
dearly helpful- Sega says ot will be 'disappointtd' of The 
~ Comp.us doesn't top the PlayStation 2 chart. at 
~ast- but it doesn't mean the publisher <an slump on 
INII<.ebng. those folm nghts don't come cheap. and the lP 
doesn t yet have quite the clout that the likes ollord Of 
The R.ngs erljO)'S. The c.ampaign fO< the seven-format· 
spannmg bile includes cinema and TV spots, on·pack 
promotions with an ice aeam and d11n.ks manufact\.lrer, 
and a Burger King prO<nOtoon running onto 2008. 

PES 2008 

Lead1ng sports games like PES 2008 sell all year, but 
launch and the seasonal period are still important - PES 6 
sold a million copies in just four days in 2006, and football 
games are a prime gift for parents to givt theor children. 
Konami's multimillion-euro campaign a1ms to show the 
human side of football 's megastars. TV adwrtosing is up 
and running. supporttd by bespolce viralontervoews woth 
PES pack stars Michael Owen and Ctostoano Ronaido 
~ has also secured a pr.....ce on ground hoardongs 
at key fiXtures and in dub programmes. 

The Simpsons Game 

As il claiming the best·selling game for the last four 
Christmases wasn't enough. it looks like EA will again be 
gracing the top of the charts this year, too. whether with 
Need For Speed ProStreet (bookmaker Paddy Power has 
it odds on for number one). FIFA 2008 (which Is dose 
behind) or The Simpsons Game. The Simpsons Game has 
an outside chance. but with a ·major presence across TV. 
radio, online, outdoor and press, • according to product 
manager AI ice Brandvik, it will have a ubiquitous 
presence in the media. (Reviewed: p92.) 

tj.IBJI,ilBJ··!§·-
How console manufacturers 
see the season shaping up 

"We're extremely excited about 
the number of AAA titles out 
there, and more importantly 
available on Xbox 360, in 1he run 
up to Christmas. There's never 
been a console line-up like it in 
history, and this is only a good 
thing for the consumer. With a 
very attractive price point of 
£199,g9, we're feeling very good 
about Christmas this year. The 
games largely do the talking 
t hemselves. This is amplif ied 
by our Blockbuster campaign, 
where all t he best titles are only 
available on Xbox 360. Expect to 
see a comprehensive TV, print and 
online campaign around this.· 
Stephen McGill, head o f 
g a m ing and ente rtainment. 
E&DD, at Microsoft UK 

"We now have titles which truly 
start to capitalise on the power of 
PlayStation 3- most recently with 
Heavenly Sword and soon with 
Uncharted: Drake's Fortune. 
Ratchet & Clank Future: Tools Of 
Destruction and SingS tar. 

"Getting consumers to 
experience our products in the 
best possible environment is one 
way we hope to achieve cut· 
through in this seasonally busy 
period. Our brand space 3ROOMS 
form the core of educating 
consumers in a great lifestyle 
setting. We're also running a 
national PlayStation 3 UK tour 
in major shopping centres. 
universities and train stations.· 
Adam Boita, SCE UK 
marketing m a n a ger 

"This Christmas offers us at 
Nintendo our greatest chance to 
appeal to as broad an audience as 
possible, with bo1h Wii and OS 
and our marketing campaigns 
reflecting this opportunity. The 
use of celebrity to endorse both 
formats is key to finding a role 
for Wii and OS in the lives of the 
everybody - young or old - and 
the media we have selected for 
our campaigns is appropriate to 
this mission and strategy.· 
Rob Lo w e, senior p roduct 
manager, Ninte ndo UK 
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Newswire 

Given that Traveller's Tales has long established 
itself as the go-to company for film adaptations, 
its acquisition by a movie studio was probably 
inevitable. The only really surprising thing about 
its deal with Warner Bros is that it would seem to 
jeopardise its flagship lines of games created in 
collaboration w ith Warner Bros rivallucasArts. 
CEO of Warner Bros Barry Meyer has eased 
concerns. however, stating that Traveller's Tales' 
relationship with both lego and lucasArts will 
continue unhindered. Exclusivity deals or no, 
it's hoped that Warner's piles of cash w ill help 
Traveller's Tales rebuild itu eputation in movie 
t ie-ins after the awful Transformers: The Game. 
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-----~-. EVENTl 

GameCity strikes back 
Nottingham's 'difficult second festival' pulls out the big guns for 
its head-to-head w ith London: Takahashi, Paji tnov and Vader 

ctober 24-28 saw the GameCity festival 
return to Nottmgham for its second year, 
occupymg the half-term slot. Perhaps 

seeing the w1sdom of holding a gaming event 
when ch1ldren are out of school and families are 
roving the streets, the London Games Fest1val 
opted to move to the same week this year 
Thanks to BAFTA, Will Wnght and geography, 
the cap1tal dom1nated the headlines. but 
Nottmgham once aga1n offered a un1quely 
coherent, access1ble and open-m1nded 

"lt's trying t o establish gaming as not 
just something you buy in HMV, 

but something where you might be 
interested in the creation process" 

programme. and a genume celebratory spint. 
Through perseverance. and by offenng an 

opportuMy to d1scuss the1r garres in a relaxed, 
cultural context, GameC1ty director lain Si mons 
succeeded m attracting several of the world's most 
renowned v1deogame auteurs to h1s relat1vely small 
event. Kataman creator Ke1ta Takahashi outlined 
his philosophy and presented his next game, Noby 

Walking past a biker scout or TIE pilot on guard and in full regafi< 
is oddly discon<erting and opprossive. Or JH!rhaps it's not so 
odd. Vader, on the other hand, was sweel. taking birthday tea, 
posing with children and sitting at the front for lfgo Star Wars 

Noby Boy, in typically 1d1osyncrat1C style (see p14). 
Alexey PaJitnov (see p68). author of Tetrts, pres1ded 
over an entire day of events on the Sunday with 
easy charm. And David Bra ben offered another 
glimpse of his ambitious The Outs1der (see p32). 
and d1scussed next-gen game development with a 
packed audience of fans and students. 

"I'm qUite proud of the line-up we got,· says 
S1mons. "I like to th1nk that the only way th1s 
festival can be noticed 1s by 1ts line-up. by 
Incongruously punch1ng above liS we1ght and 
getting the lkes of Alexey, or Ke1ta." 

"it's an interesting idea," says Braben when 
asked what drew him to the festival "it's trymg 
to establish gaming as not JUSt something you 
buy 1n HMV. but something where you might be 
Interested in the creat1on process." 

Heavyweight UK studios Bizarre, Rare and Free 
Rad1cal also turned up to show the~r recent and 
future games to the pubhc on the b•g screen at 
Nottmgham's excellent Broadway c1nema 
GameCtty regular Jonathan Sm•th. of Traveller's 
Tales. made an enchant1ng presentation of Lego 
Star Wars: The Complete Saga on the Star Wars
themed Friday to a rapt audience of young 
children, some of whom weren't shy about 



The recently redeveloped Broadway cinema played host to the 
majority of talks for the general public, and proved a perfect 
venue. Bra ben and Takahashi both came dose to selling out its 
main theatre. Other venues included galleries and a tea shop 

correcting him on points of Star Wars lore (or 
even the design of his own game). 

Such moments of genuine contact between 
garners and creators weren't rare - Takahashi 
Jumping, barefoot. off the stage to hand control 
of Noby Noby Boy to the audience was another 
encouraging example-and the games looked 
fantastic on the big screen. But effective as it is, 
publishers aren't yet used to this method of 
presentation, making substantial fresh material 
hard to come by. The Outstder and Noby Noby Boy 
were frustratingly immaterial, and Free Radical's 
exclusive demo of Haze multi player was the only 
other scoop. 

Simons says that publishers. when he was 
attempting to secure playable code, would only 
deal in terms of amount of f loorspace and number 
of demo pods. and weren't receptive to his 
explanattons that GameCity doesn't work like that. 
- here was a popular tent of pods on Nottingham's 
market square, but he is sceptical that this is the 
way forward for public presentation of games: 
• 1 think that's a real red herring, I really do. To be 
honest I'm tempted to have much less next year, 
because I don' t think it's very helpful. Things in 
context that are thought about and presented 

properly are gooo 3tr: a bunc~ of cerno oods 
you can do ;.na~ anyv;ne•e, 10 HMV Games JUSt 
don't exp a n theTse es ~ery v.e • He ieels that a 
giant screen n ~"'e square d sp ay.ng p ayab e W11 
Sports wor~ed bene•, and :shard :o d sagree. 
although N ntendos game tS a most un quely 
suitable to the task. 

There a·e. of course, mhe• strands to GameCtty 
Supporteo as ~ s oy No~ ngharl' - rent Unrverstty, 
the festiva! o<iereo opportun•ttes for students to 
seek careers adVIce, ne ud ng one-on-one portfolio 
sesstons wtth Sony art sts, and ectures on art and 
sound destgn. Sadly, these were argely under
attended. But GameC ty a so engageo rwo o: the 
most important. and most cnm na y tgnored, 
constituencies m gamtng. cht dren and parents. 

Kids played wtth lego bncks, expe.,mented 
with simple game-mal<1ng software and gawped 
and squealed at a tea party With Darth Vader and 
his platoon of stormtroopers. whtle thetr parents 
had a chance to air their concerns w.tn Smtth, and 
Jim Cliff from the BBFC. The laner also gave a 
fascinating and instructive talk on the BBFC's 
certification process; whether you agree or disagree 
with its decisions, it has to be a source of pride 
that the UK has a ratings body that is so open. 
understands games so well. and takes its 
responsibilities so seriously. 

The independent game world was well 
represented, too; the lndiecade display of playable 
games and mteractive art was a well-thought-out 
selection, and always busy with players. 
Unfortunately, a screening of a rough cut of Playing 
Columbine- Danny l edonne's documentary about 
his controversial homebrew game, Super 
Columbine Massacre RPG - revealed it to be an 
indulgent and hectoring piece of work, stifling 
debate at what should have been the most 

Artist John Burgerman (top left), a Nottingham Trent 
graduate, had work displayed with that of students 
and teachers (left), while Free Radical's Oavid Doak 
(top right) was on hand to demo multiplayer Haze 

cha lengtng and thought-provoking session of 
the fesuval. 

Non.ngham's enthusiasm for hosting GameCity 
IS what makes thts unique event possible, and its 
compaa City centre and f ine venues are what make 
tt what 1t is. lt's a shame, then, that its population 
stmply isn't big enough to bring it the media 
attentton, status and audiences it deseNes. 
Nonetheless. it's a rel ief to attend a celebration of 
videogames that's so free of awkwardness and 
hang-ups, so deseNing of the term 'festival'. 

"The thing I ftnd most frustrating about most 
non-academtc conferences tS that they tend to start 
from a posotion of defence," concludes Simons. "If 
somebody attacks gamtng we'll defend it, but our 
assumptton is that any tntelligent person will realise 
that tn technical, aesthetrc or cultural terms, ~ 
this tS tnteresltng stuff We're not apologists." ~ 

You might think that the festival was a little Star Wars.heavy, but 
there was more to it than hokey religions and ancient weapons. 
The king of space deserves a hokey religion of his own, of course 
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A bit of a stretch 
Ice skating and bungee 
jumping, together at last 

The 11/oby 11/oby Boy demo Takahashi 
showed at GameCity had no audio or 
background graphics, just a few of 
the game's stret chy 'boys' running 
around a grey plane, cavorting w ith 
a crowd of animals. Each end of the 
boy is controlled with an analogue 
stick - pulling them in opposite 
directions causes the initially 
compact creature to spring out into 
a hilariously jittery snake. As wit h 
Katamari, the controls have a 
deliberate, sluggish inertia. making 
controlling a boy rat her like 
controlling two ice skaters tied 
together by a bungee rope. They can 
jump absurdly high, cartwheeling 
through the air; they can also 
swallow animals and spit them out. 
But, at present. they don' t seem to 
be able to actually get tied up in 
themselves or each other, which 
is both sensible but slightly 
disappointing. The interaction i.s as 
instantly appealing as Katamari. But 
once realised, that concept> made 
itself; any great game design lurking 
inside 11/oby 11/oby Boy will certainly 
be much more difficult to bring out. 
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Takahashi jobs that ht's "bortcl." but 
admits •r don't hkt OM-W.Y expression 
I joined Namco for a balanct between 
what's required and what I want to do• 

. CULTURE ! 

The play's 
the thing 
Fun and games with Katamari 
Damacy's creator in Nottingham 

eita Takahashi, creator of cult sensation 
Katamari Damacy, has announced that he 
IS to make a playground for the people of 

Nott,ngham. The designer revealed h1s plans dunng 
h s keynote presentat,on at Nottmgham·s Ga'T1eC1ty 
•estwal (see p 12). where he also d scussed h s 
=a 10ur.te sandals. h1s philosophy o• truck des,gn, 
h s obsess1on w1th M1ffy, garder1ng as a form of 
re~enge- and f1nally showed h1s next game. Noby 
Noby Boy. runn,ng for the first t1me. 

The playground project began when GameC1ty 
d rector la1n Si mons read in an interv1ew that 
Takahash1 dreamed of designing one Hav1ng 
secured the left field artlsVdesigner as a speaker 

(and havmg checked that he actually meant it). 
Si mons wrote a proposal and began to drum up 
support with the City's counci l and two un1versit1es. 

D1scussions are still at an early stage, but the 
currently favoured s1te IS an old playground in 
need of replacement in Univers,ty Park, near the 
lakes1de Arts Centre. We VISited t w1th Takahash1 
early on an overcast morn,ng, the day before h1s 
talk. Despite the gloomy conditiOns. he seemed 
taken with the s1te, frequently wandenng off in 
the m1ddle of conversatiOn to test the equipment 
and photograph the views. He 1mag1nes installing 
a wind turbine on the climbing net. and 
decorating it with hundreds of LEDs. 

"I want to make 1t happen: 

" I'm beginning to get a bit bored making 
just games. I w anted something in a 

different area, but quite similar. I thought 
this would be a good idea to start with" 

he announces later, after starin~ 

out of the w1ndow 'or some 
time. "But don't really 
understand why everyone is 
trusting me so much!" he adds, 
wnh h1s trademark shy g1ggle. 

There are numerous st ... mbling blocks for such 
a project. from local politiCs to geographiCal 
distance, but the park serv1ce seems extremely 
willing to accommodate his vision. And for his part 
Takahashi is keen to find another way to express 
h1mself. " Bemg totally honest with you, I'm 
beginning to get a bit bored mak1ng just games." 
he says. "I wanted someth1ng in a d1fferent area, 
but qu,te similar. Be1ng able to move physiCally, to 
exerc1se. I thought that would be a good 1dea to 
start Wlth. • Asked what h1s feelings are about 
creatmg something physical and permanent rathe• 
than v1rtual. he answers ruefully, aware of the 
extreme freedom videogames offer him: "I'm 
lookmg forward to it. But I'm worried about the 
boundaries of what's possible." 

The site, he says. is "a lot better than I 
expected. The surroundings were really nice. 
hope this will take shape, and somethmg will 
actually materialise " 

Although his charmingly surreal v1sual designs 
certa1nly appeal to the curators of the lakes1de 
centre, 1t's his restless appet1te for action and play 
that make the concept of a Takahashi-designed 
playground a truly enticmg one. • At the moment, 
I JUSt want to make a park where a child will fee 
hke tak1ng off his shoes and stan to run," he 
says simply. 



• 

Fittingly for a man who doodles Incessantly 
while he talks, Takahasht's presentation IS 
conducted live on his MacBook's desktop. he 
draws, manipulates tiny wtndows showtng short 
slapstick videos, and toys w1th Google Earth . H1s 
unorthodox methodolog1es and unusual topiCs 
of d1scuss1on all make an acutely relevant po1nt 
everythil'tg is a game to th1s man. In a rather 
lengthy analogy, he compares his obsess1ve quest 
to obtain M1ffy-branded paraphernalia v1a a 
stJCker-collect1ng promotion to levelling up your 
character in an RPG 

" I feel that anythtng one does 1S enjoyable, 
has an aspect of play But the way we lrve at the 
moment, play IS actually a separate category'" our 
lives which we need to materialise My personal 
optn1on 1s that every normal da1ly routine should be 
fun, but at the moment that doesn't seem to be 
the case. The 1dea I have IS to break that d1v1ding 
line, integrate both areas.· 

In the meant1me, though, Takahash1's 
paymasters at Banda1 Namco would like another 
slice of materialised play from him. Putting Noby 
Noby Boy into words eludes him. "I've been trying 
to explain it to my colleagues and managers in the 
office, but I haven't really succeeded," he 

Takah.uhi fe.ls trucks should be cute. 
and doodled ~r a photo to prove it. At 
his presentation (below)- he typed out 
his answers, but deleted the last question 

b . Whal 1s th~ futu~ or 'nd 
I h~n·l gat a due t!09arnti, 

C:. What does vtde<>game~ bnng u~~ 
lt depends on what you're afte• 

d . What are v1deogames~ 
who knows 

e. Do you have any reque~t7 

a undle of so I 

On We Love Karamari, Takahashi says: "To 
begin with I only wanted to make one. but 
there was demand for another The idea of 
mixing the surreal story and the real·life 
story popped onto my mind Also, you never 
really se." game title us1ng the word 'love'" 

confesses. So, at the end of h1s talk, he f1res up a 
PS3 and plays it for and w1th the audience on 
the cinema screen, distributing controllers 
among the crowd. 

it's a game that has barely taken shape yet. 
however. Takahashi admits that 1t should be 
finished already, and notes that as well as mean ng 
'stretch' and 'free', the word 'noby' can mean 
'postpone'. What he shows is a simple but 
compelling control demo (see 'A bit of a stretch'). 
lead1ng us to wonder 1f he's creatmg a game or a 
pure v1rtual toy. 

"My feeling is, there doesn't need to be any 
goal - 1t should be fleXIble, there should be 
freedom for every player to enJOY ·t for 
themselves.· he says. "But do understand the 
1mportance of setttng objectiVes, smce 1t wol make 
1t easier for the player to understand what to do. 
it's a difficult question. If you want to talk about 
Noby Noby, there 1s an overall obJective, although 
I don't really understand the necess1ty." 

Wondering why not everyone has such a 
playful sp~rit as he does, Takahash1 IS suddenly 
philosophical: " In life, people don't necessanly 
have objectives. Maybe it's easier for 
everyone to have a game which has one." 

One of the major disappointments of Nintendo's 
Wii is that, for all its backwands 

compatibility, there's no way to plug 
in your old N64 pads for those 

64bit classics. They were still 
cluttering up the cupboand of 
one enterprising fellow who 
recently combined one hobby 
with another and reworked 
a retired N64 controller as 
some strange kind of smoking 
device. At the time of going 
to press it remained unclear 

whether his rewand was an 
increase in gaming skills or if 

it merely inspired him to nip to 
the garage for some Hob-Nobs. 
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"Mario did excellent, just outstanding. 
Yeah, we were holding hands all the 
way and upside down and sideways. 
Super! Super duper Mario. Right?" 
Could Buzz Aldrin have shared mushrooms w1th 
Mario on their zero·G fhght to promote Galaxy? 
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" W h ich is the cow and w hich is t he 
milk? I th ink Harmonix is the cow." 
EA~ milkmaid. vice president David DeMartini. 
explains to the Wall Street Journal why Harmonix, 
and not Red Octane, was such a great purchase 

" I play games. Hands up. Halo's good 
because it's shooting aliens .. . Those 
ultra-violent ones, I can play for an 
hour and then I f eel dirty. Vice City 
oh yes, all right, I've stolen 18 cars. 
I've had enough now! lt's just as 
well I don't have much spare time 
or I would probably fritter it 
away playing computer games." 
Actor Daniel Craig confesses to a gaming 
habit before being asked 1f he~ embarrassed 
by it (the unfortunate response: "Completely" ) 

"I' ve been very intrigued w ith 
LittleBigPianet. I don't know t hat 
it belongs on [Sony's] platform." 
Put away those claws, Reggie Fi ls·Aime 

"Stephen Colbert had Will 
Wright on his show and he 
pummelled Nancy Pelosi's Mii 
in Wii Boxing. These decisive 
actions have earned our vote." 
Gamecock CEO Mark Wilson expla~ns why 
the publisher has backed Amencan comed1an 
Stephen Colbert for the US pres•dency 

"Do you want to take on the 
boy's [sic) at their own game 
and beat them every single 
time? Ti red of other gaming 
publications ignoring al l your 
favourite games in favour of 
the latest big boy's toys?" 
Play.com's 'review' of The Girl's Guide 
To Gaming, DS Edition, does all it can to 
remove the gender gap from gaming 

jingle all the way 
Catch ing up with Bungie now 
that the fight's been finished 

sa composer, M arty O'Donnell (with 
Mtchael Salvatori} is responsible for one of 
gaming's most memorable scores. As audio 

director at Bungie, he's seen the company bought 
by Microsoft then break away again. He took time 
out from a holiday after his 30th wedding 
anntversary to discuss Halo, independence, and 
what it's like to work at 'bloodthirsty' Bungie. 

"Bungie's a strange place: there's a 'survival 
of the fittest' mentality. You don't necessarily 
get blessed with a role. Sometimes it's several 

people jockeying for a similar position" 

Uncommonly for videogames, Halo's score is 
a crucial part of the experience. How d id 
that happen? 
Coming from the jingle business, 1 know how 
powerful music can be in an iconic way. When I 
started in games I thought: 'Nobody's thought 
about the music that way: as a marketing tool 
as well as something that can enhance your 
gameplayexperience'. When, in 1999, we 
launched Ha/oat MacWorld, I said: "Pay for the 
orchestra, let's do this right." I've controlled the 
music for all marketing from that point on, so I 
could make sure that those iconic musical 
statements show up. 

You' re audio director at Bungie, but you 
get involved in areas like scripting and story, 
too. Does Bungie encourage that kind of 
collaboration on a game? 
I've always been upfront: I'm not just going to 
compose music. I'll work on story, with the 
actors, on the script, I'll be doing sound design 
and, while the game is coming together, I'll 
think about what the music is going to do, but 
I'm not going to actually put the music in until 
later. Bungie's a strange place: there's a 'survival 
of the f ittest' mentality. You don't necessarily 
get blessed with a role. Sometimes it's several 
people who are jockeying for a similar position 
and have great ideas and you put them into a 
room and see who wins. it's a little bit bloodthirsty 
at times, and there is some shredding of souls 
that goes on. I'll stand back and wait to see who 
comes out of the door and say: "OK, you won, 
great. Let's work." 

You joined Bungie full-t ime ten days before 
it was sold to Microsoft. Now that Bungie's 
independent again, do you see your life 
changing much? 
Oh, yeah. Friends used to say: "You'll never work 
for a corporation." So when I ended up going to 
work for Bungie who were then bought by 
Microsoft, they said: "This won't last." it's never 



been a goal to stay as an employee of a large 
corporation. And that's also the sp1nt of Bung1e 
we stayed separate from Microsoft And I thml< 
Microsoft always treated us that way: they 
allowed us our own butlding, they never tned to 
mterfere w1th us, for the most part, creatively, 
and the relationship worked fme. But it was 
•nevitable that independence was such a strong 
part of the DNA of Bungte, 1t was somethmg we 
all knew had to happen agam And I thtnk 
Microsoft 'agreed. 

Was Bungie feeling slightly stifled by being 
part of Microsoft? 
don't think we had gotten to the potnt where we 

were being stifled. but ' thml< M1crosoft agreed 
that they would get the best stuff to publish 1f they 
had this mdependent company that they had a 
good relat1onsh1p wtth. Thts is the problem being 
wholly owned and bemg employees: the 
mechantsms for reward and for peralty are JUSt 
not strong enough. We really JUSt thought •t's 
go1ng to be healthter for us as a small company 
to be closer to success or failure 

How does it feel seeing other developers 
working on Halo? 

On my level, if I write a p1ece of musiC, that's 
m1ne forever. If I sell it to this guy over here, 

Independence within Microsoft was as important to Sungie 
during the development of Halo 2 and 3 as independence from 
Microsoft is now. A rarity among Microsoft employees. the 
developer was allowed to have its own, admittedly bunker·like, 
building off-campus with a large open-plan central studio area 

now he owns it. But sptritually, creattvely, 1t's 
my music. Bungie invented Halo, that's our 
baby. Mtcrosoft owns the lP. and we at Bung1e 
are completely aware that that's the reality of 
the Sttuauon. 

a·s poss ble that •f t were completely under our 
control then we m1ght be th1nkmg about domg 
drfferent thmgs vlith the Halo uniVerse than 
M1crosoft is, but that's a choiCe weal made. 
So that's one of our motJVattons to say· • For the 
next ;p we make, do we want somebody else to 
own ·t. or do we want to be the ones who control 
tt?" We're Bungie, we're not Halo, but certatnly 
Halo is our favounte child right now. 

So what comes next? 
We have tncredibly talented people working on 
brand new games that I can't talk about. 
I can say this: we'll own the lP. 

Bungie has done more than most to turn the process of game 
development from misty art into a cold. hard s<ienct. While 
they argue against focus-testing concepts and ideas, each level 
goes through rigorous playtesting on its way to completion 

Ma~ this card help console 

~ou dunng t his d 1tf-icult time. 

I am ver~ sorr~ ~or ~our loss. 

mm l!1i1:i 
With the number of exceptional games around at 

the moment. it's hard to think of a time 
when getting the 360's red nng of 

death could be less convenient. So 
if you know of somebody that 

becomes so afflicted, how 
( ~ about sending a special kind 
-., of condolence card, one 

designed especially to 
communicate your deepest 
sympathies? With a t asteful 
' red ring' made from red 
crystals. the card, made by 
Etsy.com member bsangel, 

contains a delicate message 
inside: 'May this card help 

console you during this difficult 
time. I am very sorry for your 

loss'. The card is currently sold out, 
but bsangel, who is a keen card maker 

and Halo player, says to message her to 
find out whether more will become available. 
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Nintendo spells it out to 
'solitary anti-social teens' 
Japanese superpower clarifies its new audience focus, concentrating 
on life-enhancing diversions at the cost of traditional gaming 

uch has already been said about Nintendo's 
efforts to attract a broader audience. but a 
London event at the end of October set 

out in very explicit terms the direction the company 
is pursuing - and it's one that qUite determ1nedly 
moves away from its traditional fanbase 

Commandeering an 'energy cliniC' 1n east 
London, Nintendo's Mind Body and Console 
press conference and showcase was a crisply 
manufactured event. intended to strike the right 
chord with a non-gaming audience - a strategy 
apparent from the prevalence of pinstriped 
analysts, investors and non-specialist press among 
the attendees. There seemed to be three principle 
pillars to this effort: to underscore Nintendo's 
profitability, to emphasise its software's 
inclusiveness. and to show that its games 

have moved beyond "the domain of the sol itary 
anti-social teenager". as it was expressed by 
Nintendo's UK head of marketing, Dawn Paine. 

Certainly, there's no arguing with Nintendo's 
successes. although it's difficult to credit the 
company with singlehandedly rescuing a flagging 
industry from the brink of extinction. as was UK 
general manager David Yarnton's implication. 
Certamly, the popularity of Wii and DS has been a 
mass1ve contributing factor to the industry's recent 
growth, and Yarnton provided a barrage of 
statistics that corroborated this, saying that the 
success could be credited to the company's 
exploration of markets outside of the static 
demographic of teenage boys. A showreel of 
Nintendo's triumph made much of the 'grey 
gaming' phenomenon, and further figures 
were quoted, stating that two thirds of DS 
users today are female. 

Such statistics were less interesting than 
Nintendo's professed outlook, however - which 

Nintendo suggested that it was courting 
a different audience, and the company 

would soon come to stand for 'self 
development, health, beauty and fitness' 

W EBSITE OF THE MONTH 

Japanmanship is subtitled ' life and videogame 
development in Japan', and that's an excellent 
summary of a site on which you'll f ind anything 
between luis Vitton handbags and the habits of 
Japanese programmers. After a recent summer hiatus, 
JC Barnett (a nom de plume) has returned to posting 
regular updates- the first of which was an excellent 
summary of Microsoft's position in the Japanese 
market, while the second dealt with the handbags. 
The insights into a closed industry are valuable, all 
of the content is well written and often i l luminating, 
and any site that advertises its shop with the l ine 
' supplement my income by buying overpriced 
merchandise you don't really need' at least 
suggests an honest presence behind it. 

~ .... , 
Japanmanship 

was surprisingly derogatory towards its traditional 
fans, albeit indirectly. looking at the posters dotted 
around the event it was clear that the geeks were 
being intentionally sidelined in favour of 
supposedly candid shots that reaffirm Nintendo's 
popularity among ethnically diverse couples and 

Paine said the Touch! Generation titles aren't about " terabytes 
and Ho• - instead they are concerned with improving people's 
lives through interactive experiences. Not much shooting, then 

women sitting in k1tchens. In fact, one slide during 
Paine's presentation outlined the ways in which 
gammg has been thus far been perce1ved as 'a sad 
addiction that removes the player from reality' . A 
picture of a long-ha1red nerd, screaming as he 
gnpped a control pad, appeared on the projection 
screen, the surroundmg space soon populated by 
the phrases 'glazed over', 'isolated' and other 
negat1ve terminology. Rather than debunk such 
perceptions, however, Nintendo simply suggested 
that it was courtmg a d1fferent audience, and the 
company would soon come to stand for 'self 
development, health, beauty and f itness.' 

Th is parad.gm shift, to use Paine·s term, would 
come as the result of Nintendo's Touch! Generation 
software whiCh, unlike traditional gaming, doesn't 
"replace your real life - it connects with it." Paine's 
assertion that Nintendo wasn't neglecting the more 
committed gamer was supported by just three 
examples: Metroid Prime 3, Zelda: Phantom 

Hourglass and Mario Galaxy. Clearly there's 
nothing wrong with engaging a new audience
indeed, it's massively profitable - but at the same 
time such efforts seem to dismiss the worth of the 
medium prior to this influx of accessible, 
functional but artistically shallow titles. 

Write the words 
you hear. 

[RESPOND~t 

[ PENCIL ~t 

~ l 
japanmanship.blogspot.com/ Nintendo's reiterated commitment to non·gamers with self-enrichment titles like Face Training and Brain Training (above) comes at the 

same t ime as company president Satoru lwata announced that the OS console will get new (as·yet·unknown) apps for its wireless tech 
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Sega launches Mega 30 
On October 30, Sega began to install the first of 
its new Mega 30 360 theatre attractions in Japan. 
Consisting of a screen stretching 360 degrees 
around a central six-metre radius and a projector 
displaying high-definition 30 video, the experience 
is designed to be interactive, with the 20 to 25 
'players' it holds at a time using 'air guns' to 
interact with the images. Purpose-designed glasses 
allow them to appreciate the 30 effect, which is 
a combination of prerendered backgrounds and 
realtime 30 elements. Audio is delivered in 6.1, and 
the entire attraction is controlled by PC for ease of 
maintenance. No news yet of a Euro appearance. 
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Rebel with a cause 
Rebellion's Jason Kinglsey on Aliens Vs Predator, thriving as a 
privateer developer, and making a game in super-quick time 

ebellion's story isn't the same as other 
UK independents'. While even successful 
studios like Bizarre are choosing to shelter 

under a parent publisher's wing, Rebell ion buys 
comics (it owns 2000AD) and beavers away as a 
multi-project game factory w ith a reputation for 
turning out slick titles in record time The 
forthcoming Aliens Vs Predator: Requiem (see 
p44), made in just six months, brings the 
company's past as developer of the original 
AVP crashing into its present as the PSP movie 
licensee du jour. We took stock with CEO 
Jason Kingsley at Rebellion's Oxford HQ. 

Rebellion seems to have become quite the PSP 
specialist. Was that by accident or design? 
it's a btt of an irony, because it's never really been 
a focus. We did [Rebellion's first PSP prOJeCt) 
Dead To R1ghts: Reckoning for Namco in a very 
short penod of t1me- it was an emergency rescue 
JOb We re very proud of what we achieved in 
the three-and-a-half months it took us to make 
the game. 

" People have said middleware doesn't w ork 
on PS3, t hey're delaying their titles, and you 

t hink: ' lt looks like people are struggling', 
but we don't have a problem at all" 

Do these handheld projects with a quick 
turnaround help you to survive financially 
as an independent studio? 
lt has its advantages. One of the danger points for 
an independent is to have all your eggs m one 

The recently released Star Wars Battlefront: Renegade Squadron 
is another of Rebellion's PSP projects based on high-profile lP 

basket and have one big title. We've made 
the transition to having around five t itles in 
development at any one time, which is brilliant 
because it gives you the safeguard. We can 
comfortably handle four next-gen titles at the 
moment, which is pretty scary. 

But it's still a tough environment for 
independents right now, yes? 
From everything I hear, it's tough. For us. it's going 
great. it seems to be feast or famine. it's maybe the 
transition ... We haven't had much problem with 
P53 technology. Other people have said 
middleware doesn't work on P53, they're delaying 
their titles, and you think: 'Wow, it looks like people 
are struggling', but we don't have a problem at all . 
But then we've planned for this transition and 
we're planning for the next one. We've created an 
engine, systems and tools that can cope with 
change. That's sometimes quite a hard thing to 
get through people's brains - you need to code 
defensively, so you don't have to throw it all away. 

lt must be odd to have AVP come home to 
roost after all these years. 
We were very disappointed when Monolith got the 
gig to do AVPl, but we understood why, because 
we'd basically done four versions of the game, and 
you sometimes need a fresh perspective. But then 
this opportunity popped up and it was very exciting 
to revisit it with all those ideas that have bubbled 
round in the back of our minds. There's been a lot 
of approval processes - there's always a certain 
tension between what we'd like to do and what 
the licensor is allowing us to do. But we 
understand that because it goes the other way 
around when we're doing things with Judge 
Dredd and Rogue Trooper. 

Do you f ind that your ownership of 2000AD 
has given you more insight into how to 
approach other people's lP sensitively? 
I think it has done. We have to deal with leftfield 
questions - for example: does Rogue Trooper have 
to be blue? That's like asking whether Sonic has 
to be blue. We've learned we don't need to ~ 
ask those stupid questions. ~ 



Apple prepares assault 
Gadget and sometime computer manufacturer moves to bite 
into the portable gaming market; Harmonix prepares f irst course 
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pple has announced that it will be opening 
its iPhone and iPod Touch to third parties 
through a developer SD K early next year. it 

may have been a part of Apple's strategy for some 
time, but it's also the culmination of months of 
hackers hacking and Apple responding, and the 
company will look to retain some control over 
content, most likely through a similar system to 
Nokia's digital signatures (essentially an approval 
process, which in the past has been praised by 
Apple CEO Steve Jobs). Upon announcing the 
new software, Jobs said: "We want native 
thirdparty applications on the iPhone, and we plan 
to have an SDK in developers' hands in February." 

What the iPhone hardware will be capable of 
when compared to other handhelds is yet to be 
tested, but a must-have consumer device with a 
touchscreen, camera and wifi is surely too good 
an opportunity for developers to miss out on. 

Tht iPhont 
specs are in certain 
respects superior 

Continue 

Go on a gnome quest or 
at 88mph in a Del orean 

Clever games generate 
clever fan creativity 

Come on back, rumble, 
and give us a little hug 

All tips for more gaming 
time gratefully received 

Neo-Geo anniversary 
celebrat ions turn sour 

Team Fortress 2 really 
deserves so much better 

Certainly, the viability of the iPod platform 
beyond the likes of Brick (an Easter egg created 

to those of even PSP 

by Steve Wozniak for the very first version of the 
machine) has been proven by the release in the 

Guitar Hero (because of this interface, it's obviously 
not compatible with iPhone or iPod Touch) it's 
difficult to see Phase becoming anything other 
than a significant h1t, and Apple's movement into 
portable mult1media with a very desirable device 
may make for a highly profitable marriage 

last few weeks of Phase (above), developed by 
Harmonix. Downloadable from iTunes, Phase is a 
bright rhythm-action game that syncs with any 
music you choose, and is controlled by using three 
circles of the iPod click wheel in a simi lar fashion to with game developers. 

THE GUM THIEF 
Coupland returns to the problems of our everyday 
slipping-down lives in this epistolary novel 

it's appropriate, considering his f ascination w ith the w ay life flows within 
our consumer society, that Douglas Coupland has quietly become so 
prolific. it's 16 years since Generation X: Tales For An Accelerated Culture 
archly defined the way cultural and commercial global isation was and 
would continue to affect the adulthood of the Baby Boomers' kids, and 
Coup land has continued to work regularly, releasing a stream of quasi
comic yet ultimately meaningful books about the travails of family, work 
and post-modern aspirations. But if last year's !Pod (E165) w as overly 
showy, The Gum Thief (his 11th English-language novel) is a return to t he 
process of f inding some remnants of redemption for cracked lives. 

Divorced, living in a basement flat and swigging cheap vodka, Roger 
is trying to make sense of it all. The death of his son. The fact he didn' t 
invest in Microsoft shares. That his wife survived cancer and left him. 
Bethany is his flipside. Young, plump, a goth, she's living at home with 
no plans for the future. Yet despite being literary ciphers, Coupland 
weaves a compelling web around the pair as they communicate through 
a series of letters which are also interlinked w ith chapters f rom Roger's 
once unfinished, now restarted novel. Explained this way, it seems an 
incredibly formulaic approach - but as with Coupland's best work, it's 
the w ell-observed aphorisms combined with the underlining sympathy 
for the characters that ultimately wins through. 

WIKINOMICS 
How sharing and openness will 
change the way we work and play 

By now w e all should be aware that Web 2.0, mass collaboration, user
generat ed content or whatever other terms you wish to use have the 
potential to change life, the universe and everything. In Wikinomics, 
wh ich has f inally been published in a UK edition, consultants Don 
Tapscott and Anthony D Williams try to dig down into the hype. In 
particular, they' re keen to look beyond the hours wasted on Facebook 
and see how mass collaboration - which they define as a combination of 
openness, peering, sharing and acting globally - can affect business. Well
known examples include how failing Canadian gold concern Goldcorp 
created the world's largest mine by releasing its geological data online. 

Getting retired chemists, engineers and inventors to work on some of 
industry's problems has also proved to be a lucrative experiment, and the 
success of open-source software is obvious. Perhaps more interesting is 
the balance between companies releasing information to improve 
efficiency and keeping their special sauce in-house. it's a tricky subject, 
and one that's less open to the sort of analysis that produced Wikinomics. 
Sadly, Second Life aside, there's little mention of games, either. it's a 
shame as the videogame industry continues to operate on an extremely 
proprietary model, making it vulnerable to change. At least there should 
be potential to shake things up with the likes of Home, XNA and X box 
Live Arcade, not to mention the casual PC space. 
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Dark Void 
FORMAT: TBA PUBLISHER: CA PC OM 

New games, and updates on games already on the radar 

Iron Man 
FORMAT: 360, OS, PC, PSP, PS2, PS3, Wii PUBLISHER: SEGA 

New LucasArts/BioWare Project 
FORMAT: TBA PUBLISHER: LUCASARTS 

From Crimson Skies developer Airtight, anything but a vacuous 
follow-up. let packs, planes and prop-driven flying saucers join 
the high-flying melee combat -quite a burden by any standard 

Sega flexes its muscle with an all-format movie adaptation. The 
multi-year deal with Marvel allows for comic· and movie·based 
sequels, much like those of Activision's recent Spider-Man series 

Is it the Star Wars TV series? An Indiana Jones spin-off? Howard 
The Duck? After the mild disappointment of this month's Mass 
Effect, a return to a galaxy far, far away could prove worthwhile 

Twelve Sky 
FORMAT: PC PUBLISHER; GIGASSOFT 

Turok 
fORMAl' 360, PC. PS3 PUBLISHER: TOUCHSTONE 

Gran Turismo 5 
FORMAT: PS3 PUBLISHER: SCEE 

All aboard for this month's open beta, 'all' being anyone up for 
the 'endless massive battle' of Korea's chart-topping MMO. Now 
three years old, the game is making its English-speaking debut 

A late announcement for a late PC port. Disney's dino·courting 
FPS will grace mice and keyboards in spring 2008, following the 
console release in February. Aspyr is handling the conversion 

Who's the Stig? You are, it seems. A deal with BBC Worldwide will 
bring 40 episodes of Top Gear to GT TV, the PS3·based broadcast 
channeL The show's Test Track. meanwhile, joins the game's rosteJ 

Nights Into Dreams Overlord Omega Five 
FORMAT: Wi• PUBLISHER: SEGA fORMAT: 360, PC PUBLISHER: CODE MASTERS FORMAT: 360 PUBLISHER: HUDSON SOFT 

Newly announced My Dreams mode brings Nightopia's beasties 
together in a custom sandbox linked to the Weather Channel. 
let's hope the wildlife here isn't quite the same as that of Stalker 

Some more loot for the castle, courtesy of three downloadable 
(dis)content packs. Raising Hell adds new story missions. the 
others multiplayer maps and local splitscreen functionality 

Hudson's rather fetching shooter hits XSlA this month, adding 
yet another 360-degree control scheme to the library. The human 
cast sets this one apart, along with R-Type-esque environments 

[J INTERNET GAME Of THE MONTH 

Another month, another flurry of Robotron clones. You'd 
think that we'd have seen nearly every possible variation 
upon this concept by now but, amazingly, there are some 
stalwarts out there still squeezing the last drops of ingenuity 
from the genre. Colordefense creator 'Coolio Niato' has 
innovated previously in this space with Colorwars - a game in 
which you had to change the colour of ship before you could 
destroy the similarly colour-coded enemies swarming upon 
you. Colordefense t akes a passive approach to the same 

situation: instead of firing at enemies, you have to deflect 
them with one of the three colour panels that surround your 
ship, rotating the shield to match the colour of the incoming 
foe. Each time an enemy hits, your ship is punted across the 
screen, resulting in a frantic scrabble to stay in the middle 
where you have more time to react to in-bound enemies. With 
a few variations of enemies and increasingly faster waves, the 
game proves a challenge, albeit a short-l ived one - but its real 
triumph is simply that it refreshes a stale concept. 

tl 



Hitting the New Veer soles 
Christophe Kagotani takes a look at how videogames fit in with Japan's holiday season 

course, New Year's 
Day. The extended family 
gathers, drinks. eats, drinks, 
talks and ... ah, yes, drinks 
again. For kids there's a 
magic moment, called the 
Otoshidama time, when the 
adults give them delicately 
crafted envelopes, known as 
pochibukuro, with money 
inside (perhaps ¥1 ,000-3,000). 

While the adults are engrossed in their chat, the kids quietly open 
their envelopes, enviously eyeing each other in some absurd parody of 
a spaghetti western, young Clint Eastwoods furrowing their brows 
while Enio Morricone's music plays. How much did I get this year? 
Did he receive more than me? Did he - ha! - get less/ The adults like 
to think that some of the cash will be saved bu t the kids have no such 
intentions: after all, it com~s but once a year. 

Out there on the high street, it is also the busiest day of the year, 
w ith Japan running at full speed. For a store, not opening on New 
Year's Day would be choosing bankruptcy. Parents and grandparents 
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accompany the kids to the biggest stores, where 
there are so many people that it's rush hour all day. 
People queue for hours before the stores open. 
Naturally, the toy and game industries concentrate 
their marketing on the few months before, and the 
consoles now have problems competing for 
customers with other devices: to pick just one 
examp e, new mobile phones f rom the three major 

(the label will say 'fashion' or 'electronics', for 
example). Each bag carries a standard price 
(¥5,000 (£2 1 ), ¥10,000 (£42) and upwards), 
and the content will be worth at least that 
much, more often quite a bit more. 

I don't mean to give the impression that New 
Year's Day is purely a high-tech thing, though: 
temples and shrines get in on the act, as people 

The toy and game industries concentrate their marketing on the few 
months before New Year's Day, and the consoles now have problems 
competing for customers w ith other devices, such as new mobile phones 

operators (Docomo, AU and Softbank) were 
revealed in Japan in October and November this 
year, aimed at that magic moment when prices are 
slashed and people forget about their budgets and 
their diets. it's also a factor in the huge fukubukuro 
('wagon sales') where huge amounts of products 
are dumped to clear shelves. 

The fukubukuro are very popular. Essentially, 
there are bags you can't look inside, but you 
know they are f illed w ith items of a given type 

come looking for good omens for the coming year. 
Monks sell tons of lucky charms (for driving, study, 
health - anything you want, really). They make 
their living for the year during that single day, from 
the billions of yen donated to spirits. 

So, w hat does this have to do with games? At 
some stage, another tradition has been added to 
the above: Christmas. it 's considered to be as 
important as a Matsuri (a local festival) in the 
calendar, even though it's not even a public holiday. 



A poor digital veoion of the kind of behaviour that will greet Dragon Quest !Vs arroval 
in Japanese stores (to be more accurate, the queue needs to be about 25 times as long) 

There are Japanese tweaks as well: it's the only country to celebrate 
Chnstmas with a whipped-cream sponge cake topped wtth 
strawbernes. which 'm very grateful for. I" m less gratefu for KFC's 
mcredtbly successful marketing of "Chnstmas ChiCken', whtch believe 
it or not·many Japanese people thmk is the trad1t1onal western food at 
this time of year• Of course, people also exchange small gifts, and that 
has been enough encouragement for the toy and game industnes to 
try to sell more, so btg titles are increastngly ftndmg their way on to 
Japanese shelves in December in preparat•on for Chnstmas. 

Of course, nowadays the grandparents and mothers are also 
queuing for their own OS, and it's going to be another big holiday 
season for Nintendo. But amid all the new t1tles, 1t's funny to know 
almost certamly that the wtnner, in terms of sales. by January 2, 2008 
wtll be a game that's 17 years old: Square Entx's Dragon Quest IV for 
the OS. As the money rs handed over, few people will thtnk about 
the trony of facing the future by buying a ptece of the past, but 
perhaps there's somethtng appropriate there as well. After all, 
New Year's Day in Japan tS all about family, memones and personal 
lives- and not really about the big game companies falling over 
themselves to grab the cash. In that context, there's somethtng 
comfortmg about DQNs mevrtable success· rt's a little ttme capsule, 
a p1ece of nostalgia freshly wrapped. Isn't that al anyone 
wants for the holidays? 

Dragon Quest IV Is one 
of Square Enix"s many 
re-releases, and the 
DS veoion is in fact a 
port of a PlayStation 
remake from 2001 -
wllich won't prevent 
it selling like juicy 
strawberry cakes 
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Edge's most wanted 

Rock Band 

So, our fears are confirmed- solo 
action in Guitar Hero Ill - the devil, 
go-go dancers and all - just can't 
cut it against the chance to play 
with the whole damn band. 

oO. P' 2. 1'53. EA 

God Of War: Chains Of Olympus 

. ··~. ~~- '.·· ~·~ r " "· ,;1,, ;;w&. ,ill . ,~,.: 
; I Q .., 

Having seen last month that 
Kratos' bombastic fury will 
translate from the big screen to 
the small one rather w ell, the wait 
has become a lot less traumatic. 
~ \C E 

Echochrome 

Post Portal, it's good to know 
there's more spatial riddling around 
the corner. Well, sort of, if you line 
up that column over that gap just 
right. No cake in this one, though. 
I" P •P. SCEE 

e 
The future of electronic entertainment 

utton 
Do simple controls really equal accessibility? 

S 
ince Nintendo launched its 
Wir, the feeling that game 
controls have become too 

complex has only grown Though 
the console is just the latest 
example of an interface philosophy 
that included the GameCube's 
large '/!I: button, it seems that rt's 
only now that others have seriously 
started to explore new control 
methods, questioning the Intricate 
combos and button sequences that 
have been so intrinsic to gaming. 

Too Human is one of them lt 
has a control scheme that has ·ts 
main character striking whatever's 
in range in the direction you point 
the 360's right stick. Though this 
might sound simplistic, a set of 
ranged combat options add a little 
more depth, as do dodges, jumps 
and juggles. The idea is to stop 
flowing combat being the preserve 
of only the most skilled players. 

Similarly, Lion head's aims 
for Fable 2's fabled one-button 
melee attack control scheme is that 
it's 'so simple that anyone can play 
it'. Responding to holds, releases 
and taps, the system is context 
sensitive, allowing items to be 
picked up and enemies to be 
dashed against walls. 

lt's not hard to imagine the 
challenges that the designers of 

such schemes faced· they must 
always do what the player expects 
them to m any Situation, but more 
Importantly they have to be both 
accessible to new players and 
rewarding to experienced ones. 
This is where the cracks usually 
show. Players become frustrated 
that they can't do exactly what 
they want and tire of what often 
boils down to repetitive combat. 

Games with demanding 
controls, like Ninja Gaiden, are 
often used by those who call for 
simpler schemes as an example of 
being too hard. But though their 
aims might seem laudable, perhaps 
we shouldn't forget that few 
gaming experiences match that 
of truly mastering Ryu. After all, 
games shouldn't simply be smooth 
experiences that hold a player's 
hand- they're interactive, their 
players need to feel as if they had 
a part in their success. 

And could the one-button 
ideal be a misreading of what 
accessibility really means? Should it 
not be about flexibility- widening 
options instead of constraining 
them? Instead of offering one 
easy way to interact, how about 
allowing players to shape their 
own way in a game according ......, 
t o their aptitudes? ~ 
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Too Human 
360 

The Outsider 
360, PC. 1'53 

The Club 
360. PC.I'Sl 

Devil May Cry 4 
360, PSl 

Bionic Commando 
3"'· ,.. ) 

Dead Space 
360, PC. PSl 

Sight Training 
DS 

Disaster: Day Of Crisis 
Wu 

Super Smash Bros Melee 

Brutal Legend 
360, PSl 

Condemned 2: Bloodshot 
360,P\l 

Aliens Vs Predator: Requiem 
PSP 

Apollo Justice: Ace Attorney 
DS 
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PUBLISHER: MICROSOFT GAME STUDIOS 

DEVELOPER: SILICON KNIGHTS 
ORIGIN: CANADA 
RELEASE: Ql 2008 

PREVIOUSLY IN: E164 
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Too Human 
Silicon Knights' console answer 
t o Diablo f inally shows it's a man 

A 
fter a famously disastrous showing 
at E3 In 2006 and the extensive 
fallout from founder Denis Dyack's 

unfavourable reactoon to the medta coverage, 
Sihcon l<noghts hasn t been partocularly eager 
to show off the progress 1t has been maktng 
on Too Human. The developer recently chose 
to show the f,rst new playable code to 
jou rnahsts m the controlled enVIronment of 
its offices m St Cathannes, Canada, and 
though not without ots flaws, the proJed 
appears to be fmally shaping up into 
something that could match the imtial hype 

Set m a future full of the echoes of Norse 
mythology, Too Human te s the story of a 
war between humans and machones m a 

fashoon strongly reminiscent of Sohcon 
Kntghts' cult hot Eternal Darkness. w1th 
playable flashbacks expandtng the plot 
lncodental cutscenes are som1larly mteradove, 
woth the player only lostng control of maon 
character Baldur in plot-cnt1ca dialogue or 
actoon scenes - such as the opemng cutscene 
wh1ch, m a nod to epic poem Beowulf, 
features Baldur defend1ng a seedy {but lively) 
outpost bar from a ravenous and seemingly 
unstoppable mechan ca l foe. 

Designed as an action-RPG, Too Human 
offers players a choiCe of f1ve character 
classes for Baldur. Clearly influenced by 
MMORPGs, they range from the damage
soal::ong Tank to tne hea 1ng 810 Mechan1c, 

Set in a future ful of the echoes of Norse mythology, Too 
Human tells the story of a war between humans and 
machines in a fashion reminiscent of Eternal Darkness 

w1th Dyack h1nt1ng that Too Human's DLC 
could include new classes 

Each class can grow to level 50, each 
with unique ski trees and the cho1ce to stay 
human or progressr.ely augment themselves 
with cybernetic 1mp an-;s (ontended to have 
maJOr ram1f1Cat ors n the over-archong plot). 
w1th powers oncluc '19 group buffs or the 
ab1hty to aggro ef'em es. 

Silicon Kn1ghts has promosed a near
nfinite amount of customosatiOn for 
characters, woth huncreds of d1fferent 
weapon and armour sets rangmg 1n rarity 
from common all the way up to World Of 
WarCraft-styie epiC loot sets. Weapons and 
armour can be further customised by 
engraving runes or performong 'charm 

Building up the combo meter is for more 
than show - large combos allow the player 
to store up energy to perform battle cries 
(limo·limittd buffs and debuffs} and ' ruiners' 
-the Norse equivalent of a sman bomb 

quests' {Achievement-! ke tasks such as 
killing a set number of enemoes) to endow 
them with un1que powers 

Despite the obvoously onlone-oroented 
nature of the classes, S1hcon Kn1ghts chose 
not to show any co-op multlplayer, refusing 
to confirm the poss,ble number of 
Simultaneous players, or even to d1scuss the 
perplexing possiblhty that all co-operatJve 
players could be playing as Baldur. 

Accepting that the player chooses a 
character suoted for 'solomg' (such as the all
rounder the Champion or ranged weapon 
expert the Commando), the Stngleplayer 



combat ts as obsess1vely compulsive as 
the Diablo t1tles whtch obvtously insptre 1t. 
Whereas Blizzard took the concept of pomt 
and click with a mouse and used tt to 
stmphfy and streamline Dtablo's realtime 
battles, S1ltcon Kntghts has taken thts 
parad1gm and made 1t ftt the Joypad. 

During battles, the ptayer stmply points 
the right stick m the dtrectton of the foe 
they'd like to attack, locking on to enemtes 
and allowing Baldur to dash forward and 
attack wtth his melee weapon as soon as 
they're m range. Stmply shifting dtrectton on 
the stick wtll change tc1rgets c1nd (hopefully) 
build up a contmuous k1l combo. 

Although thts tntttally seems stmphstJC 
and unSclttsfylng, the tnclusion of proJectl e 
weapons (such as dua1-wteld p1stols and 
grenade-launchtng rifles) on the tnggers that 
simtlarly target enemtes using the right stick 
adds a tactical depth, as does the pressure of 
the enemy swarms and mini-bosses that 
reqwe skill to target the correct area for 
attack. Too Human has notably not turned 
button-mashtng mto stick-waggling. despite 
a des1gn deciston fraught w1th that danger. 

Enjoyable in 1ts current form. our 
reservatiOns rematn about the online co-op 
With no Dtabl~ue level randomiser on 
show and a stattc plot, the amount of 
customiScltton opttons may go to waste if 
there's s mply no impetus to r~play the t1tle. 
All signs pomt to the game bemg well ...., 
worth one playthrough, at least ~ 

Intentionally cinematic, the player cannot 
take manual control of the camera, but can 
set the view distance. As a result. there are 
moments you' ll find yourself fighting (or 
being attacked by) a foe you cannot see 

Too Human's world includes 
a cyberspace. accessed by 
interacting with wells. lt's 
the home of the Norns, 
the female fates of Norse 
mythology, and allows 
Baldur to find secret items. 
open doors and otherwise 
affect the 'real' world. 
Our limited time with the 
game meant we couldn' t 
tell if it was any more than 
simply another take on the 
Zelda series' parallel worlds, 
and the frequent trips into 
wells just to open locked 
doors seemed like a bit of 
a wasted opportunity. 
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Details of The Outsider's 
plot - the word may be 
even more appropriate for 
its non-linear map of 
factions and motivations -
are still firmly under wraps. 
But we can begin to piece 
together a picture from the 
hypothetical situations 
Braben describes. Agents 
of the story w ill probably 
include a corrupt CIA. a 
terrorist group Jameson 
was undercover with, the 
Chinese secret serv1ce, the 
conspirators behind the 
assassination, and perhaps 
most interestingly, the 
media. Appropriately 
enough for a H1tchockian 
thriller, there will also be 
at least one MacGuffin. 
Braben's examples of how 
you might use it - to play 
factions against off each 
other, or even release it to 
the media - could well be 
the best distillation of The 
Outsider's remarkable 
freedom of action. 

The Outsider 
David Braben offers another early glimpse of his 
freeform conspiracy theory working in practice 

roam•ng politKa thnller, revea ed 
over a year ago in E165, is some two years 
from be.ng ready, and currently uns•gned 
(although that could change sooner rather 
than later when asked about ns status. 
Brab(>n says r1s ·no comment" w1th a broad 
sm1 e) But the lather of E'1te 1s enthusiastic 
enough about h s IIIS•on to evangehse it to 
the genera pub c at GameCity, show some 
very early demos of the game runnmg, and 
dtscuss 1t w•th us afterwards. 

it's Still one of the most fasonat ng and 
amb•tious concepts 1n developmem. The 
player IS John Jameson, a C lA agent accused 
of k1lling the US president, and pursued by 
the media and secunty forces. The story of 
Jameson's fight to stay alive and unravel the 
consp~racy will be entirely non-linear. Players 
w1ll not just be free to explore Washtngton 
DC and adopt the tactics of thelf choos•ng, 
but also to mfluence events and mantpu ate 
or ally themselves with several fact•ons 

"it's not that 1t branches once or twice, 
1t has the potent1al to branch continuously.· 
Braben expla•ns. • All the avenues that are 
normally closed off aren't closed off, such 
as where you can't just kill a character. • 

Frontier has accepted that there will be one course of 
action the majority of players will take: "We have to 
ensure the path most people are likely to do works well " 

Construct ng a freeform narrat ve un1verse 
souo<h daunting, bu~ he says tt's more so 
pra~ ea ly than conceptua ly "TI-e d1ff1Culty 
1n balanc ng ~hat for the payer tS the hard 
part, not tne f.ex b ~Y n the story." 

~t's hard to tmag ne how th s wlll take 
tang•ble shape, espec1ally n a game which 
Braben tnststs tS st I. tundamentally, 1n the 
actton genre. But one of ~he demos at his 
talk bnngs The Outs•der nto sharp focus for 
the flfst t1me Jameson 1s nterrupted 1n a 
burglary by a cop. who attempts to arrest 
htm but 1s m turn Nerrupted by a gang of 
shcldowy shooters He pan•cs, but Jameson 
persuades h m to take h•s stde •n the firef1ght 
through qutddlfe conversatiOnal gambits, 
chosen '" realt1me wh•le ftghtlng, from two 
opt ons that are summansed 1n a word or 
two and chosen by the game on the fly. 

DesOite the work-In-progress graphics 
and d•a ogue. the scene Flows naturally and 
tS electnc Wtth potenttal The Outstder's 
conversattons seem pos1t1oned somewhere 
b(>tween adventure-game d1alogue trees and 
context-sens•ttve squad commands. "The 
two aren't that far aoart from each other. 
really. and that's the po1nt," says Bra ben. 
"But n when you're shouting story-related 
thtngs to each other •n battle that ot gets very 
•nteresttng L1ke 'Stoo shooting and I'll g1ve 
you the th1ng' or We can work together' • 

The most thnlhng concrete prospect in 
The Outs•der IS that 1t w1ll not only let you 
choose to talk or shoot, but do both at once. 
and work IS clearly well advanced on makmg 
that a reality. Two years IS ample time to 
work through th1s vastly ambitious brief, we 
only hope that Front1er can keep up w1th 
developments in other f1elds. and make 
The Outstder as polished and complete ~ 
as it is fa r-stghted. ~ 

The Outside;s animation is a blend of motion·capture 
with Al·driven techniques. In a list·figh~ the characters' 
reactions to obstacles as well as blows is very realistic 

Bra ben says that the key to creating a believable city 
was to stop using art packages. Frontier hos built its 
own tool, allowing buildings to be pieced together 



The Club 
If you like a lot of points for 
your head shot, join our club 

0 
ne of the problems with arcade-style 
games 1s that, on paper, they never 
amount to much Take OurRun and 

Gran Turismo, for example: how can a 
handful of Ferrans ard one forked racetrack 
compare to garages full of veh1cles and a 
multitude of courses and parts? Ukew1se, 
The Club is a self-consciously arcade-style 
nterpretat1on of the genre. So, on paper, 11 

hardly compares to the Hollywood narratives 
and emergent AI to be found 1n the likes of 
Halo 3 or Half-Ltfe 2 

Instead, you s1mply p1ck one of e1ght 
characters and play through brief-burst levels 
that take place across e1ght d1fferent 
environments. That's what the brave new 
world for console shooters amounts to, 
according to Bizarre CreatiOns running 
round and play1ng the same level aga1n and 
again. lt hardly sounds like much of a new 
dawn. And that's the problem With arcade
style games. Because to understand the 
beauty of The Club, you have to play 1t You 
have to play it the way B1zarre ntended you 

have to p1ck up a contra er and compete for 
high scores and glory. That's why Sega 
tnv,ted JOurna sts from across Europe to a 
high-score play-off at a recent press event. 

The theory IS Simple. hit targets to tngger 
a pomts mult1pl er then keep hitting targets 
to susta1n that multiplier m order to rack up a 
mammoth score In practice 1t's simply a lot 
of fun. Playing through a level set in a stately 
manor house, there's a bnef moment of 
trepidation before everything kicks off and 
1nst1nct and adrenaline - takes over. And 

In the quest for high scores, speed is 
traded off against accuracy. The highest 
scoros, however. will need plonty of both 

Eadl of tiM! gamt's tight dtfferent characters has a 
wrydistmct feol. Kuro's low·rtsllience/high·speed 
combtnation, for example, will require a very different 
approach to that required by Renwick's all· round balance 

then, hav ng cleared the main hallway, 
turned right through the drawing rooms and 
descended into the wtne cellar, or even 
before then, the score multiplier w1 I start 
tiCking down and panic sets in. And you'll 
forget to use the spnnt button or someth1ng 
else will go wrong, but 1t can be put nght 
w1th just one more restart - one more go. 

Part of the p easure s s1tt ng back 
after a bout, hands taut Wltn exhllara!10n, 
marvelling at the inhumanly h1gh scores that 
some o&er players a•e capable of before 
trymg to match them Consequent y, the 
game's leaderboards will be crucial to its 
success. \'Vh eh s v.'hy B1zarre 1s talking of 
haVIng uo ro 600 d <ferent boards Other 
modes 1nclude. among others, S1ege, 1n 
wh ~11 modern-day glad•ators defend a 
part Cutar p ece of ground from relentless 
waves of attackers, and Survivor, tn whiCh 
the regular game is given the added urgency 
of a bomb strapped to the player character 

One mode that won't be tncluded, 
however, is an online spectator mode. Which 
1s a rea shame. because The Club s almost 
as much fun to watch as 1t is to play. spotting 
all the little thtngs that other players do 
d1fferently. and Incorporating those tactics 
m to your own game. Because, ultimately, 
the fun doesn't end until you're top of ...., 
the leaderboard. ~ 
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RELEASE 2008 

'The house was developed 
into the present mansion 
by Fred•ritk. fourth Baron 
Calthorpe' runs the blurb 
left in the bedrooms at The 
Elvetham, Sega's chosen 
venue to show off Tile 
Club. 'The house was 
said to have become the 
playground of a shadowy 
organisation of aristocrats' 
it continues. 'This group 
of wealthy, yet brutal. 
men were known to pay 
mercenaries to fight to the 
death tn an earthen pit, 
which now forms the 
internal courtyard'. it's at 
this point that it becomes 
obvious the promotional 
leaflets were produced in 
cahoots with Sega. 
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DMC4's glorious excess 
looks to be maintained 
throughout the story. which 
centres on an order of 
kn1ghts - of which Nero is 
a member - who fight 
demons and are led by 
Krato, the brother of 
resident damsel·in·distress 
Kyrie. The order includes 
other characters you'll meet 
along the way, Including 
the predictable sexpot in 
Gloria (who has the honour 
of inspiring what must be 
the most ridiculous camera 
flyby shot in videogame 
history), while lady and 
Trish will return - though 
no Virgil this time. The story 
seems to begin w ith Dante 
attacking and killing 
members of the order, and 
Nero gaining the power of 
the Devil Bringer, hence 
their first confrontation. 

Devil May Cry 4 
Dante and Nero decide it's better 
to reign in hell t han serve in heaven 

The difficulty from OMCJ has been toned down somewhot in 
the uvbal stage1. but by the time of the deno..ement OMC4's 
challenge IS promosed to exceed even that of its predecessor 

A 
n extended hands-on w1th DMC4 

reveals that while it may be 
supremely silly, and still in some 

ways limited by 1ts past, it is also a slick and 
professionally made title fully conscious of 
the strength of excess The sword and 
gunplay bas1s of the ong1nal has been 
recreated and enhanced with such 
~rreverence that DMC4. for all of its 
pred•ctab•loty, does possess that valuable 
quality of self-knowledge that may add 
just enough sp1ce to the mix. 

The f rstlevelthrows Nero into a f1ght 
w1th Dante in a church - the two begmning 
the game as enem1es and after this the 
levels are built around slicing up scores of 
demons before reachmg big set-pieces 
wh1ch seem to get more h1stnonic by 
succession. Large outdoor environments are 
promised to be a new thmg for the series, 
w1th particular not1ce g•ven to a port town. a 

Nero gives Dante a decent run in the 
style stakes, but his real gift to the 
DMC armoury is a long grab via his 
devil hand - which maintains combos 
as well as merrily tossing foes around 

The role of the knights in OMC4 is ambiguous, but it's at least 
clear that some of tbem will get on your wrong side. Well, it 
makes a nice <:Nnge from the same old demonic marionenes 

wide landscape o' b asted snow, a Jungle 
locanon. and se\ era enormous castles 

But the rea m·erest I es m the weapons, 
wh1ch are an unadu terated pleasure. Let's 
start small. the sword can be rewed like a 
motorbike to make everythmg a little more 
sensat1onal and •nflict more damage; Nero 
can also act1vate h1s 'Devil Tngger' for extra 
attacks, which causes a ghostly blue demon 
to appear and m1rror h1s actions Dante 
becomes playab e after a certa1n pomt in 
the game and has h1s four styles present 

and correct, but the real Interest IS 1n h1s 
outstanding spec al weapons Gilgamesh •s a 
melee weapon which puts sp1nn1ng blades 
on his feet and hands, and allows vocious 
pummellmg attacks (1nclud1ng a shoryuken). 
Lucifer causes Dante to sprout grey skeletal 
wings and shoot out red 'demon blades' 
that hover in the a1r and can be controlled 
and used to surround h1m -or made to 
explode by dropping a rose. But the best. 
by far, is Pandora's Box. Th1s IS a smal 
bnefcase With at east f1ve d,fferent uses: 
1t can be thrown like a boomerang 1nto 
enemies, while opening 1t stuns anyone 
nearby, and t can even transform 1nto a 
machine gun or a huge rocket launcher w1th 
several d•fferent add1t1onal forms, including a 
laser. Then there's the last funct1on. wh1ch 
sees it convert into a mobile miss•le battery 
surrounded with cannons (featurmg a seat 
for Dante in the middle), which can float 
around raining nastiness on to anyth1ng that 
even looks at it the wrong way. 

OMC4 is not gomg to remvent the wheel, 
but it'll keep 1t rolling. lt's breathtakingly 
beautiful in places, has the same ferocious 
combat as ever, and offers more extras than 
the previous games (which were stuffed). 
lt all adds up to someth1ng of a signtfiCant 
release for the traditiOnally fallow 
post-Christmas period. 



Bionic Commando 
After too long, one of the original 
bionically enhanced warriors is back 

B 
10ntc Commando begtns 'n the 
clouds above Ascenston Ctty, the 
panorama stretchtng With butldtngs 

on buildings. before an explosiOn (wtth a 
vtsuat nod to Akira) nps through the towers 
of steel and stone ard rums the landscape 
The disaster signals a repneve for one Natnan 
Spencer, the BtoniC Commando. wrongly 
tmprisoned and lacking hts deftntng 
equipment. Twenty years after the ongtnal 
release. and set ten years after the events 
of the anginal game, the last word of game 
footage seen thus far is from hts fans as 
well as Spencer himself: "Finally". 

Nathan Spencer now has dreadlocks, 
which accentuate hts momentum, while hts 
bionic arm in its new form is as dynamic as 
you'd hope, promismg opportunittes beyond 
what has been shown thus far, likely to 
tnclude spectacularly overstzed blasting 
capabthties and rappelling The envtronment 
tS also a·playground full of thtngs to throw at 
the hapless enemy soldters, the arm capable 
of grasping objects and sendmg tnem huge 
dtstances at speed With etther a stratght 

throw or a ob. Be,ng a 40kg p ece of 
machtnery it's also useful for beanng up 
oppost\lon. allowing you to throttle one 
enemy whtle shooting hts comrades, be'ore 
d smtssmg him wtth an uppercut. 

The most important of the arm's abthttes 
and the core of the game, however. tS 
sWtng,ng A demonstratton at Capcom·s 
recent Gamers Day concentrated ent rely 
on the swing mechanic, the pnmary 
responstbtltty of Swedish developer Gr n 
Thankfully, it showed that 1t works and then 
some: compared to the disappotnttng Sp•der
Man 3, thts feels like a genu me evolution for 
the abthty. There is a mixture of auto and 
manual aimmg, the latter aided by a Jump 
wtth a great deal of hang time. and no f1xed 
swmg points- any surface not tamted by 
radtatlon can be attached to and swung 
from, wtth a chunky kinetic mot1on that 
makes the cord react as it should to mass 
and momentum The area shown was 
ltmtted, but demonstrated that the Stante 
Commando's wetght wil affect how 
structures react to your swingtng- a 

~11. it wouldn't be Capcom if there weren't some screen
filling beMmoths to punctuate your progress. and then 
hopefully some specta<ularty inventive uses of the arm. 

• What we' re really waiting for, howeve, is confirmatoon or 
otherwise of the presence of the mastermind Master D 

Bionic Com1111ndo rewards the free-falling impulse. The 
locations shown thus far have been ovetwhelmingly city
based, and focus on the ahermath of the bomb- which, 
rather conveniently, has left girders and their swingable 
like as the major elements constructing the landscape 

smashed monoratl bemg gradually pulled off 
its track after a few pendulous swings, for 
example. The btonic arm and its swmging 
motion will deftne whether the game either 
innovates successfully or falls over, and 1t's 
testament to Capcom and Gnn that it's 
working so well at the ttme of ftrst 
announctng the game 

Few plot details are known, a though it 
IS conflfmed that returntng to earlter areas 
(as tn the f,rst NES game) with more 
abihttes will be part of the structure. QUite 
apart from lists of facts, however, what 
could be cructal to Btomc Commando's 
development tS the comm•tment of the team 
behtnd n. "I cons•der the origmal to have one 
of the best •gnored mechamcs tn gamtng," 
says producer Ben Judd, "and people write 
stuff ltke 'You're ktlltng my childhood'. This 
1s my childhood, too, and I want to make a 
great game." And as for the comparisons to 
a certa1n other swtngtng game? " It'll be 
better than Spider-Man: 1f tt's not, I'll give 
you my address and you can bomb 
me. ·· Duly noted. 

Nathan Spenc:er isn't the only person out 
there with some significant metal assistance: 
the plot features his former comrades. who 
have ~n bionically altered in various ways 
and now, of course. work for the bad guys 

FORMAT: 360, PC. PSl 
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The original Bionic 
Commando's legacy is 
obvious in even the 
colourings of the red-suited 
enemies and the green
suited commando. The 
Badds are back, although 
now referred to as the 
Imperials, though there's no 
word on whether the 
infamous bad guy Master D 
will make his return. l t 
could also be pointed out 
that Nathan Spencer wasn' t 
the name of the original 
Bionic Commando, but 
thanks to the various re
releases it could be any of 
Super Joe, Radd Spencer or 
Ladd Spencer. Super Joe 
was also the star of the 
original Commando and, 
despite his no longer being 
the canonical BC. makes 
a comeback as your 
'Supervisor' Joe Bishop. 
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Mutated ex-humans are the order of the 
day, with the game's hero, a mechanical 
engineer named lsaac Clarke, having 
to face up to self-preservation alone 
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Dead Space 
Here's hoping it won't 
live up to its name 

S 
urvival horror's cinematic precursor, 
Alien. drew a large proportion of its 
thri lls from being set in space. but 

games have tended to stiCk to more earthly 
(and earthy) locations with zomb,es. Perhaps 
Dino Crisis 3 is part of the reason why. 

EA has decided to set 1ts new excursion 
into survival horror in space, and it has high 
ambitions, accord1ng to execut1ve producer 
Glen Schofield: "We a<m to make the 
scariest game ever made." Certainly; its roots 
are obvious- it's set on a ship invaded by an 
organ1sm that has mutated 1ts crew. 

What EA hopes will distinguish Dead 
Space is a 'dismemberment' system, which 
allows players to use the ship's mining tools, 
designed to break rock, to cut through the 
alien scourge's limbs instead. The idea is that, 
with meagre ammunition supplies, the onus 
is on players to strategically disable foes, 
because enemy AI will incorporate the loss 
of appendages into its reckoning. 

Dead Space will also include gravity and 
stasis guns which, with the addition of 
we1ghtless sections, will mean that the 
manipulation of gravity and t ime will also 

FORMAl: OS 
PUBLISHER: NINTENDO 
DEVElOPER: IN-HOUSE 

ORIGIN: JAPAN 
RELEASE: NOVEMBER 23 

be part of the mix. These will be incorporated 
into physics puzzles, wh1ch have potential to 
transcend Resident Evrfs b<zarre set-gem
into-statue·s-head cha 'enges. 

But it's unlikely cerebral tinkering will be 
Dead Space's mainstay. it's the gory business 
of dismemberment thal best represents this 
new attempt at creating a Cinematic shocker. 
"Dead Space combines lhe lension of 
survival horror games w1th the bone 
fragments and arterial spray of 
Hollywood horror," says Schof<eld. 

Sight Training 

The mining theme runs deep, with the industrial ship 
on which the game is set designed to carve city-sized 
chunks of rock out of planets and render them down. 
Weaponry therefore includes the plasma cutter, a mining 
tool designed for small pieces, and the line gun, which 
can cut away several enemy limbs with each discharge 

Nintendo lines up yet another piece of self- improvement 
software - but is its purpose a little too difficult to see? 

T 
he recent Mind Body and Console 
showcase gave Nintendo the 
platform to show off the latest 

product in its tra ining range, securing an 
explanation of its possible benefits from 
Liverpool University's head of orthoptics, Dr 
Gail Stephenson. However, perhaps the 
necessity for such an explanation suggests 
that, unlike previous training games, Sight 
Training may be inobvious in its intended 
effects. lt does not, for example, work to 

Eyeball Cross-Section 

As in previous games, your daily training is interrupted by 
explanatory screens, only some of which are truly informative 

improve your distance vision, or mitigate 
astigmatism. lt will not cure glaucoma or 
cataracts. What it does do is aid your brain in 
its visual perception, working on five areas in 
which top athletes apparently excel. 

The format is, as with other training 
games, a series of daily tasks designed to 
decrease the oddly arbitrary concept of your 
'Eye Age'. To this end you tap red squares 
as they appear on screen to build hand-eye 
co-ordination, try to determine which moving 
box a ball is under, and match shapes or 
numbers that have been briefly f lashed in the 
periphery of your vision. Your chaperone this 
time is a pixellated figure no less verbose 
than his professorial predecessors - and nor 
is his dialogue any quicker to click through. 

Quite how easy it will be to convey Sight 
Trainrng's concept will remain to be seen, 
but, in this case, a misunderstanding of its 
benefits regarding acuity of vision might 
garner it more sales. Either way, along with 
Face Training, it might be well-received 
among those who like the idea of daily 
self-improvement, but find the more ...., 
cerebral alternatives not to their taste. ~ 
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One of the more interesting 
aspects of lrem's Disaster 
Report games was that the 
characters would have 
needs beyond a health bar. 
In the first title this took the 
rather crude form of a 'QP 
bar' that reflected your 
character's water levels -
you had to frequently stop 
and take a drink as well as 
occasionally providing for 
other people, and finding 
water sources was often a 
priority. In Disaster Report 2 
both body temperature and 
food played crucial roles, 
and both were affected by 
the nature of the problem 
being faced by the player. 
Disaster: Day Of Crisis does 
have indicators other than 
the player's health currently 
shown in the HUD (and 
Monolith has an RPG 
background), so expect a 
combination of the earlier 
games' tricks to add a little 
more mental preparation 
to the peril-dodging. 

Disaster: Day Of Crisis 
Earth, wind and f ire make yet another 
sensational comeback w it h their great est hits 

I rem's D1saster Report and 1ts sequel 
were games based on surviving 
natura disasters that, though never 

ach evtng excellence, proved tha~ a good 
game could be bUilt around except1onal 
natura events Monohth Software, wh1ch 
1n May th1s year became a subs1d ary of 
N1ntendo, IS now produCing what is very 
much the spiritual successor to this series 
D1saster· Day Of C (Is is. 

Where the two earlier games were set in 
h1ghly artifiCial places (a purpose-built 1sland 
and the hke) to a1d the game design, 
D1saster: Day Of Cris1s is focusing on one day 
m whiCh a host of natural phenomena occur 
at once, forcing the government into a 
rearguard actiOn of rescuing as many civ1hans 
as possible. A group of terrorists take 

advantage of this SituatiOn, a bad day gets 
worse, and naturally your character IS stuck 
nght 1n the m1ddle. 

There are three key elements to the 
game. One IS s1mply surviVIng often, a 
dangerous S1tuauon has to be worked 
through (such as a ha,lstorm of lava 
boulders) or prepared for as well as poss1ble, 
and 'n these moments the game seems a f ne 
action puzzler lt doesn't look particularly 
outstandmg, though its characters are solid 
and certain aspects of the world are rendered 
adm~rably, but emphaSIS w1ll obviously be 
more on physiCs recreating the impact of 
specific phenomena, charging you with 
avoiding encroach1ng lava, trying to survive 
fallmg build1ngs during an earthquake, and 
sw1mming in a city-engulfing flood. 

Moments to contemplate the view (above) will be few nnd far between, because when you're 
not gunning, you're running - often as part of a group, and responsible for them staying alive 
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Trailers thus far have shown buildings, landmarks and 
people being devastated by natural phenomena - such 
as waves swamping a city. If 0: OOC can maintain this 
portentous atmosphere in-game, it could be exceptional 

Dying civilians can be resusdtated (Rays background is 
in the rescue services) in the aftermath of disasters. while 
terrorists will look to take full advantage of the situation 

But Disaster· Day Of Cns1s IS not merely 
about survival in the face of overvvhelm1ng 
odds: there are those :errorists to worry 
about, too. While you're facing down the 
volcanoes and tsunamis, their 'rogue speCial 
forces unit' has seized a nuclear weapon. In 
pract1ce, this means that your character and 
his fine sideburns fight against an army of 
terrorists at every opportunity, with a cover 
system allied to Res1dent Evil 4-style shoulder 
a1ming - but you also have to concentrate on 
helping civilians. If close to death they can 
occas,onally be revived, but if you lose track 
of your own health, dehydration or damage 
will cause you to lose concentration when 
f1ghting enemy troops. never m1nd hang,ng 
over precipices. 

~he third element to the game IS drMng 
Thus far, Ray has been seen desperately 
speeding away from lava down a h llside, 
and racing through bu1lt-up streets flanked 
by heliCopters - sensa\lonal stuff, but you 
may more often end up using veh1cles to 
travel qu,ckly between urgent ObJeCtives 
and transport injured Civilians to safety 

Disaster's conflict. ng elements have the 
potential to lift each other above the usual, 
and if Monolith can craft a structure that 
can accommodate the small shootouts 
as well as the big set pieces, this could 
be a hell of a ride. 



FORMAT: Wii 
PUBLISHER: NINTENOO 
DEVELOPER: IN-HOUSE 

ORIGIN: JAPAN 
RELEASE: JANUARY 24 (JAPAN), 

FEBRUARY 10 (US), Q1 2008 (EUROPE) 

One of Super Smash Bros 
Brawf s features is a level
building tool which allows 
you to choose the basic 
characteristics of a stage 
before constructing it over a 
grid with a drag-and-drop 
interface. The various 
building bricks can be 
rotated, enlarged and 
customised before being 
placed, and you can try out 
the stage with your chosen 
character for practicality. 
Stages can be exchanged 
between friends, but the 
most interesting aspect of 
the announcement is that 
stages can be submitted to 
Nintendo. There are plans 
for one stage a day to be 
sent to players via the net, 
then vanishing at the end of 
the day - as the Smash Bros 
Dojo puts it, for 'a once-in
a-lifetime encounter' . 

M eta Knight (above) is one of the'hew 
faces. along wi th the Pokemon Trainer 
and Lucas (right), but all will inevitably 
be overshadowed by Sonic's appearance 
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Super Smash Bros Brawl 
Nintendo's prize f ighters have been in t raining, 
and they're ready to deliver a knockout blow 

uper Smash Bros has never seemed 
S a subtle game, dedicated as it is to 

diverse and colourful characters 
beating each other up, but its simplistic 
controls and 'ring out' rules conceal a 
surprising depth. The newest incarnation is 
shaping up to be as gleefully brash as its 
predecessors, with a wealth of content and 
customisation that borders on the obsessive: 
it's a measure of the encompassing vision of 
Masahiro Sakura1 and h1s team that it would 
be no great surprise if there was a weapon 
called the kitchen sink. 

Basic Super Smash Bros rules remain in 
Brawl: up to four characters battle in an 
arena. with a percentage going upwards to 
indicate the damage taken, and knockouts 
caused when a charader falls off the stage 
the more damaged the character, the further 

they fly when hit. With four players, there's 
no fighting game qu1te like the GameCube's 
Super Smash Bras Melee, and this fine-tuned 
balance should be retained in Brawl, with the 
only significant change in balance brought 
about by the introduction of a 'Final Smash' 
special move. For the first time in the series, 
f ighters will also be able to compete online 
with either fnends or random players 
although Nintendo has emphasised that the 
communiCatiOn features (you can assign one 
of four phrases to the D-pad for taunting) 
will only be available with friends. Outside of 
multiplayer, 'The Subspace Emissary' is a full 
side-scrolling adventure. which looks to 
Improve significantly on Melee's rather weak 
attempt at the same, while Classic mode (a 
more traditional beat 'em up) returns. 

The character roster has, for the first 
time, expanded outside of Nintendo's 
lineage. The most-wanted charader among 
fans (in polls on the official Nintendo Japan 
website) was Sonic the Hedgehog, who has 
been duly delivered. The other big non
Nintendo name appearing is Solid Snake, 

Sakurai has been keen to emphasise that the team have put 
signifi cant energy into the singleplayer campaign (left) and 
want it to stand alone from the multiplayer modes. going to 
the extent of making a unique story route for each character 

The visual flair in Super 
Smash Bros Brawl can be 
seen in almost any aspect 
of the game - the excellent 
realisations of older games 
in some of the backgrounds 
is a particular nostalgic treat 

Giga·Bowser returns in Brawl as Bowser's 'Final Smash' 
move, a new addition to the- series triggered when a 
character picks up a rare 'Smash Ball' item. Moves vary in 
their details, but the result is always the same: WHACK 

who looks to have been treated with an 
alternately serious and comic touch that 
would do Kojima Productions proud. a 
highlight being a codec conversation with 
Roy Campbell about battling Mario ("This is 
a once-in-a-l ifetime chance, Snake, now get 
out there and show him what you're made 
of!"}. As well as these two, there are series 
debuts for Diddy Kong, King Dedede, the 
Pokemon Trainer (who stays in the 
background and fights using Charizard, 
Squirtle and lvysaur), and Pit (Kid lcarus), as 
well as every character that featured in the 
previous Smash Bros games. The stages a re 
mostly themed around individual characters 
- surely there will have to be a Green Hi 11 
Zone for Sonic - and stages will change 
throughout the battle (such as the Battlefield 
stage cycling between day and night). 

Nintendo is stepping far beyond what 
most Smash Bras fans dreamed of. and 
the list of new features and characters goes 
on. There are video replays, snapshots and 
badges to add to the above, and 1t seems 
almost superfluous to mention that this is 
one of the best-looking Wii games to date. 
For those who like the series' brand of ~ 
fighting action, this looks essential. ~ 



In addition to an expanded range of 
melee attacks, Ethan Thomas can also 
make us~ of environmental weapons 
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f ORMAT; 360, PS3 
PUBLISHER; SIERRA ENTERTAINMENT 

DEVELOPER: DOUBLE FINE 
PRODUCTIONS 

ORIGIN: US 
RELEASE: TBA 2008 

Brutal Legend 
Tim Schafer's new hero has 

,.IIII'Jlil!!llli!IV.."/ more than one axe to grind 

The car on the left is 'the 
Deuce', which is gradually 
built up by Eddie from spare 
parts found around the world 

T im Schafer is turning his hand to 
life on the road. More specifically, 
life as a roadie: Brutal Legend 

centres on Eddie Riggs. voiced by Jack 
Black. who by bleeding on his belt buckle 
transports himself to another dimension 
where demons have enslaved humanity. 
Tough crowd. 

Behind the stylings, Brutal Legend is 
essentially a thirdperson action game. Eddie 
uses his guitar to cast spells and engage 
certa1n types of foe, but it's a backup to a 
more conventional kind of axe for slicing 
through the enemies. There will also be 
vanous mustcal 'types' that can be defeated 
and then recru,ted, such as other readies, 
headbangers, bouncers and fire barons (who 
trap enemtes 'n mcles of flame with their 
choppers . Eddie also has 'the Deuce'. a 
beast of a coupe, and magtc attacks such as 
a 'face-melting' solo that works literally. 

The usual flights of fancy to be expected 
from Schafer's work are 1n evidence - such as 
General Lionwhite, who has such luscious 
hair he uses it to fly- and the entire world is 
themed under the banner of rock music. 

Condemned 2: Bloodshot 
Not content w ith bringing us Gil Grissom's worst 
nightmare once, Monolith tries to go one worse 

n antique family crypt on 
A Halloween provides a hauntingly 

appropriate backdrop for Sega·s 
latest demonstration of the next chapter 
in the life of Ethan Thomas, the (now 
fingerless) protagonist of the original 
Condemned. Having become a bona-fide 
crazy after events in the first game, the 
start of the sequel finds him destitute on 
the streets, before he is. inevitably, recruited 
again to spearhead the serious crime 
unit's investigation into some suitably 
horrible goings-on. 

The latest demo picks up where the last 
one left off, providing a further glimpse of 
the nastiness that Monolith has in store. A 
lot of it is pretty familiar: the rubble-strewn, 
dilapidated architectural aesthetic; the 
teasing glimpses of enemies; the similarly 
nasty assortment of ill and mean-looking 
crazies hell-bent on ending Ethan·s 
investigation early. The most obvious 
difference is in the visceral extent of combat, 
which becomes clear as Ethan finds himself 
isolated from the rest of his investigating 
team thanks to a malfunctioning elevator. As 

he's set about by a series of assailants, he's 
forced to defend himself with an extended 
range of melee options, including context
sensitive manoeuvres, executed by following 
QTE-style on-screen nstructions, and an 
expanded range of basic moves. 

But it's the intensity of the combat that 
really sets this sequel apart from its 

The fighting is significantly more, well, brutal than might 
be expected, but it's all done with tongue wedged firmly 
in cheek and highly amusing - especially against spiders 

There's a certain kind of coherence in seeing 
temples covered with spandex next to amps 
carved out of mountains, and screenshots 
show Eddie seeing off hordes of goths as 
well as what look like heavy-metal trolls. 

Brutal Legend has its work cut out in 
an overpopulated genre, but its stylings 
and anarchic humour will at least distinguish 
it from other treatments Will it offer 
enough variety to stand alongside 
Psychonauts, though? 

predecessor: thanks to the extra tactical 
dimension, melee seems to take longer 
now, so the grisly screen effects that 
accompany the thumps and whacks seem 
even more difficult to bear. Which just 
adds to the spiralling sense of discomfort 
that Monolith has distilled so superbly ~ 
from the first game. 



FORMAT: PSP 
PUBLISHER: SIERRA 

DEVELOPER: REBELLION 
ORIGIN: UK 

REl EASE: JANUARY 

___ _,~ 
The Predator's mis.sion to clean up the 
crash provides a real rarity in games: 
cast-iron, plot-based motivation for 
obsessive item collection. Completists 
will be scouring levels for face huggers 
and fragments of Predator technology 

----...-:~ 
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FORMAT: DS 
PUBUSiER: CAPCOM 

DEVELOPER: IN-HOUSE 
ORIGIN: JAPAN 

REl EASE: OUT NOW (JAPAN), 
TBA 2008 {EUROPE) 

Aliens Vs Predator: Requiem 
Rebellion returns to the ultimate creature-feature grudge 
match, but this time Hollywood is call ing the fight 

A 
nd so it comes full circle. Rebellion's 
Alien Vs Predator, an early FPS for 
the Atari Jaguar and later PC, wasn't 

the first incarnation of this stalwart crossover 
series; that distinction belongs to the comic 
books. lt was influential, though, videogames 
being a perfect stage for this clash of 
creatures. and it partly inspired director Paul 
Anderson to make 2004's AvP movie. Now 

that film has a sequel, and that sequel has a 
tie-in game, and Rebellion finds itself getting 
reacquainted with some old, ugly friends. 

This time there was no room in the six
month development time for alien or human 
perspectives on the action - or to bring it to 
platforms other than PSP. A good thing that 
Rebellion is a dab hand at PSP action games, 
notably last year's co-op shooter, Miami Vice. 
Requiem casts the player as the movie's 
'cleaner' Predator, cu lling an Alien outbreak 
in Colorado after a Predator ship crashes, 
and destroying the evtdence. 

There's still some mtleage made from the 
three-way conflict, wtth the Alien and human 
AI interacting with each other as well as 
targeting you. An honour point system 
penalises needless human kills as well as 
serving as the basis for replay sessions of this 
short, triple-route shooter. Popping into a 
motionless firstperson view allows a Predator 
to 'mark' targets, increasing thetr honour 
value; a crude but effective stab at increasing 
challenge and evoking the thrill of the hunt 

With a five-minute survival mode to 
satisfy co-op multi player urges or a quick fix, 

Apollo Justice: Ace Attorney 
Will Capcom ever make any fundamental changes 
to the Ace Attorney games? Res ipsa loquitur 

The interface is the same as it's ever been for questioning 
witnesses, and the trademark leaps of the series are 
present and correct, Apollo often offering voluminous 
explanations of an item's import beyond your knowledge 

T 
he trailer for the fourth in the Ace 
Attorney senes begtns m a corridor, 
with red lace and pale walls 

surrounding a picture of Phoenix Wright, 
framed m wrought gold. Next to it, there's an 
equally ornate frame wtth a blank canvas 
waiting for the 'thunderous' Apollo Justice to 
make his mark. The new and bombastically 
named star of the senes, Justice is a young 
fellow with 'a passionate heart burning 
red' and begins his first day in court by 
stammering in front of everyone and then 
finding out that he has to defend his hero 
Phoenix Wright from a murder charge. 

Business as usual, then. The new lead is 
backed up by some new, and several old, 
characters, the pick of whom looks to be 
'Gentlemanly' Kristoph Gavin, the smooth 
and polite prosecutor. The game works as 
ever, wtth witness statements being pored 
over and evidence brought out to contradict 
or othervvise, and the battle cries of 
'objection' ' and 'hold it '' return in all their 
technicolour glory. There are the usual 
excellently realised animations and exchanges 
reacting to the progress of the case, and 

Apart from wrist blades, the Predator weapons - staff, 
throwing disc, shoulder cannon and new hand cannon -
can only be equipped two at a time. An Alien sensor and 
a detector for Predator technology join the heat vision 

AVP: Requiem is shaping up to be a basic but 
polished actioner. Above all, Rebellion knows 
this material inside out - maybe even better 
than the filmmakers- and so the Predator's 
all-important weapons, vision modes and 
stealth camouflage are put at the heart of 
the expenence and replicated as beautifully 
as the PSP will allow Given the time and 
content restra ints of this particular film ._, 
tie-in, that 's all any fan could ask. ~ 

Among the changes for this relaunch of the series is a 
simplified anime look for the characters, far removed 
from the more detailed visuals of the Phoenix Wright 
games, but not without their own charm in the details 

particular praise has to be given to the script, 
which looks to be as tight and humorous as 
the prev ous games. 

There are some new features in the 
game, the best of which looks to be a zoom 
feature that allows Apollo to examine 
pressured witnesses for visual 'tells' - and 
brings wtth it a new 'right there!· battlecry. 
But it's fundamentally unchanged from the 
Phoenix Wright iterations of the Ace 
Attorney series - no bad thing, admittedly
the only disappointment being that the 
complex narrative has been carried over from 
those games, and thus the opportunity to 
use the new lead to break away from ._, 
the past has been missed. ~ 















Jackson has applied himself to many different 
trades as well as being an author and founding 
a successful gaming company. He managed 
a restaurant with his sister. helped run the 
Knebworth festival ("That was a hairy time 
-the stories I could tell you about led Zeppelin's 
manager!/ and set up a dedicated fantasy 
art gallery in Richmond, west London, called 
Abandon Art, which induded work by the 
artists that illustrated for Games Workshop 
and Fighting Fantasy. •1•m jUst always looking 
for something new to do, • he says. He has abo 
been a journalist for the Telegraph. writong a 
column covering all types of games and puzzles 
that ran between 1995 and 1997. 5tones 
induded who invented Monopoly ("That was a 
bit controversial!") and the history of playong 
cands (below). The impetus to cover videogames 
as well as traditional games dodn't only come 
from Jackson, but one of the paper's editors. 
"Telegraph readers are the mature type. so I 
wondered who actually read it!" he concedes. 

A card to suit 
every occas1on 
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TESTING TIMES 

Making sure maps are balanced
favouring no side or single form of 
attack or defence - is crucial. How 
designers achieve this varies, however. 
For his original Dust map, Johnston's 
only attempt to balance was to ensure 
both teams would meet exactly in the 
middle If they charged from their spawn 
points, and, incredibly, playtesting 
threw up only one change. Its contrast 
is Halo 3, which underwent incredibly 
extensive testing. The 'heat map' 
from Snowbound (right) shows data 
gathered from its beta testing, though 
Bungle actually relied much more on 
internal testing (creating kill location 
data like the side view of last Resort, 
below) than the beta, which was more 
about testing networking issues. 
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SETTING STYLES 

These concept drawings for Team Fortress 2's 2 Fort emphasise the 
nuanced aesthetic changes Valve made on updating the map from 
its original form in Team Fortress Classic. There, it had a vaguely 
realistic military·industrial theme that matched its contemporaries' 
styles. Oust is of a similar age, and its Middle Eastern theme 
contrasted with the other maps that came out of the modding 
community at the time, a factor that Johnston believes gave 
it important early attention in a competitive scene. But he 
acknowledges that it wouldn't get a second look now, with 
designers paying greater attention to maps' settings. 





Puzzle 
quest 
Alexey Pajitnov, the inventor 
of Tetris, on the mysticism 
of puzzles, and 27 kilobytes 
that changed the world 

otlingham town centre. on a dreary and deserted 
Sunday mornang· 11 se~ms a strange ~me and 
place to be meetang or.e or tre most re.e•ed 

fagures an game des,gn h1story Bu~ ~e ca•e s snug, and 
Alexey Pajitnov. wath h1s c oped oea•a. ~ea~ 'ra ners 
and buttoned-up polo sh1n, seems more l..:e a •a mu• te 
physics teacher than a gemus, or a s~r 

PaJ'tnov as an Nottingham to appear at the GameCrty 
fest,val, and to promote ooth ng an pamcu ar la~er n the 
day he'll attend a screen10g ot Tetns. •rom =luSSia W :n 
Love, the 2004 BBC documentary focusmg on h s crea· on 
of the universally popular puz:z e game wn le ai ine 
academic Moscow Computer Centre. ana ;he mrtuous 
wrangling over it between commun st '~uss1a and j,e 
corporate west. He'll sat through 1t a I, rem nd ng h ms.: f 
of events, cl1uckhng to see h1s fr ends on the screen, and 
wancing at his adorably thack Russ1an accent seerlllngly 
undiluted by more than a decade lrvmg 10 Seatt e) 

He'll happily discuss Tetns at length over two 

l '------

quest1on-and-answer sessaons. poring over the detaals of 
1.600 lanes of code- 27 k1lobytes, once compaled - that 
he wrote 22 years ago And he'll do at a I with humour. 
clar ty. and a m xture of modesty and very matter-of-fact 
pnde Pa :nov may presel't h mse • as a normal nerd who 
st.:.rmbled on a grea•ldea by acoder.t, but he's no more 

ely to play dovm :s bn ance than he 1s to cla m he 
has repeated t. or f!Ver wall 

Howeve( hrs unassum ng profa e behes a wea th of 
e~eper~ence Pa tnov has novv spent the best part of two 
decades consu t ng on and destgmng puzzle games, 
ne ud ng countless re mag1n ngs oi Terns. and at least one 
other bona fide clasSIC the mesmens1ng Hex•c. created 
for the casua gam ng dMSJOn oi somet1me oaymaster 
MKrosoft He's played every puzzle game you can 
ment.JOn I as we I as lots of Caran and Worla Of WarCraft). 
There can be no better bra,ns to piCk on thas most 
taken-for-granted of game genres 

What drew you to start programming puzzles 
on computers? 
Well, I JUSt liked to do it! The Computer Centre was one 
of the smal number of open organisations [in the USSR) 
which dealt w1th computers. Other organasations from 
abroad often sent us new hardware to try. We had lots 
of different, very strange machanes and macroprocessors. 
One of my JObs was to kand of test this stuff - see what 
it was about, how we could use 1t. The best way to deal 
wath a new computer as to try to wnte a small prograM 
and see how at works A game was a very good example. 
And puzzles are some of the E.>aStest th1ngs to program. 

Did you have a natural interest in puzzles yourself? 
Oh, yes. from my schoo boy years was always do1ng all 
k~nds of riddles and puzzles- tnat's why I chose the 
career of a computE.>r sc'ent•st. 

Why do you think people enjoy puzzles? 
Well, not everybody ikes them Usually at's sharp-m1nded 
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people who like to be challenged all the time. In old 
puzzles, 1t was even a kmd of mystiC th1ng ... In the 
17th or 18th ceNunes, the puzzle was assoCialed 
w1th a walk to a secret door. a mystery. I th1nk that 
this mystic element really IS there, because when you 
solve the puzzle it looks so easy, so obv•ous, and you 
can't understand why you d1dn't see 1t 1mmed1ately 
lt means you were charmed. 

How do you think punles change when you 
put them on computers? 
Computers improve every intellectual act1v rt tou 
have unlimited features to add, to change You can 
turn puzzles into games Accord ng to pubhc 
opmton, puzzles are dull and take :oo long •o solve. 
but computers really tncrease the speed ana 
dynamise them They become fasw maybe not as 
deep as a puzzle on paper or\' th p;.,.{o:eS, but 
certa1nly more colourfu If'/ and fun 

And with a game like Tetris you can introduce 
time pressure w 1th the fa!hng pieces. 
Yes. tn t'l !Spect. ~ Tet':S IS "0' a pure puzzle 
game lt nas a very suong arcade e ~rnert. Usually 
people don t pu1 ttus wne prcss.Jr.; on puzzles 1n 
terms of the rules t~ Sor!:E :'Tld they put a 
t1mer, but usua ·'sa ep• Ft.-re puzz es requ1re 
some t me to th 

Hexic doesn't feature time pressure, at least not 
in its main mode. Would you say that makes it 
more of a pure puz.zle game than Tetris? 
We torr"'lal f maybe yes, but not really Hexic is a 
more arcadey game too, because •t has too much 
o' a random element m 11. A claSSICal puzzle IS 
someth1ng w1th the fullmformat•on, whiCh is set up 
once But those games are random, so that you have 
vanety tn the task every t1me, and you don't know 
the conf1gurat1on. That gives great vanety and 
Interest to the game, but at the same t1me 1t doesn't 
allow you to make the puzzle really deep and 
complicated. Realtime ts one element that 'washes 
out' puzzles, and the other one is thts randomness. 

What do you think motivates a Tetris player, 
psychologically speaking? 
Well. it's a very teasing game, you know? Every 
moment you feel you could do a little bit better. 
and lower thts garbage by one line. And you do it 
and you discover that you're htgher than before. 
Also you have a very mce feehng when you f1t p•eces 
together, and tt comes 1n a good rhythm 

On that basic level, do you think it works in a 
similar way psychologically to other genres of 
game? Shooters, for example. 
In some respects But usually they pan some other 
emotional ptcture They try to tncrease the challenge, 
so •t starts easy, then you have the ftrst challenge, 
then you have a stable penod, then you tncrease the 
challenge again, and then you have a boss. whiCh tS 

HeKic 2 introduces a twoplayer mode to the game. Versions of 
Tetris have of course featured many multiplayer modes over its 
long life, but Pajitnov is turning to his attention to the problems 
of multi player design from the ground up for the first time 

my games in that period were created just for fun 
But you know, what does commercial mean? I never 
work on games just for commercial reasons .. 
Acwa ly, that is not true. Somet.mes I'm hired to do 
a game for some soecifte goal, to go w1th a new 
piece of equiprrent or because they want me m the 
game for the aovertis1ng. But that's the only way to 
make a truly commerctal game- the requirement for 
the game to be fun ts not very h•gh, and •t has 
another purpose. 

But if you work on a garre, whether you do tt 
for yourself or you do 1t as a JOb, you want people 
to ike •~. otherwise it makes no sense. You don't 
thtnk about money but about the pleasure you 
give to people. Commerctal is the wrong term. 
You want to give people p easure - that's the 
only goal. 

"Sometimes people say to me: 'Oh, I wasted so 
much time playing your game'. I ask: 'Was it a good 
time?' They say: 'Sure!' Well, it's not wasted, then" 

the catharsis of thts kind of mmi-drama. And 
somehow, intuttively, many game designers discover 
this dynamic and reproduce it. But Tetris doesn't 
have this overall ptcture. lt JUSt happens to be 
repeatable stuff wtth a certain rhythm. 

As you said, you created Tetris in a spirit 
of experimentation ... 
.-Jel • Tetris 1n particular I d1d just because !liked 
~o program those games. Other games I d1d for 
some expenmental reason or other, but Tetns was 
a pure exerose. 

But you created it without thinking 
commercially. Is that part of the reason it's 
so simple, so universal? 
No, d1dn't thtnk commercially, that's for sure. A I of 

Are there any other puzzle games that you 
particularly admire? 
Oh, yes. In fact I admire almost all of them. ln the 
early days, there was Lode Runner. I constder 1t a real 
puzzle game. That was my favounte for many, many 
years. it's such a good combirlation of dynam1c stuff, 
the f1ngerwork, and real planning and puzzle-solvmg 
Every 'eve! was a real puzzle with 1ts own mechan•cs. 
1ts own dynam1cs. its own kmd of solutiOn. At the 
same time, it was an arcade game to play. Th1s 
combmation was done absolutely nght. I can't 
mag1ne any other game Wtth such mventtve and 
unusual des1gn. 

Later on, I liked the games published by PopCap 
and GameHouse - those guys know how to do 
puzzle games. And for a very long ttme I really 
admired Pipe Dream [onginally known as Pipe 
Mama). That's the other absolutely clasSIC, classic 
game. lt will never d:e. 

Most successful puzzle games are usually 
completely abstract in their presentation ... 
Yes, and that's why they're not so annoying for many 
people. People's tastes are so different. And when 
you bring some kind of particular style, you realise 



that although you're making your game beautiful 
or interesting, you definitely cut out a big part of 
the audience. Because they just hate this Egyptian 
stuff. you know7 They just don't like it. Scarabs and 
pyramids and hieroglyphics and whatever. But when 
t's abstract, nobody gets annoyed. 

Has it sometimes been difficult living under the 
shadow of Tetris for the last 20 years? 
v'Vell, I got used to it, and it's a good game. I' m really 
pleased when people thank me for the pleasure they 
got from it. Sometimes people say: 'Oh, I wasted so 
much time playmg your game·. I ask: 'Was it a good 
t1me?' They say: 'Sure!· Well, it's not wasted, then. 

What are you particularly proud of in Tetris, 
Hexic and your other games? 
Well, Tetris is a good game that was born as is from 
the very beginning. So I can't say that I'm specifically 
proud of some part of it, because 1t just comes in 
one piece. 

As far as Hexic is concerned, that game was kind 
of constructed, I had certain goals when I did it. My 
matn goal was to create a game for a very long play 
t1me. Usually it's not a problem when you allow 
yourself to create a complicated, hard game. But I 
wasn't allowed to produce a complicated game- I 
worked in the casual game department, you know7 
So I was very proud of this neatness of the game; 
people spend unbelievably long hours on Hex1c, but 
the game 'is really simple from the very beginnmg, 
while it still has enough depth to keep people for 40 
hours or more. 

What are you working on at the moment? 
''m planning to start a twoplayer game with a small 
group I have in St Petersburg now We are in the very 
early stages, discussing basic stuff we want to do. 
We still need to convince one of the members to do 
a twoplayer game because he really hates them ! 

Why do you want to make a twoplayer game? 
I think it's hot stuff now. I think in tne next five or 
six years it will be the main thing in casual games, 
because games have always been a social activity, 
competition between people. Unfortunately all the 

network stuff has been a pain in the neck- you 
need to connect, you need to wait, take account of 
the protocol... Forget it People have just 1 5 seconds 
of confidence in your product- you can't do it. Now 
it finally becomes possible to put a twoplayer activity 
in a very natural environment, although there are still 
some problems - how to orgamse lobbies, how to 
have people waitmg, how to compensate one player 
if the other one drops out. 

Is it a very different design challenge compared 
to creating a singleplayer puzzle game? 
it's not completely different, but there are some 
specific problems: who starts, how to avo1d 
symmetrical strategies, how to avoid the situat1on 
when the game 1s always a draw, how to avoid big 
luck for one player and lack of luck for the other. 
They are very known, all of them are solvable. 

The nature of the puzzle game market is that 
you work mostly on casual games. Would you 
like a chance to create a difficult game for 
more serious players? 
I don't th1nk that makes sense I don't understand 
why you'd do th1s. For real fans who love to play 
someth1ng very complicated, they can find 
somethtng! lt •s 1mportant to get the other people 
involved, to tease their brains. That's why I never 
dream about doing really compl icated stuff. Well, I 
did do some puzzles at Microsoft, when I worked 
there- we had a kind of festival, called Puzzle Hunt. 
I part1c1pated a couple of times - I'm not particularly 
great at •t - and one year I participated in the 
creat,on of those puzzles. it's hard because 1t should 
be orig1nal and really, really challenging. That's the 
on1y t1me I've created really hard puzzles 

But, you know, you don't need to be really smart 
to create realry hard puzzles- rt's 'lOt correlated 
You need to be rea y good to create easy puzzles' 

Pajitnov screws up and ;wrr.~ es nrs eyes. and laughs 
at his cheeky Jmmodesrt. mak1ng lrght of .t. But 
real ly; he's dead~/ senous- a11d he's nght. .~ takes 
bravery and VJsron to suo a'l tne camp e)(rty a'ld 
structure out of a hard puzz e untJ 1t'S a most 
insultingly simple, and the'l rebuild 1t mto a game 
without end. Yet that 1S exactly what PaJ tnov drd 
to create Tetris; that IS exactly what turned an 
intellectual pursu1t into a global past1me 
Seldom has less meant so much more. 



Edge's most played 

Zelda: Phantom Hourglass 

lt's back to eel-shaded seas and one 
of the most coherent uses of the 
OS yet. There's something special 
about finding rupees at the very 
point you'd marked on the map. 
OS. NINTHIOO 

The Orange Box 

Whether revisiting City 17, 
embarking on new adventures in 
the White Forest. caning Portal or 
berating a lack of team skills in 
Team Fortress 2: HUGE SUCCESS. 
360. PC. VALVE/EA 

God Of war 

Even as Beowulf and Conan, and its 
own sequels, snap at its heels, the 
original's spectacle and pace, detail 
and scope, are still epic. Kratos 
doesn't muck about, does he? 
PS2, SCEE 

Dramatic tension 
Should we call for the death of the cutscene? 

here are a lot of cutscenes 
in Assassin's Creed. Handling 
two overlaid stories- that 

of 12th-century Altair and 21st
century Desmond, as well as those 
of its nine targets - it has a lot of 
narrative to get through. Ubisoft 
Montreal's solution is to give you 
nominal control over Desmond and 
Alta'ir during each cutscene. The 
problem is they neither have 
traditional cutscenes' dramatic 
framing nor Half-Life 2's 'the story's 
here if you want it' freedom. 

lt exposes a wide discomfort 
videogames designers have about 
cutscenes. Indeed, two of our 
columnists make reference to it 
in this issue. As Randy Smith says: 
'If it's not interactive, it's not a 
videogame'. He believes that 
cutscenes are substitutes for things 
designers don't yet know how to 
represent using interactive means. 

lt's easy to hate a game that has 
long sections in which you can't do 
anything other than clear dialogue 
with the X button. And talking of 
Metal Gear Solid, the change in 
continuity between game and 
cutscene can be jarring: even in 
MGS4 soldiers w ill leap off a truck 
and patrol with motion-captured 
real ism, but snap into curiously 
robotic behaviour when play 

resumes. Yet genmg to see one 
of Halo 3's spaced-out and well
directed scenes after overcoming a 
difficult sect1on offers a welcome 
change of pace and the reward 
of audiovisual spectacle. And as 
vibrant as its representation of 
California is, how much would San 
Andreas lose if it didn't have its 
well-scripted and voiced cutscenes 
to reinforce 1ts characters so well? 

But, more importantly, to what 
extent is it interaction's job to tel l 
stories? Is 1t too much to expect a 
game's design to offer absorbing 
gameplay as well as communicate 
character mot1vat1ons and narrative 
arcs? Might an Assassin's Creed 
player crumble under the need to 
learn a conversation system as well 
as the arts of parkour and combat? 
Some of the most successful 
attempts to tel stories through 
interaction are those, like the tapes 
in BioShock, which restrict it to 
allowing players to choose whether 
they experience it or not. 

Rather than calling for their 
eradication, perhaps we should 
instead call for better cutscenes. 
If they're well -scripted, directed. 
voiced- and sensitively coupled 
w ith game play - perhaps the only 
interaction we need is the 
opportunity to skip them. 
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Super Mario Galaxy 
Wii 

Uncharted: Drake's Fortune 
PS3 

Assassin's Creed 
360. PC. PS3 

Crysis 
PC 

Mass Effect 
360 

Call Of Duty 4: 
Modern Warfare 
360, PC. PS3 

Kane & lynch: Dead Men 
360, PC. PS3 

Tony Hawk's Proving Ground 
360, PS2, PS3 

The Simpsons Game 
360, PS2. PS3. Wii 

Zack &Wiki: 
Quest for Barbaros' Treasure 
\YI 

The Witcher 
PC 

Bladestorm: 
The Hundred Years' War 
360, PS3 

Castlevania: 
The Dracula X Chronicles 
PSP 

Silent Hill Origins 
PSP 

Hellgate: London 
PC 

TimeShift 
360, PC. PS3 

Mutant Storm Empire 
360 

Guitar Hero Ill: 
Legends Of Rock 
360. MAC. PC. PSZ. PSl, W oi 

Beowulf 
360, PC. PS3, PSP 

Need For Speed ProSt reet 
360, PC. PS2. PS3. PSP 

Edge·s sconng system e"')laoned 
1 :: ooe, 2 = t>Ao, 3 s three. 
4 ~four, 5::. f1ve. 6 • SIX 7 a. ~..~·vE"n, 
8:eoght, 9anne, IOzten 
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uper Mario Galaxy is impossible. 
Don't get the wrong 1dea - 1t's not a 
partiCularly diffiCult game, although 

it does have its moments. What we mean IS, 

it obeys no rules, contradictS everyth1ng you 
know, and has no nght to exist. 

it turns 3D into 2D, and 2D 1nto 3D. it 
takes complex spatial ideas and makes them 
simple and instinctive; 1t takes the most 

The Mushroom Kingdom has never 
seemed so pedestrian. but putting 
Mario to the test in an earthbound 
intra, before Galaxy starts playing with 
your perceptions, was a good idea 

basic, most familiar acts in gaming and 
makes them strange, finger-twisting and 
fresh. it resurrects the pure platform game 
n a universe where it's hard to fall off 
things. lt rewrites its own rules in almost 
every level, sometimes more than once. 
Super Mario Galaxy rejoices in turning the 
world upside down. 

it really ought to feel more fami liar than 
1t does. Mario's basic controls work almost 
exactly as they did in Super Mario 64: a 
supple range of clumsily exuberant 
acrobatics, dist illed to the manipulation of 
one stick and two buttons. Exactly as last 
year's New Super Mario Bros did for Mario's 
2D incarnation, it serves as a reminder of 
how his peerless controls have been widely 
1m1tated, but never successfully copied. The 
timing is slightly more forgiving, and the 
sense of inertia is mildly restrained (in normal 
gravitational conditions - which are rare 
enough}. But the elastic, chaotic, joyfully 
expressive freedom is as it ever was. 

So far, so reassuring. But after a clunky 
and cutscene-ridden intro has laid out a 
needless backstory for Super Mario Galaxy's 
sheer nonsense, the game dumps you on its 
first little spherical planetoid. As you hare 
around, you run down its flank, and along its 
bottom; you plunge through a p1pe and pop 
out on the other side. Left becomes right and 
down becomes up in the blink of an eye. 

Confusion and disorientation slowly melt intc 
surprise and delight; your brain baulks at the 
message from your eyes, but your fingers 
know, instinctively, that Mario will just go 
where you point him. it's an identical feeling 
to steering Mario's first steps in 3D over a 
decade ago; the hesitant thrill of 
understanding that what was absolute has 
become a matter of perspective. Only this 
time, that feeling never goes away. 

Since a fourth dimension of space doesn'· 
exist, Nintendo has found it necessary to 
invent one. lt has wrapped Mario 64's 
bas·reliefs around spheres, cylinders and 
lozenges. There are planets with prongs, 
planets in the shape of a mushroom or of 
Yoshi's head, planets made of interlocking 
beams, planets that double back on 
themselves, planets that are just globes of 
water you can swim through. The ground 



Keeps shrftrng, your farth keeps berng 
challenged, the sense of amused wonder at 
each rewrnng of your orarn never fades 

Incredibly, these mrnd-bendrng spatral 
concepts - so much more complex and 
elusrve than anythrng seen rn th1rdperson 
gaming to date - are drsplayed by a camera 
that's nothrng short of perfe<t. Nrntendo has 
stepped back from user control and let rts 
own code and careful drrection do the 
talking. There are larger. more traditronally 
designed flat planets too- a welcome 
change of pace. for the most part, though 
one rce world veers dangerously close to 

L 

Even the standard interactions like 
swinging on a rope are realised with 
the impeccable physics and sheer 
impetuous glee the Mario games have 
been providing us with for decades 

cliche - and here basiC rotatron of the 
camera IS allowed. lt speaks volumes that 
you wJII very rarely thmk to touch rt. 

Thanks to ts host platform, Super Mano 
Galaxy has another perspectiVe tw1st m store 
Its use of the Remote is more subtle. but 
more pervasive, than the v1gorous literalism 
of Twtltght Pnncess. Shaking it for a sprn 
attack, or to activate the star gates that send 
you soanng ecstatically between planets, 
gives you that now-familiar tactile buzz. But 
as a pointer, it does so much more lt lets you 
reach mto the screen. collecting and shooting 
the star b1ts that litter the universe. grabbmg 

on to tractor beams, steenng bubb es 
through mazes, twangrng Mano and Toad 
out of catapults it lets you play the game in 
two ways and two places at once, and breaks 
a h1therto unseen barrrer between the player 
and the actron That you can both be Mario 
and help hrm IS another of Galaxy's rnrtrally 
strange doslocatoons. but ·t comes to feel so 
comfortable that losong thos godlike power is 
hke losong an arm 

Galaxy's spont of wold mventoon could 
fonosh there and you would hardly feel short
changed. The first few galaxies you visit lay 
out the game's extraord nary ideas so 

Continued 

The Little Princess 

Antoine de Saint-Exupery's 
classic children's book The Little 
Prince, with its tiny asteroids, is a 
clear visual inspiration for Super 
Mario Galaxy. But its influence 
doesn't stop there. As Mario's 
adventure progresses, new 
chapters of a storybook are 
revealed- a gorgeously 
illustrated and delicately told 
tale of how Rosalina came to be 
mother to the stars. lt's more 
sentimental than philosophical, 
but it has much of The Little 
Prince's whimsical, bittersweet 
tone, and a heart-breaking 
twist that will bring a lump to 
all but the most cynical players' 
throats. Sunshine proved that 
storytelling and Mario make for 
uncomfortable bedfellows, but 
this powerfully affecting extra 
existing in a parallel universe, 
and different medium, to the 
game itself- is one of the best 
stories in games this year. 
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The ~tar ball (above) is controlled by holding 
the Wii Remote upright and t ilting it gently; 
and rather marvellously, the music speeds up 
and slows down with your motion. Other 
sections find you collecting strings of quavers, 
playing out classic Mario tunes note by note 

The comet's tole 

Each of the main galaxies has 
three star challenges - one 
usually a boss {the sheer number 
of inventive bosses in Galaxy is 
remarkable in itself). The th ree 
extra stars are usually one h idden 
star, one Lu igi rescue - you'll need 
to identify his whereabouts from 
a photograph, then f igure out to 
how to get there - and one 
'trickster comet'. These comets 
rove around the galaxies at 
random and herald one of four 
special challenges: speedy (a race 
against time), cosmic (a race 
against Cosmic Mario - a reprise 
of Sunshine's impostor), fast foe 
(enemies move much faster), and 
daredevil (Mario has no health 
and will die instantly i f touched) . 
The level sections are picked very 
carefully to f it , but can still be 
rather frustrating, and will 
doubtless end up as the last l ew 
stars to fall for most p layers. 
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cogently, develop them with such easy 
confidence, that you can see every 
consequence of these basic principles being 
stretched out for the rest of the game with 
the thorough professionalism Nintendo has 
become known for. But Mario games didn't 
used to be ike that; Nintendo didn't used to 
do that And Ga1axydoesn't go that way. 

The 1deas, JOkes, tw1sts, surprises, new 
games, ru1es and Interactions simply never 
stop coming. In fact, they Intensify into a 
ceaseless torrent of absurd details and insane 
conceptual leaps. Matter-splatter' stages 
reduce your gnp on rea ty to shifting 
spotlights of solid matter m an ocean of 
void. Gravity traps and sw1tches turn the 
most basic 2D and 3D Galaxy stages into 
head-spinning puzzles. Unexpected power
ups appear, from the ancient fire-flower 
to a skating ice-Mario and the hilanously 
slapstick spring. Like the well-publicised bee 
and boo suits, these are disposable toys 
rather than deep new mechaniCs in their 
own right, but frankly, after FLU DD, a 
concentration on Mario's native abilit1es 
is welcome. 

As hard as it can be to believe, it's in its 
second ha If that Galaxy takes flight and 
shoots for the stars. Super Mario Sunshine 
lost sight of it, partly, but Mario has always 
been about creating a space where games 
can leave the real world behind, and explore 
their limitless potential for realising the 

surreal and impossible. That has never been 
more true than it is of Super Mario Galaxy. 
it's an overused phrase, but if this isn't a riot 
of the imagination, then nothing is. 

Structurally, it's a little more conventional 
- 120 stars, split into six areas comprising 
several galaxies each, with the 'final' boss 
coming halfway through, is an entirely 
familiar arrangement. So is the now-

unfashionable hub world, a spacefaring 
observatory belonging to the enigmatic 
Princess Rosalina and her impossibly cute 
tribe of star-people, the Lumas. When you 
discover that major galaxies consist of only 
three star stages each, and that many of 
these are spun out with hidden stars, Luigi 
rescues and trickster comets (see 'The 
comet's tale'), you begin to fear that 
Galaxjls content is spread a litt le thin. 

A 20 section like this one pops up occasionally; at fir~t 
you think it's a cute tribute, but their perspective purity 
allows for some of Ga/axys most intricate gravity games 

The reverse is true. Every inch of Ga/axjls 
galaxies is so dense, so rich, that a little 
recycling has to be excused. After all, it's 
what has afforded Nintendo's designers 
time to explore a vast number of one-off 
ideas in special galaxies scattered all around 
the game. These range from delightful 
novelties exploring diverse control systems 
- ray-surfing and ball -balancing and more -

to focused platforming challenges of 
breathtaking intensity and scale, like the 
unforgettable Buoy Base Tower. 

That's before you even step beyond 
the design to consider the impeccable 
audiovisual polish. Excepting one or two 
drab areas, Galaxy is an extremely beautiful 
game; vivid colours edged in starlight, every 
surface finished with a candied sheen you 
can almost taste. Its soundtrack is simply 



one of the all-time greats, mixing electro 
breakdowns of Mario tunes past with 
thnlling, lyrical orchestral pieces and 
outlandish effects. 

it's all too much to take in; it's more 
than you t]l.ought possible. Since the end of 
the N64 era, as Nintendo has explored new 
pastures and methodically tended old ones, 
it's been easy to forget the times when every 
major release from the company felt like this. 
it's a bravura piece of design that pulls off 
stunts no one else has even thought of, and 
makes it look easy. But its greatest surprise is 
a very simple one. 

Super Mario Galaxy is a platform game, 
pure and simple. More so than Mario 64 is; 
more so than any truly 3D videogame ever 
made. For all its countless diversions and 
bizarre ideas, it keeps coming back to 
running, bouncing, scaling, exploring, 
teetering on the brink, taking your heart in 
your mouth and jumping off the edge of 
the world. For others, space is the final 
frontier, the furthest you can go; for Mario, 
it's just like coming home. [10] 

A special stage in which you race a 
ray along a Mobius strip of water 
suspended in the sky by twisting the 
Remote is fun, but the best of these 
stages use the more common elements 
of the game, such as the beam stars 

Reducing Mario's hit points to three was a brilliantly judged move, preserving a keen edge of danger in the game that's well balanced with the sensible checkpoint 
placement. Equally clever was rewarding bop and spin attacks with coins (health, score) and star bits (currency) respectively, varying tactics and risking reward 
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The control possibilitios within close 
combat aren't extensive, but there are a 
good number of animations that disable 
enemies in athletic and occasionally 
thumping ways. And some sdssor·kicking 
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f you expect Uncharted: Drake's 
Fortune to beg m w1th a cutscene, 
you'd be right. If you expect to 

negotiate beaut1ful envtronments and fight 
mercenanes, shoot explos1ve barrels and 
scale ruins, you'd be right. In fad, you'd be 
nght with almost any informed prediction 
about Uncharted's content. But the fact 
that you're nght doesn't begm to expla1n 
why, desptte everything about it be1ng a 
l1ttle predictable, Uncharred manages to 
get 1t nght. 

The games it takes as its mspirations 
are the best examples of their type - the 
shoottng from Gears Of War and Resrdent 
Evr/4, the adventuring from Tomb Rarder and 
Prince Of Persra. Uncharted is brazen in 1ts 
borrowmgs. but tt 1s also selective and never 

You can frequently tell when a gun battle is on the cards. 
thanks to the tendency of the masonry to form conveniently 
tactical cover.lt's needed. though, because the mercenartes 
nearly always attack 1n numben from more than one position 

manages to reach that level of breathless 
excttement, •t makes the basiC core of the 
game replayable rather than repet1ttous 

The combat exemphfies th1s at hean •t IS 
httle more than a very good example of the 
cover/i1re schoo of gameplay. perhaps not 

~ There's a reasonable selection of weapons, all 
"-. ~ with their own quirks, but the real pleasure is 

to be found in the Indiana Jones close combat 

ambttiOus to excess: the whole experience is 
carefully crafted and perhaps its greatest 
ach1evement 1s in its pacing, which alternates 
between combat and exploration (and 
occas1ona ly a vehtcle section) with a real 
cons1derauon for the player. lt is one of the 
great lessons t 'Parns from Resrdent Evil 4 
and, although Uncharted never quite 

quite as exaggerated as that of Gears Of 
War. But it is distmguished through vanat1on 
in environmental layouts such that. even 
though you're facing the same types of 
enemy for most of the game, each encounter 
demands something slightly d1fferent from 
the one before. There's a reasonable 
select1on of weapons, all w1th thetr own 

Another 'inspiration' from Gears Of War comes with these 
wretch·like creatures, which provide some claustrophobic 
fear to the later stages- but at least the on·rails sections 
let you work out your frustrations in the open jungle 

quirks (although the p•stol 1s your best 
fnend), but the real pleasure · and the 
second factor that elevates Uncharred above 
the ranks of imrtator - 1s to be found •n 
the lnd•ana Jones close combat. Th1s IS 
Incorporated 1nto your ftghttng m several 
ways, whether as a ftve-punch combo to 
fmish off a lone gunman or a flymg dropkiCk 
when an enemy is blocking your hurried 
escape, and when used properly 1t's an 
mvaluable addition to your armoury. The onl: 
disappointment hes in some problems w1th 
the cover system, w1th Drake occasionally 
refusing to respond to your urgent 
commands next to doors- a stumbling 
block within its free-flowing con text. 

The adventuring secttons are more 
straightforward than the combat, alternatm~ 

between the odd puzzle and many athletiC 
sections where Drake has to clamber up, 



around, inside and out of vanous structures. 
JuMptng and hangtng from cracks and p1llars 
is more remimscent of Ponce Of Pers1a · The 
Sands Of Time than the Tomb Rarder senes 
to whic'l Uncharted has been compared. and 
ga•ns in spectacle what 1t loses m scope. 
However. there are some poor des•gn 
dec•sions that s.mply can't be ignored· 
cha.ns, for example, are occasionally used to 
move around the environment, and are often 
used as an insubstantial decoratton. You'll 
only know which, mittally at least, when 
you've either made it across the gap or are 
falling to your doom. At least Uncharted is 
generous with its restart positions. 

Within these secttons, the game isn' t shy 
about movmg the camera for dramat•c effect 
during key moments. Th1s can work 
bnlliantly, partiCularly m an out-of-screen 
moment .that nods to the original Crash 
Bandrcoot, and wtth some of the game's 
more routine platform moments If there's a 
crit•cism, it's that it isn't used corrpletely 
coherently - there are only one or two b•g 
set -p1eces in the game that use these tncks. 
and these are excellent. whtle there are many 
'smaller' moments where qu•ck camera 
changes confuse rather than help. And 
although 1t would be madness to cntiCISe 
hnear ty tn and of 1tself, none of the 
adventuring enwonments offer a freedom 
of approach towards the s1ngle destmatton 
- tndeed. ne•ther the phys1cal nor mental 
puzzles will sign1f1cantly slow down anyone 
But apart from this Uncharted has a sense of 
spectacle in the obstacles you race, and also 
concentrates 1ts narrat1ve around these 
sections- making them a S1gn1ficantly 
different counterweight to the fighting. 

The HUD is minimal throughout, Wlth no room for a life bar
damage turns the screen monochroow, as Dralt•s brtathong 
becomes laboured and his heanng fades. If you survive. the 
colours spring bade into vibrant life as his health redwges 

The game looks beautJ~ul. and n motiQn 
is far from the impression o' sh ny Wdxworks 
that screenshots may give. tov.er ng trees. 
vine-covered ruins and crumbling masonry 
create a rea sense of place. and ;ne 
attention to detail in even the tnodenta 
temple decorations is to be applauded 
Th1s •s complemented by the story, a half
nonsensical, half-thrilling adventure plot. 
which manages to showcase the well
distmgutshed main characters as wel l as keep 
the momentum of the treasure hunt gotng 
1t's as tight and coherent a plot as seen m a 
game of this type, as serviceable as it is 
accomplished. it's this attent•on to detail 
beyond the obv•ous that makes up for some 
of the other areas where the game isn't 

qu•te dS str ktng Drake's antmatlons are 
plenuful and authentiC, for example, and at 
least shake the 1mpress1on that you're 
controlling Captain Scarlet, but can't help 
but look slightly bas•c next to the new gold 
standard of Assassrn ~ Creed. 

Am1d all the compansons Uncharted 
tempts. however. one thtng rematns: it IS a 
great adventure story that plays excellently. 
There's noth•ng substantially new 1n what 
1t does- 1ndeed tts 1nfluences are obv1ous 
and there are some m nor problems. but 
through JUdiCIOUS pruntng and reweaving 
Naughty Dog has crafted one of the finest 
act1on adventures to date. it's 1nvolvmg in its 
narrative, a triumph of paong, and s1mply a 
pleasure to play. Your move. Ms Croft. [8] 

The vistas of Undtarted can be breathtaking 
at times, from rusting Nazi U-boal5 in the 
jungle to abandoned villages. and will give 
the right analogue stick a good workout 

Drive! 

One of Uncharteds better 
features is that the vehicle 
sections. so often the bane of 
thirdperson adventures. are kept 
short and sweet - though, as 
always. are not without their 
flaws. The first is an on-rails jeep 
escape that plays out as a 
pyrotechnic sightseeing tour 
through some lush jungle, with 
one or two cliffhanger moments 
with wrong turns and oncoming 
enemies. A jetski is later at 
Drake's command, and handles 
beautifully through some 
challenging rapids and riverside 
shootouts, with the usual staples 
of floating explosives and 
baddies at mysterious windows 
proving as challenging as ever. 
The only disappointment is that 
the shooting is handled in a 
disappointing and disjunctive 
'stop and aim' manner that loses 
some of these sections' fluidity, 
and precludes firing while 
moving too quickly for enemies 
to aim or set traps- which is 
surely one of the points of using 
a vehicle in the first place. 
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The cities indude many optoonal 'save 
a citizen' tasks-defeat the bullying 
soldiers and you'll ~ rMarded woth the 
appearance of vigilantes (wllo blodc 
pursuing guards) and sdoolars (a form 
of cover for the simolarly dressed Altaor) 

oth hisstalking gait and effortless 
run, hos swift killing strike, his 
fearless parkour skills, Assassins 

Creed's star, Alta'lr, is a triumph of animation 
in vodeogames. Never before has a player 
character been depocted with such clarity: the 
responsoveness with whoch he turns during a 
run; the way he palms off a wall to recover 
from a shove- control os never impeded and 
hos physocal connectoon with his environment 
os continually reonforced. 

And what an envoronment he has to 
play on - the three Thord Crusade-era citoes, 
Acre, Damascus and Jerusalem, and the 
countryside conneaing them, are not only 
beautofully realised on a visual level. feel 
convoneongly organoc and teem wrth virtual 
hfe, but are also entorely built around Altair's 
abohtoes. Theor surfaces are covered on 
outcroppongs and gril led windows, struts and 
beams Rooftops and handholds are placed a 
leaps dostance apart, makong the process of 
traversong them, even on the midst of a 
headlong rush to avood pursuing guards, 
remarkably, and pleasurably, assured. This is 
because Altair mocromanages negotiating it 
all for you Hold down the right trigger and 
spront woth a face button and he'll happily 

As if to prove it's an open-world game, Assassin's Creed ondudes collection sub-quests: if it's not flags 
(different types for different cities and neighbourhoods), it's finding and dispatching Templar knights 
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Despote feelong somilar. the cities are stylistically different and 
chara<tensed by colour: the drab grey of Acre, Jerusalem's rich 
blue-yellows (SHn here), and the harsh gold of Damascus 

leap from JOist to JOISt with you somply 
poontong h m on the roght dorectoon. Hangong 
from a wmdow edge, he'll smoothly clamber 
up and down With dorectoon from the left 
stock Bu: :hrs rs no attempt at dumbing 
down Qu :e the opposote ot allows you to 
focus on the moddle and far dostance, 
assessong rootes, rosk and the bogger pocture. 

lt's therefore a p ty that the bogger 
picture osn't qu te so onsporong. For all Altair's 
characterful f nesse, he has only a few 
dofferent wa'fi to meanongfully onteract with 
hos world For each of the none marks he's 
tasked to assassonate, Altair must gaon at 
least three poeces of onformatoon to find out 
where he should perform the hot. This is 
gained from scouting the coty by climbing the 
highest towers to survey the crowds and 
unlock a small assortment of missions: 
pickpocketong, ontomodatong (goving someone 
a beatong unto I they squeal), eavesdropping 
(sottong on a nearby bench to listen in on a 
conversatoon) and assistong an onformer woth 
a seroes of hots or, ludocrously, collectong flags. 

The result os repetotion, and most mossions 
are somple to complete. Though Altaor will be 
obstructed by the shoves of gobbering loons 
and beggars gettong on hos way, and attract 
the attentoon of guards of he causes pot and 
box earners to drop theor loads, there's been 
httle effort to use the crowds or tricky 
confoguratoons of the 30 enVIronment to 
oncrease the challenge And for the actual 
kills, agaon, ot feels hke Ubosoft Montreal 
has missed an opponunoty to create clever 
puules through guard patterns, archotecture 
and crowd behaviour to encourage 
exploratoon of hos acrobatoc and slayong 
prowess The realoty os a seroes of set-pieces 
that seldom allow you to get in close woth 
Alta'ir's brutally insidious retractong blades 
the way you feel an assasson should. 

Binding the action together is a story that 
exposes Assassins Creed's much-heralded 
link with science-ftetion at ots very outset: the 
Holy Land circa 1191 is the construct of a 
machine called the Animus, whoch is able 
to read people's 'genetic memoroes' it's 
entertaining nonsense but, despite the 
laudable but ultomately rather empty odea to 
ensure the player alwa'fi has some form of 
control during cutscenes, it sadly bools down 
to a lot of talking - and Alta'ir's dreary vooce· 
acting. Overlaymg ot al os an ambot1ous theme 
about the folly of foxed odeologoes and the 
absence of universal truths. None of Altai'r's 
targets, whoch come from both sodes of the 
conflict, are wholly evol -a poont made by a 
scene that appears once they've been slaon. 
"You stole food from your people," Altair 
accuses Wolliam de Montferrat, who replies 
that he's actually been stockpiling it for an 
uncertain future. But while the story might 



promote personal choice and freedom to act. 
like BioShock, the game does not: Alta"ir is 
locked firmly into his fate. 

And his fate in the final section is 
squeezed down to a forced and protracted 
sequence of fights that seems to forget 
Alta"ir's raison d'etre entirely. Though sword 
fighting, a defensively pitched system based 
around delicate counter-attacks and dodges, 
works fine, it always feels as if Alta"ir's at his 
most natural in flight - the exhilarating rush 
to break the line of sight from pursuing 
enemies and find hiding places to wait it 
out until the panic is over. 

Ultimately, it's as if Ubisoft Montreal has 
failed to find a game worthy of its stunningly 
realised main character and sumptuous 
setting. it's unfortunate, as there is some 
enormous potential here, ancifor all its 
failings Assassin's Creed deserves to be 
played, and its achievements savoured. [7) 

The game's sd-fi story unfortunately and 
somewhat clumsily gives an excuse for 
things like invisible walls in parts of the 
cities not yet unlocked (with a 'cannot 
access memory' message) and jumps in 
the narrative ('memory fast forwarding') 

Unquashed masses 

Though randomly generated and 
behaviourally simplistic, the 
crowds lend each city a great deal 
of character. They exhibit a wide 
range of appearances, and Acre, 
which has been invaded by 
Crusader forces, is filled with 
northern Europeans speaking in 
French and German as well as 
English. And to emphasise the 
political chaos the wars have 
brought upon the region, public 
speakers tirade against the 
infidels and the heathens. Sadly, 
there isn 't much variety to what 
the citizens of Assassin's Creed 
say to Alta'ir and each other, with 
"If he hurts himself, he has 
himself to blame" (on seeing 
Alta'ir up on the roofs) and "I'll 
have your hand for that" (said by 
bullying guards to citizens) being 
particularly painfully common. 
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Besides giving you a chance to admore 
Crytek's ongoing fetish for guns. the 
in line setup system enforces the game's 
tactical values. While the keyboard 
shortcuts make the selection process 
quicker, it's advisable to seek cover 
before tinkering with your bits and bobs 

nly C rytek. the stud1o propelle.d to 
the forefront of PC gaming by just 
one FPS, could make such a high-

profile game feel like such an unknown. The 
more you're told of Crysts, the less you know 
for sure. The more features and components 
are announced, the more you wonder how 
anyone could wrestle w1th such a skulk•ng 
beast So much IS at stake here, for genre. 
developer, publisher, hardware and even 
Microsoft's latest operating system. So many 
•deas and mterests are on the table 

At least the premise is simple. A se ence 
team has van1shed m the lmgshan Is ands of 
the South Ch1na Sea, 1ts f•nd ngs st1"'mg loca 
Nonh Korea 1nto sen•ng up camp - and a 
naval blockade As a member of the US 
Army's e te De ta Force. you're sem n •or a 
spot of search and rescue Or, to d tch the 
euphemtsms. crush, k 11 and oesrroy W !h a 
stockp le of near-future tech strapoed to your 
body, you have enough f1repov.er to make 

Bumping the difficulty to hard makes Crysis a much better game overall. The AI, with its frightening 
awareness of military tactics in a dynamic world, forces you lo appreciate the breadth of possibilities 
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In Power Struggle. the atm is to control enough power facilities and alien oash sites to fund a nuclear weapon. for use 
on the opponent's HQ Vehicle production facilities can also be seized to produce mobile artillery and spawn points 

Rambo look like Bamb1 The anack opt•ons, 
then. for those who m•ssed the two Edge 
features (E161, E174 and EA's marketmg 
blttz a nano-sUtt, whtch at the cost of 
recharg1ng energy bnngs superhuman 
strength, speed. armour or dtSgUtse. A nfle, 
whiCh like all the game's weapons can be 
mspected and modtfled wtthout break,ng 
from the action. A silencer Vanous scopes 

f ale jackets and colourful language, are often 
as elus•ve as you are. Thetr m1stakes aren't 
the usua suiCtde charges and head-bobs of 
FPS soloiery - they're the subtle betrayals of 
a realistiC worlo. L•sten (or watch) •or rustling 
leaves, a cracking branch or a splashed 
puddle, and the adva'ltage IS yours Attack 
1n haste and you're smoked. 

it's been described as a game in which 

Crytek has scoured the Landscape of pop sci-fi, 
jamming together cliches from anything in which 
someone marvels at 'the size of that thing' 

and sights. Nightvis1on. Grenades Tact•cal 
ammo types such as tranqui liser darts 
Melee attacks Saucepans Flying toads. 

There's more than enough to overwhelm 
even veterans of the keyboard and mouse 
As long suspected, th1s is a far cry from 
Far Cry, less a holiday than a m1ss on. The 
s•ghtsee•ng opponumt1es are st1ll there, but 
the freedoms of exploratiOn are now 
combat-onented. The Koreans. wth the1r 
procedurally generated faces and Team 
Amenca-wonhy dtalogue. waste no t1me n 
putt•ng your vast resources to the test The 
fun hes not •n what your weapons can do 
the rooftop leaps. se•sm•c punches and 
ternf•cally modelled gunftre- but m what 
you do w1th them 

Vulgar examples would 1nclude barrel
rolling a jeep w1th a well-placed f1st, blow•ng 
out tyres and throw1ng power generators 
through buildings But C rysis is best when 
int1mate. Its JUngles offer such a dense cloak 
of vegetat1on that enem1es, w1th just thetr 

you have to challenge yourself to enJOY 
yourself. That sells it short. somewhat - the 
graphiCS alone threaten to stir the loins - but 
IS essentially nght. Almost any adversary, be at 
man or machine, grounded or a•rborne, can 
be toyed with; any set-p•ece can be shaped. 
If you want Hollywood, you st•r up a hornet's 
nest of angry Koreans and brawl your way 
out. If you want Splinter Cell. you explore 
your opt ons and hatch plans. If you want 
Half-Life 2, you find a household object and 
lob it at someone's head. Fashionably, Crysts' 
Invention relies upon yours 

But as an adventure told through act1on 
bubbles and bottlenecks. ·t's the 1atter wh1ch 
let t down. Crytek has scoured the whole 
and landscape of pop science-fiction for 1ts 
story, jamming together cliches from Altens. 
The Matrix, Independence Day- anything, 
essentially; m which someone marvels at 
'the size of that thing'. Its prmc1ple cast of 
international supermen 1s lovable (and 
laughable) enough, especially its cockney 



Crysis testifies to director Cevat Yerli's obsession with the 
virtual camera. lighting eHeru are ubiquitous. creating a 
game low on fanciful art but oH the scale in terms of realism 

Bnt But 1t's no more h1ghbrow than Gears Of 
War. and the tw•st in its tale s a sour one. 

Those much-touted second and third 
'acts', tn wh1ch sqUid-like aliens run amok 
and start freezing everything in sight, are 
actually conftned to the last quarter of the 
game. And. despite a sumptuous zero-gravity 
sect•on to mark therr awakentng Hh1nk. 
Descent. but WJth jellyfish and neon), 1t"s all a 
btt dumb: Suddenly, you're flymg letharg•c 
VTOLs into clumsy dogfights, manntng 
mounted guns and. essentially, trytng more 
to flee Lingshan than venture in. Whtle no 
one said vanquishing Far Cry's demons would 
be easy. t ts sad to see them return 

Supporting up to 32 players. meanwh•le. 
multtplayer Crys1s is a robust mix of FPS 
convenuon and nanosuit tactiCs. it'S enough 
to say that tts deathmatch mode crosses 
Quake Ill wtth Soldier Of Fortune. bnnging 
1n almost all of the solo game's abilities 
and weapons. Power Struggle. meanwh1le, 
1s part Battlefield and part Counter-Stnke 
Assault, WJth a crowd-pleas1ng nuclear tw1st. 
Can euher surviVe the company of Quake 
Wars and Team Fortress Z? lt'd be a shame 
1f they didn't. There's enough unrt-budding 
and improvisation here to deserve a loyal 

folloWing and the earn1ng curve seems a 
cons1derate one 

And. to quote QVC. that's not all you get. 
Public SDKs and map ed1tors m1ght be a 
dime a dozen on PC, but never has such a 
huge leap 1n technology been accompanied, 
on day one, by such a complete creat1ve 
toolset Sandbox2, which even comes w1th 
Crys1s' demo. 1s a wonderful th•ng. 
Access1ble, comprehensive and smart- for 
a complete forest, just group-select the 
brushes and drag one out- 1t's the bonus 

Don't be too scared by the time-.>f-day 
sequencer, voxel painter and other advanced 
options: Sandboxl (left) has enough p<esets 
and tooltips to ease in you gently. If you can 
build a park in Rol/ercoaster Tycoon. you' ll 
ha~ little trouble Wlth environments here 

feature you s1mply can't ignore Its potential 
'or the creauon of ndustry-standard user 
content s staggenng. lt IS, ult1mately, the 
mak1ng of a magnrftcent package 

If Far Cry was a game of ambitton, then 
here IS one of power. Power which C rytek 
has channelled, w1th both passion and care. 
tnto superb freewheeling gunplay And 
power wh eh extends a whole lot further 
than the game otself. Into the palm of your 
hand, for example. Into the h1story books of 
PC gamtng. And into the future. (9] 

Both man and alien can be grabbed then 
thrown or whacked With enhanced strength. 
Other strength eHt<ts include a steadier 
aim and the ability to I tap up to rooltops 

Keeping it real 

lt's the system requirements 
which really put the cry in Crysis, 
even if you've anticipated its 
release by buying the latest 
hardware. Playing at DX10's 
'very high' detail settings, at the 
native resolution of a modern 
w idescreen flat-panel, absolutely 
requires two top-end video 
cards, and as much CPU power 
and RAM as you can afford. But 
you get what you pay for. DX1 0 
doesn't just complement the 
'videorealism'- it completes it. 
The depth-of-field effects on 
weapons and environments are 
more authentic. the particle 
effects denser, and the contrast 
between light and shadow 
generally greater. Many of the 
advanced luminance and 
transparency effects showcased 
at trade shows also seem to be 
DX10-exclusive. Make no 
mistake: enthusiast PC gaming 
just got (really) expensive again . 
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Almost everything of value is kept under 
lode and QTE . These simple reflex tests never 
really evolve, at ~st adding a ffVI.more 
buttons to the sequence. While they' re a 
cost-elfeC1ive way of adding challenge to 
repetitive tasks. they're arguably overused 
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o what, exadly; is a mass effect? 
Is 1t something to do with the 
outcome of elaborate physics 

expenments? Is it a time- and space-altering 
technology created by ancient ahens? 
(Apparently, 1t is.) Or is it what happens 
when BioWare famed for Baldur's Gate and 
Knights Of The 0 d Republic, dec1des to 
make ItS own ~ers or of Star Wars? 

You'd th1nk tna; ; was grven the effect 
on ·ts target aud ence Before anyone had 
adually played th s game, everyone was m 
love with 1t V1sua ly soph1St1cated, obviously 
epic and only half as daft as 1ts t1tle suggests. 
it spoke directly to estranged fans of 
Lucasfilm's saga, a 1 of whom appeared to 
be vocal gamers. Given the avenues of 
KO TOR, 1t went w1thout say1ng that 1f Bmks 
set foot m its universe, tne opt1on would be 
there to blow h1s bra ns across the screen. 

The quest on: how would 81oWare celebrate 
that freedom from George? 

The answer: with guns. Mass Effecr IS 

part KOTOR and Jade Empire, part Gears 
Of War and Ghost Recon. Rather than a 
leisurely exchange of buffered commands, 
its combat IS a close, intense f1refight. The 
action pauses wh1le you switch your party's 
weaoons or deploy its 'b10t1C' abihties, but 
otheiWise the forecast is for wall-hugging, 

~ Like Star Trek, Battlestar Galactica and Farscape 
X~ it has a wonderfully nerdy kind of sex appeal 

Think Buck Rogers meets Industrial Light 6 Magic 

rifle-butting run-and-gun with just a 
scattering of sorcery. 

Thematically, the old faves- the hero's 
journey, galactic peril and portentous dreams 
-are all there, but the end result feels like TV 
more than cinema. L1ke Star Trek, Mass 
Effect's quests are peppered w1th leaden and 
didad1c d1alogue Like Battlestar GaladiCa, 1t 
plays 'ast and loose with the lives of its 
charaders, revelling 1n the prospect of 
apocalyptic events. Like Stargate or Farscape, 
it hops restlessly between worlds whiCh look 
unique from some angles. 1dent1cal from 
others. And, like all of them, 1t has a 
wonderfully nerdy kind of sex appeal. Think 
Buck Rogers meets Industrial Light & Magic. 

In other words, it's KO TOR all over again, 
but without the licence. As en her a user- or 
pre-defined charader. you march towards 
destmy with absolutely everyone talking 
about you. focusing on your every move. 
Your backstory, a selectable tale of either 
privilege or woe. determ1nes much of what is 
said and done. The plot, naff as 1t is, casts 
you as the first human mductee mto the elite 



Spectre organisation (no cats on laps, sadly), 
tasked with tracking down a rogue agent 
with a deadly 1nterest n the Reapers. a 
forgotten race of m1nd-controll•ng robots. 

The game's a real plate-sp•nner- and 
unfortunately •t shows. The combat, hm1ted 
to bas1c squad commands and gu'1 types 
(shotgun, p1stol, sn1per and assault ri fles) 
engages, but never electrif1es. The biot1c 
attacks, which typically stun the oppos1tion 
or repair the squad, are so bland you'll opt 
for max1mum f•repower, wh•ch dom•nates 
the enemy 1f l()(]ically upgraded An •11-
adv•sed 'normal' diffiCulty settmg, by whiCh 
only bosses scale to the player's level (and still 
can't compete), betrays the fact that there 
are two genres here, stats-based RPG and 
frenetic shooter, which don't really get along. 

Other paths can be chosen, of course, 
and higher d fficulty levels unlocked by 
repeat playthroughs. But none fmds that 
elus•ve balance, and the story (espec•ally 1ts 
obvious·end•ng) seldom JUSt1f1es the search. 

In the fmest tradition of neo-Star Wars, 
Mass Effecrs cast is one of diplomats, off1cers 
and alien traders. Some are beautiful, others 
bizarre. Some even get angry from t1me to 
t1me But few are adually worth the effort of 
conversation. "Tell me more," says your 
character "Please don't,· says the vo•ce 
1ns1de your head. Where are the vaudeville 
rogues in th1s galaxy? Where are the 
entertamers? They turn up occasionally, 
usually m a Babylon 5-esque hub called the 
C1tadel, but then they're gone, snuffed out 
•n the name of effiCiency. The game stPves so 
hard to be taken ser ously that ·t w1nds up 
feeling relentlessly dour. Heaven forb1d, there 
are times when you'd adual(y hug Binks 

Even you. the one supposedly m charge 
of the game's narrative, feel emotionally 

suppressed. That Mass Effect presents the 
same b•nary mora: choKes as KO TOR IS no 
surpnse the Dark/light balance there 
becomes Paragon/Renegade here- but you'd 
have expected a more nuanced result after all 
these years. The conversation wheel, wh1ch 
pops up early to keep the speech rolling, asks 
you to choose tone rather than precise 
words At worst. the choiCes are so moderate 
as to be more or less the same, and the 
words wh1ch come out don't relate 

If 1t all sounds negative, don't despa1r: 
th1s stems more from disappointment than 

At first. you'llw~r If you11 evor find the ush for the 
11l()(e expens1ve armou,.. weapons and upgrades. Give it 
a few miuions. however, and you'll have more than you 
know what to do with. Your away team comprises three 
people: how they urry up to ISO items is anyone's guess 

d•sda n Mass Effect s sr. I enJoyable enough 
to warrant 24 hours o; play (complet•on w1th 
sub-miSSIOns). and tne stops 1t makes en 
route are v1sually stunn•ng it JUSt doesn't fmd 
what 1t goes looking for: the myth and 
exot1ca to adequately follow Star Wars. The 
fascinatiOn of KOTOR, a wish-fulfilment 
powerhouse. was to see it tugged h1ther and 
thither by over 20 years of fid•on. B•oWare's 
un1verse. w1th ts a manac of h1stones and 
planetary profiles, pales •n companson. 
After Jed kn1ghts and lightsabers. these 
soldiers and bullets just don't cut it. [7] 

lntergalactic planetary 

If Mass Eff~ct has a motto. it'S 
'seek and ye shall grind'. Training 
your squad and unravelling the 
game's subplots requires 
numerous trips to desolate 
worlds, most culminating in an 
outpost siege. Explorative 
players (or those chasing 
Achievements) will also find 
crashed probes, alien relics and 
lucrative mineral deposits. none 
of which yields anything 
particularly memorable. it falls 
to some dramatic backdrops 
and the sheer joy or driving the 
Mako, the game's own Warthog, 
to keep the spirit of adventure 
alive. As boil-in-the-bag 
universes go, this one's decent 
enough, with stacks of room 
for downloadable content. Let's 
just hope that BioWare finds 
the time and wit to fill it with 
something substantial, not just 
rocks full of collectable trinkets. 
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Special forces feedback 

In the unremitting chaos of battle, 
Call Of Duty 4's more crucial 
details - kill or no k ill? Headshot 
or miss?~ could run t he risk of 
being lost. Except that Infinity 
Ward understands something that 
many FPS developers fail to 
grasp: being hit by a bullet smarts 
quite a bit, and if one were to 
strike an enemy soldier in the 
neck he really ought t o go down 
like a brick in a lift shaft. 

Thanks to this, Modern 
Warfare is almost alarmingly 
satisfying, as distant targets fold 
like paper under precise double· 
taps and return blasts violently 
shake the viewcam, preventing 
accurate retaliation and enforcing 
the clever use of cover. Against 
Resistance: FOM, for instance 
which often feels more like an 
exercise in pointing a cursor 
towards a slowly depleting 
energy bar- the level of feedback 
in Call Of Duty 4 is remarkable. 
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ntil now, it hasn't been clear exactly 
how Infinity Ward would engineer 
Call Of Duty's relocation from World 

War 11 to 'the near future'. The answer is with 
confidence. Modern Warfare comfortably 
exceeds expectations and propels this hugely 
successful senes to a new h1gh without 
undermining any of the core pnnciples that 
made the historically set coo games such 
accomplished firstperson shooters. 

Well, almost. Ironically, the ambiguous 
modern setting is also the root of Modern 
Warfare's major f law, of which more later. 
What is immediately Important to note is 
that the shift into modern battlefields 
provides an explosive uppmg of the ante 
that fills a broad-chested and appealingly 
stern singleplayer campaign. 

A clear decision has been made to 
drive it home to players that warzones are 
unpleasant places to be, that bullets kill with 
ease, and that reckless soldiers return home 
only in wooden boxes. So just a few hits will 
leave the player perilously close to death. A 
single squeeze of the trigger can slay any 
enemy. And nowhere is safe for long. The 
result is heart-stopping entertainment, 
combining deeply satisfying visual impact 
from the environment and opposition (see 
'Special forces feedback') with weapons that 
feel tangibly and terribly lethal from both 
ends of the barrel. 

There's a streak of cocksure confidence 
visible throughout C004's campa1gn, and 
it's hard to believe that several deeply 
unsettling set-piece moments would have 
made the cut without such conviction from 
the developer. lt takes sever a calculated 
risks, with continued success. Dunng the 
final act, for instance, the rollercoaster pace 
loses steam during a disappointmg corridor 
shootout through a blank military bunker. 
But this deeply ordmary ep1sode only serves 
to heighten the exhilaration of the last 
breakneck mission, bring1ng Modern Warfare 
to a wholly satisfymg cl1max that ranks 
alongside the best Hollywood action movie. 

And, still, there are faults. The plot is 
pure hokum. Archetypal terrorists, an 
inexplicable Middle East msurgency, nuclear 
missile launches, yadda yadda ... Tied as it is 
to unfamiliar locales and murky faux-politics, 
Modern Warfare can 't hope to achieve the 
same poignancy rightly or wrongly wielded 
by its World War ll ·set predecessors. The 
liberation of Europe felt honourable in a 
way that will never be true of shelling 
faceless masses of this month's enemies of 
America from the comfort of a US bomber 
circling in the sky. Perhaps that is asking 
too much of a videogame. 

But Call Of Duty 4 performs so cohesively 
elsewhere that any irksome slips are more 
pronounced. More pressingly, soldiers are 

The art direction is excellent throughout the oneplayer 
campaign (even if some details are flat textures that feel 
the need for enhanced bump mapping), while multiplayer 
also benefits from crisp map design and appearance 

occasionally unaware of foes in close 
proximity, while progress is often dictated 
by invisible 'triggers' that, when crossed, 
either launch new waves of as·yet·unseen 
enemy or stop the otherwise endless 
spawning of fresh rifle-fodder. Finally, 
protests will be levelled at the short six or 
so hours of singleplayer gameplay. That is, 
of course, six hours of terrific gaming 
rather than 26 hours of dross. 

Visually, kinetically and intuitively, 
however, Modem Warfare is relentlessly 
exciting and an overvvhelming triumph. The 
thrillingly unforgiving multi player, with a 
compelling ranking system and stream of 
unlockables, makes this a truly great on line 
experience. But what really glosses over any 
nagg1ng faults is Modem Warfare's sheer 
ballsy confidence in its own quality. 
Confidence that is never underserved [9] 

Call Of Duty 4 excels at providing high-intensity action, 
but the game is also aware of the need to contrast heart· 
racing highs with moments of low mobility and tension 



Mercantile mercs 

Splitscreen co-op is offered, but 
feels like a slim offering in the 
wake of Halo 3's collaborative 
glory. L1ve-supported multiplayer 
is present. though, catering for 
up to eight players in a bespoke 
'Deadly Alliance' mode. All 
players begin as a team of 
mercenaries performing a heist. 
Any collected cash is shared out 
between remaining mercenaries. 
But. before it's deposited, it's 
possible to become a traitor, go 
rogue and keep all your gathered 
cash for yourself. If you're killed, 
then you become a guard, and are 
given a finder's fee for retrieving 
money from the mercs you take 
down, and even a bonus for 
slaying your assassin. lt's a neat 
power-struggle setup, but, with 
Halo 3, PGR4 and Team fortress 2 
turning multiplayer gaming into a 
fully fledged career. it's icing on 
the cake for fans rather than a 
clincher for the undecided. 
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While the gunplay centres on 
bread-and-butter ballistics, 
Dead Mtn nails the chunky 
power of assault rifles well. 
A favourite gun need never 
be discarded; when ammo 
runs dry, a nearby teammate 
will offer to top you up. 
provided you can reach them 

ane & Lynch Dead Men 1s. if nothing 
else, a brave product1on. There's a 
deftant amb1t1on about 1t that's on a 

par w1th Agent 47's overreach1ng scenanos, 
but whereas Httman shoots for grand set
ptece complex1ty, Dead Men a1ms for grand 
set-piece intens1ty With Dead Men, 1t's as if 
10 drew ttself a bullseye target before even 
deciding what to hit 1t wtth. Its scenarios are 
striking m scope, but 1ts gunplay can't quite 
keep pace. it features some moments of truly 
cmemattc v1ston, but the technology and 
framework can't qUite do them full justice. 

For example, a n1ghtclub scene picks up 
where Blood Money's Mard Gras stage left 
off Packed wtth revellers, Kane has to press 
hts way through the crush of bod1es - there's 
cop•ous character model repet1tion, but the 
sensation 1s st•ll effect111e. An ensuing 
firef,ght sends the crowds scattering, offenng 
some tens1on as yoL attempt to pick out the 
armed bodyguards from within the swarm 
of bodies. But, too soon, tt's apparent that 
the throng of pantcked clubbers are simply 
followmg headless-chicken loops, and none 
are evacuat1ng the buildtng. One rooftop 
skirmish .ater, and events force you to 
retrace your steps around the now-empty 
dancefloor, up agamst tougher enemies, a 
gallmg bit of recyclmg that rams home JUst 
how austere the gunplay can feel. 

There are a number of high-impact 

moments ahead of th1s, but entire stretches 
of the game, and not JuSt event spikes, are 
equally undulatmg. Some of its more open 
settings are home to some frantiC, engaging 
showdowns wtth streams of police and 
armed guards. The foyer fracas and resulting 
push down a senes of Japanese streets is 
a highlight that epttom•ses just how well 
Dead Men can do cnme-flick action-glam 
when 1ts gears run smoothly. Conversely, its 
somewhat more linear trawls -a prison 
break-m, for example. or the openmg 
segment of an tll·fated bank robbery- can 
feel awfully dry and monochrome. 

Dead Men's automatic cover system is 
a good 1ntent1on that almost succeeds. 
press1ng you up agatnst the corners of an 
obJect a split -second after you stop near 
them it's JUSt not sharp enough 1n a p1nch, 
howeve• The A button 1s overworked, 
covenng actions. melee takedowns, 
reload1ng and weapon swaps, wh eh can 
be cause for confus10n 1n do-or-d1e 
S1tuat1ons. The game's dramatiC flow 
arguably necessttates checkpo1nts instead 
of custom saving, but 1t needed to be 
smarter with those checl<pomts, to better 
catch the bottleneck moments. 

Which bnngs us back to Httman, a series 
with the btgger-ptcture 1magmatton that's so 
reminiscent of Dead Men's approach. While 
Agenl47's adventures have been just as 

Simple follow/cover/attack instructions can be issued 
individually or to the entire aew of four. They're 
moderately reliable. although a 'Sun Tzu' Achievement 
is offered for getting them to do all of your dirty wort 

flawed and irritating, they've been buffered 
by one hell of a back-up: when best-laid 
plans go awry, there was room to 1ndulge in 
almost comiC levels of bloodshed and unruly, 
cathartic carnage 1n order to get the level 
fimshed. With Dead Men, there's no such 
flextbility, leaving it feeling all the more bnttle 
in practice. The ingredients of a blockbuster
batting shootout are there, but the resulting 
recipe means that Kane & Lynch IS ulttmately 
nothing pacier than dead men walkmg. [6) 

There seems to be increasing danger in using in·game 
character models for cutscenes if they' re not up to 
scratch (see Conan and even Halo 3 for recent examples) 



h. dear Ohen 1t feels hke the most 
d1ff1cult games to rev1ew are the 
really great ones. Those that engross 

and exhilarate so fundamentally that 1t can 
be tncky to step back and explau., exadly 
why When, in real1ty, the most d1ff1cult 
games to review are the average ones. The 
terminally unremarkable The unambitiOUS, 
box-ticking, deeply adequate games Games 
1ke Tony Hawk's Provrng Ground 

Proving Ground 1sn't awful, just the 
definition of a mass-produd1on sequel, and 
mildly depressing evidence of the blind 
bulhshness of fans, who seem content bemg 
spoon-fed endless reissues of the same 
game, and the timidity of developers, who 
refrain from tweaking a decade-old formula 
for tea' of vex1ng those same fans. 

Fortunately, 1n the t1me s1nce Tony Hawk's 
Project 8 was released, everyth1ng has 
changed. The more subdued but excellent 
Skate (E 181, 8/1 0) has set new benchmarks 
m an otherw•se stagnant genre that until 

now was defmed by Tony Hawk's gansh 
pmball. Skate's existence splits genre fans 
1nto two camps: those look1ng for a 
skateboard game about skateboarding, 
and those ook•ng for a skateboard game 
beyond skateboard ng. By nghts, Provrng 
Ground ought to bring f1reworks and 
spectacle where Skate prov1ded realistic 
sportmg feats Th s 1sn t the case 

lt doesn the p that PTOVIng Ground lacks 
the mstant, bombast c excitement freely 
hoofed around by pre111ous ep1sodes 1n the 
senes. Or ~ha: : looks so drab On close 
appra sa there art> smoom textures and 
1mpress1Ve cloth ng deta s to ad m re, but 
the overall effect IS terr bly I feless 

Much I ke the career mode Wnh no 
Freeska~e optiOn unmed~ately a~a able 
players are g ued to a path of end essly 
unlock1ng new areas through career 
progressiOn, progress•on wh eh nvolves an 
unrerru.-c ngly du slog ·nrough 1diot-s1mple 
mtros to baSICS I ke manuals or gnnds. lt isn't 
even poss,ble to tngger Na1l the Trick mode 
pnor to t be ng taught 'n career mode, 
whteh only frustrates sk led veterans and 
enforces a dumbed-down approach to 
Provmg Ground's early action. 

There 1s, at least, an attempt to freshen 
th1ngs up There are three career 'paths' to 
pursue, add1ng the spiCe of choice, and Nail 
the Grab and Nail the Manual modes appear. 

One ~· Proving Ground has over Skate lies in its sh .. r number of tricks, including some spectacular llattand lli~ry. 
Nail the Trick mode is still the best thing. wtlich should worry Neversoft. given how closely it echoe Skat~s approach 

Each catei!r path has a guide wtlo sagely dishes out task after task. though the potential of each style 
of tatter is never really fully realised. thanks to Neversoft's aversion here to taking any signiliunt risk 

In addition, once the restnct1ve career 
handholding subsides, the appeal increases 
considerably. And, crucially, success still 
demands a level of nimble-f,ngered skill and 
split-second invention that can feel raucously 
enjoyable at t1mes. 

Beyond these scattered positives, 
however, Provmg Ground resembles nothmg 
so much as a monotonous number-chase 
when compared to Skate's more 1ntUit1ve and 
satisfying take on the sport As a result, Tony 
Hawk's relentless bunon-tapp.ng can feel 
ternfically outdated and robot•c. Moments 
of breathless combos are stalled by an 
1rntatingly over-long ba an•mation- wh1ch 
can be skipped. requ nng a •ghtn1ng-fast 
button press. but w111 stil• befal every player 
once 1n a while. Career goals follow 'do th1s, 
like this, for th1s reward' patterns. and feel 
more like dog-tra,nmg than sat•sfylng 
achievements The gnmy Ph1ladelph'a locale, 
meanwhile, IS a lesson m how not to create 
a v1brant v1deogame world 

Tony Hawk :S Provrng Ground is, at best, 
a fundional sequel. lt giVes the fans what 
they want, throws 1n a handful of awkward 
or undeveloped ideas, and leaves it there. 
At vvorst, rs a poor entry to the Tony Hawk's 
l1neage. But aga1nst the fla1r and style offered 
by Skate and 1ts progressive enjoyment of 
simply exerting control over two feet of 
plywood, Provmg Ground feels like little 
more than a rolling relic. [6] 

Push off 

Proving Grouncfs new Aggro 
Push system isn't a good idea. 
While reasonable in theory 
pump a button during the correct 
'window' of time to push harder 
and reach high speed- in practice 
it feels arbitrary. Yes, success will 
considerably increase a skater's 
speed and enable bigger leaps. 
Yet the Aggro Push occurs more 
regularly as a further obstacle to 
progression (get it right pass; get 
it wrong: fail) than a useful aid to 
chasing big scores. Worst of 
all is how incredibly jarring it is 
when the player's 'professional' 
sportsman is still able to foul up 
a technique ma.stered by even 
the weakest amateur skater. 
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Sim Simpsons 

One of the game's highlights is 
an encounter with Will Wright, 
the creator (as his Simpsons 
incarnation is none-too-slow to 
inform us) of Si m City and The 
Sims. and in this universe a 
destroyer of old games who 
zooms around on the mouse 
selector icon from The Sims as 
you attempt to complete a task, 
shouting things like "Any game 
without 'Sim' in the title sucks!" 
lt's a high point, not least because 
it's lampooning a recognisable 
face from the videogame industry, 
and done welL lt does, however, 
make you acutely aware of 
how rarely gaming figures and 
culture feature in real depth 
throughout the rest of the game. 
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o say that there has never been a 
good Simpsons videogame is true. 
but the reason for bnnging 1t up is 

that ·t's the context for what m1ght be the 
f,rst. The S1mpsons Game 1S about the 
Simpsons, but 1t's also about the Simpsons 
be,ng in a game and the~r h1story within 
games. lt uses the characters. settings and 
style to lampoon and occasionally defend 
gaming and 1ts place w1thin contemporary 
debate. At least, that's the 1dea. 

In terms of captunng the humour o' the 
show, the game 1s successful There are 
great moments, laugh-out-loud moments 

Kang and Kodos are among the instantly recognisable 
supporting cast in the game. and in this section try to 
take over Springfield by creating killer zombie dolphins 

Grand Theft Scratchy has a fun concept 
that dovetails well With some dumb 
mob violence, so it's a real pity that it's 
so unutterably boring to play through 

even. although also a good number of 
d1sappo1ntingly flat JOkes. Walkmg around 
Spnngf1eld (which acts as a kind of hub) IS 
a treat the f1rst t1me around, but the vo1ce 
samples quickly repeat and some s1mply 
aren't funny, the S1mpsons at its best is 
the antithesis of catchphrase comedy, 
something occasionally lost m this title. 
The storyline is sim1lary mixed, with some 
moments that stand up to some of the best 
the TV series has to offer. and others that 
don't. But the overndmg impress,on IS 

posit1ve, because few games based on other 
media come close to TSG's relat1onsh1p w1th 
its source matenal 

An important part of th1s is that it 
faithfully captures the graphical charm of 
Springfield and 1ts C1t1zens Presentation 
•sn't perect, however -draw distance, 1n 
partiCular, 1s poor, while other incongruous 
elements are s1mply the result of bad 
dec1s1ons. us,ng m-eng1ne cutscenes next to 
the HD cartoon sequences that bookend 
levels, for example, serves to break what is 
othervvise a convincing illuSIOn. 

The bigger 1ssue IS that the game 
underneath the exceptional surface 1s only 
an aver age one, even 1f makes an 1nterestmg 
stab at giving each of 1ts lead characters 
d1st1nct spec1a ab,ht1es, and stnves to mix up 
play styles between the levels. The frequent 

use of the term 'parody' in connection with 
TGS is m sjudged, since the levels never rise 
to the potential of the scnpt and actually 
mvest1gate game convent1ons. prefemng a 
safe and ult1mately deadening temp ate that 
IS almost a JOke ItSelf it's full of platformmg 
frustrations, crowds of enemies that have no 
tactic other than surrounding you in 
numbers. and bland puzzles. Levels are 
frequently surrounded by a bottomless p1t of 
some kind, or a deadly liquid. or burmng 
coals and so on, and f1lled wnh things that 
have been seen countless times before. The 
game does have ItS own defence mechamsm 
here m the form of collectable game cliches. 
of which there are 32, which are heralded by 
Comic Book Guy and recognise the ubiquity 
of certain elements double-Jumps, invisible 
walls. etc - w1thin gam1ng as a whole Does 
this recogM1on excuse the predictable des1gn 
that depends on precisely those cliches? Or IS 

it 1n real1ty JUst a lazy get-out clause? 
Ultimately, much of the drive spurnng 

players onwards to completion depends 
on the game's cutscenes, and in this respect 
it's a backwards step, relying on the crutch 
of a strong licence to h1de fundamental 
shortcommgs. And because of that, any 
assessment has to end on one of the 
b1ggest cliches of them all: if you like 
The Simpsons, you'll like this game. (5] 



echnically a pomt-and-cltck 
adventure, lack & Wiki IS certainly 
a gent e setup. The cursor IS 

accompanted by a generous spotlight that 
eases hotspot detection and our hero, Zack. 
never carrres more than one ObJect at any 
t1me. For those weaned on tern mventones 
of no less than 50 btts and bobs this may 
seem a tad limtted. In actual fact, Capcom 
has culled a great dea of nonsense to 
create a console-fnendly adventure. a 
Wii-friendly adventure 

Zack •s •acktng the comprehensrve verb 
sheet that so empowered earl•er point-and
click heroes. Instead. each 1tem is dealt with 
v1a replication of act1ons you would associate 
w•th the uem. Click any useable hotspot and 
a Remote pose must be struck and the act10n 

The best way to appreciate the step-by-step structure 
of each level is to study them in this zoomed-out view. 
The 20 aoss-sections also hide some neat sight gags 

enacted. From s•mple lever cranks to 
rotat1ona unscrew•ng, lack & Wtki finally 
puts to use the mynad Remote posstbtli\les 
touched on 1n WanoWare Smooth Moves. 

Occas1onally, motions can be completed 
awdenta ly - questiOning the honesty of 
prevtous gestures - but for every verttcallever 
inexplicably tugged wtth a horizontal Remote 
there's po1nter-a1med dusting or button
tapping ' ut•ng to re1nforce otherwise br •an: 
W11 appltcatton All th1s would be moot. of 
course. 1f little was done to st1tch these 
moments tnto a coherer1t whole a"d ts ~ere 
that lack & \i\flklleaves Waro.Nare bet~ d 

Split 1nto stages, each features a treasure 
chest 1n pla•n s1ght surrounded by a great 
deal of unp easantness These may look ke 
crumbling rUinS and lush trop ea VIstas. bm 
strip away the dressmg and you' re left w;th 
nothtng more than Heath Rob nson-sty1e 
contraptions des1gned to squ sh young Zack 
1n brutal cartoon fashion The puzzle, 
therefore. is how to clog the artenes of these 
structures and prevent thetr mach nattons 
from playmg out. 

it's puzzling for puzzling's sake - no 
narrative rewards, JUSt access to the next 

Despite a faltering framer ate. lack & Wiki is one of the more attractive 
games available on Wii, throwing around a vibrant cel·shaded cast and 
some gorgeous incidental effects such as glowing ember. and falling snow 

Your c~ of moving otems in 30 space (above left) is put to the test a.s these stones require rotating 
ond flipping to consttvct a totem. Boss fights (above right) are simply puzzles under the aggressive eye of 
an eleftwnt.ll r..,nd. On top of the usual puzzle mishandling you need to keep an eye out for the11 attacks 

conundrum In the hands of bnght sparks. 
th s tS to be lack & Vv ~ ·s greatest undotng 
wa tz through the 24 puzz es and the game 
s solved, done for good. An arcadey IQ 
score system may try to tempt players into 
repeat ru s. but few puzzles offer alternate 
solut1ons for score tmprovement and the 
number of re-runs needed after dytng 
mtd-puzzle turns you 1nto a pretty mean 
speed runner in the course of your ftrst 
runthrough, let alone a second. 

And so. all eyes fall on the puzzles 
themselves. For the most part they're 
challenging applicatiOns of scientific baSICS 
- using levers, heat. angles. etc -and it's 
when the game relies on things other than 
these that 1t beg1ns to stumble. Speofic foes 
transforming into items upon the tolling of a 
bell and boss fights that require projed1le 
dodg1ng enter IntO tnal-and-error terntory 
largely thanks to the1r secret rules that you 
have to work out for yourself. 

As w1th the h1gh scores. •t's th1s bow•ng 
to gam1ng whimsy that most d1sappoints tn 

lack & Wtkt, but it's a disappomtment that 
fundamentally stems from having tasted the 
dehght of the rea• vta the Remote gestures 
and purer logic. it's for these latter elements. 
delivered only as this hardware can. that we 
should rema•n hugely grateful (8) 

Once mare, with feeling 

Help is on hand in various forms 
throughout the adventure. Using 
gold found in the levels you can 
purchase tokens that grant 
second chances or hints, courtesy 
of a strange balloon-faced rabbit 
that descends from the heavens. 
Platinum tickets will revive you 
on the many occasions that Zack 
is done in by various rocks/ 
spikes/flames/fish, and Oracle 
Dolls will provide visual hints as 
to a puzzle's solution - but only 
once Zack has fallen to his knees 
In desperate prayer. Got your 
pride? Enlist help from a friend 
(or three) who can use their 
Remote to draw on the screen 
and offer solutions. lt makes for 
a surprisingly good party game. 
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Badly pointed lady 

One way in which The Witcher's 
maturity manifests itself is in 
your ability to wow and bed 
many of the game's poorly drawn 
and preposterously breasted 
female characters. After a few 
perfunctory dialogue options 
dispense with foreplay, the 
scene cuts away to a blurry but 
suggestive video, over which is 
displayed a pin-up illustration 
of your conquest. Sexual 
relationships in games are no bad 
thing, certainly. but they need to 
set their sights slightly higher 
than Leisure Suit Larry. 

T~ dlar0<1er skills screen is an eumple 
of poor inlerface design- it's simply not 
dear which information is most important 
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he gnm fantasy word o' Tne 
W1tcher, created by Pol1sh author 
AndrzeJ Sapkowski, offers a mature 

and rich ve1n of f1ction for adaptatiOn; 
underneath the usual Tolk1enesque scenery 
is a complex and pohtiCa world, without 
polar extremes of good or evil, which 
presents its protagoniSt's career in monster 
slay1ng w1th wry cyn1cism. CD Projekt's 
muddled RPG 1s often elevated by its bas1s rn 
this fiction - but, almost rn equal measure, 
the game fumbles its potential with 
unanticipated incompetence. 

Geralt, the whote-ha1red Witcher (or 
warlock) of the totle. IS persuasively drawn, 
depocted woth glowenng and choselled realosm 
-at tomes eloquent. at others menaongly 
laconoc. Elsewhere, other characters don't 
recerve such careful treatment - most of 
those you meet are Jarrongly carrcatured, 
their vo1ce-act1ng IS almost unrversally 
poor (while the doalogue tse f rare ly offers 
up the wit of the f'IOI!els), and some dosmal 
facial anomauon frequently malc.es these 
lacklustre performances absurd. 

it's odd that th1s should be the case 
because the game's art1stic quaht1es 
otherwise seem to trump its functionality 
Character, journal and Inventory screens are 

an aesthetrc Indulgence that comes at the 
expense of d1splayrng rnformation clearly. The 
environments expansive, interconnected 
hubs deta1hng med1eval townsh1ps, woody 
countryside and desolate marshlands - are 
convincong and forebod1ng locations. Their 
layout, however, 1s poor on terms of the 
play expenence. knee-high fences often 
frustratrng your attempts to go via the 
most obvious route. 

Similarly, the potential of The Witcher's 
combat is undermined by implementation 
problems. There are three stances from 
which to choose - strong, quick and group 
f1ghtrng styles - and you click on enem es 1n 
rhythm, strrng1ng together combos However, 
the indirect means of control over Geralt 
makes him inexplicably unresponsive at 
t imes. and, frustratingly, you can't select your 
combat style before you draw your sword 
Since Geralt insosts on putting his weapon 
away after a few moments of inaction. and 
dunng any cutscene, you frequently fond 
yourself injured before you're given the 
means to defend yourself. 

In time, your rncreasing abilities, spells 
and potions add interest to combat. In fact, 
the game's horizons broaden considerably 
once you get into the city of Viz1ma. where 
you f1nd yourself embrOiled in an elaborate 
conspiracy. And there are some narratrve 
successes - decis1ons made much earlier m 
the game now have s1gn1ficance some ten 

Although many quests require you to be somewhere at a 
cenain time of day, there is no convenient 'wait' funct1011 
-you have to find a campfire or a friendly house first 

The environments of The WircMr are certainly 
atmospheric. and the dynamic weather system 
reproduces the feel of natu,.lligh~ adding 
considerably tot~ world's overall fidelity 

hours la1er. However, the game struggles 
with its increased scope and Intricacy. 
Dialogue options somet1mes discuss plot 
points of which you·re unaware; certain 
quest chorces that would seem to be m 
contradiCtion don't always cancel each other 
out; and the loggong of your doscovenes is 
erratoc and unclear Ulumately, advancement 
relies not on player ,ntelhgence. but on 
exhausting the barmy array of possibilities m 
the hope that Geralt makes a leap of logic 
that you otherwise cannot. 

The Wttcherwas an exciting prospect- a 
clearly realised mature fantasy which aimed 
to embroil the player 1n a 1arge, interweaving 
narrative. Such amb1t ons outstnp the game's 
capability; and its penod1cally inept execut1on 
proves to be one curse Geralt can't lift. [5) 



oei's sprawlirg battlef1eld ep1cs have 
a rhythm and style that IS established 
in the gaming consciousness. The 

image of an eastern, historically named 
protagon1st cuttmg funous paths through an 
ocean of enemy soldiers hke some deadly 
sp1nning-top is, than<S to Dynasty Wamor) 
many and ostens,bly idem,cal sequels, now 
over-farruhar. But to d1sm,ss Bladestorm as 
nothmg more than a Hundred Years War
branded version of Wamors is to do 1t 
massive disservice. The shift to European soil 
IS far more than an aesthet1c and thematic 
one: 1t has transformed the very foundations 
that have thus far defmed Koei's output. 

You play as a me•cenary. choos1ng a 
name, sex and voiCe for yourself at the start 
of the game. A local tavern acts as a hub 
where you kit out your character, learn new 
skills and abilit1es. eavesdrop on gossip and, 
cruc1ally, pick up battle contracts w1th either 
the French or English arm1es As a freelance 
fighter you can sw1tch alleg1ance between 
battles Without penalty. Indeed, the game 
pos,uvely encourages you to assume the role 
of causeless entrepreneur, chas1ng money 
and fame rather than beliefs or loyalty. 

Once you've chosen a side and a 
battlefront, you're depos1ted on to one of 
the green and lush environments that make 
up the game's playscapes As a squadron 
leader you can acqu sit1on any nearby group 
of sold,ers 1mportant because, though 1t's 
poss1ble to go it alone, your character w1ll 
quickly become overwhelmed by enem,es 
unless they're supported by anal ied umt. To 

Archer units behave in a different way to most other ground· 
based units. A 'pinpoint• move initiates a zoomed·in, sniper· 
type viewpoint a llowong you to piclc distant targets with care 

beg•n, you can commanoeer JUSt three types 
of un1ts swordsmen cava ~ "V archers Once 
under your commano tl'e so+1 ers ·allow 
your character arour•o t'1e b;l"11e· eld and ea~ 
be controlled as a group w;tn both norma 
and special attacks spec,f,c to theor type 

Squad types vary hugely m the way they 
behave and, w1th 40 d1fferent vanet,es to 
unlock through the game I by f1nd,ng 
appropnate strategy 'bookS' 1n dropped 
treasure chests), there's a broad vanety of 
ways to play. As experience pomts (used for 
levelling up attnbutes) earned m the 
battlef1eld are only cred1ted to the untt type 
you're control ling at the time, the onus is 

Choosing to fight for the stronger side will enable you to 
net more money (to improve your equipment. or hire in 
suppon), while siding with the underdog will help raise 
rank and fame - crucial for gaining better work in future 

very much on the player to choose a path 
through the game. Prefer fighting from a 
distance? S1mply focus all your command on 
bowmen. mag1c users and artillery 

The compartmemalised flow of play 
makes th1s a much broader expenence than 
the Dynasty Wamors senes, even though the 
way battles play out - allow1ng you to focus 
specifically on racmg to take down an 
objective like a crack hit squad or takmg 
your t1me advancing tr~e whole army, 
stronghold by stronghold - are Similar. The 
metagame levell1ng systems are arranged m 
such a way as to get players hooked and 
mvested in thelf character very qu1ckly and, 
wh1le there's a steep learning curve at f~tst, 
this soon smoothes into an even slope of 
addict1ve wargammg. As such, 8/adestorm 
works hard to appease both the keen 
strategist and the act1on-hungry player. 
while conf,dently answenng cnt1cs who 
cla1m that Koe1 IS noth,ng more than a 
one-tnck warhorse. [8] 

B/adesrorm's sw~p1ng orchestral and 
operatic soundtri clc is far more fining than 
the screeching guitars and thumping bass 
familiar from the Warriors games, elevating 
the sense o f drama and occasion in the game 

Turning the tide 

With each kill your unit makes, a 
morale gauge fills a little. When 
your morale becomes high 
enough the titular Bladestorm 
status Is triggered, a short time 
during which your squadron 
enjoy greatly enhanced abilities 
enabling them to plough through 
enemy units and quickly gain 
ground. lt's also possible to equip 
your character w ith consumable 
items (bought from the tavern) 
which cause all manner of 
beneficial temporary status 
effects on either the allied or 
enemy units In your vicinity. This, 
combined with the ability to call 
in hired extra support (at a cost) 
w ith the touch of a button, 
means it's possible to quickly 
turn the tide of a difficult f ight 
w it h some caref ul p lanning. 
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he resoundingly successfu 
Side-scrolling Castlevania titles 
have been evolved and refined 

as sequel has succeeded to sequel. In 
stark contrast, the parallel 3D releases 
beanng the family name have 
floundered, shifting the1r foundat1ons 
from release to release 1n desperate 
search of a successful template that 
has so far fa1led to emerge. 

For th1s remake of the PC Engme 
Duo's much-lauded, Japanese-only 
Rondo Of Blood, Konami seeks a 
comprom1se. recasting the anginal 2D 
t1tle's framework and gameplay Wlth 
3D models and environments. it's 
superf uous- the new eng1ne not only 
fails to affect the origmal's gameplay 1n 
any mean1ngful way but also bnngs no 
aesthetic prof1t, leaving you pining for 
the sharper, more accomplished sprites 
and backgrounds of yesteryear 

Castlevama fans who favour the 
tougher, act1on-oriented d1rect1on of 
the pre Symphony Of The Night t1tles 
(Rondo Of Blood is often called the 
best) will be pleased that the game's 
mechan1cs have been left alone save 
for some subtle control tweaks and a 
rearranging of the copious secret 
areas. But newcomers be warned· th1s 
IS gam1ng at 1ts most demand1ng 

The level structure, wh1ch tasks 
players with crossing numerous 
screens· worth of castle, battl1ng 
undead enemies with a mixture of 
whip and projectiles before faCing up 
to a boss. IS well-worn, but rarely have 
grunts played so mean. Every one 
must be approached wrth cautron As 
well as requinng multiple Ms, most 

The remake runs ;11 a disappointing 30fps. 
This conspires w1th the relative imprecision of 
polygonal colliSIOn detection to make the game 
feel less smooth and exact than the original 

enemres can empty your character's 
health bar in three or four strikes 

The stakes are ra1sed through 
miserly checkpo1ntrng and the fact 
that, once your three hves are gone. 
you're forced to restart the stage. 
For players who have lost - or never 
had - the patience required to learn 
a level's 1ntncacies before rt can be 
conquered, the demands may be too 
high. There IS much to be had from 
thts style of gamtng but, as was the 
case wrth Capcom's Ghouls 'N Ghosts, 
it very much depends on an tnd1vidual 
player's temperament. 

Konamr has sought to spur garners 
on by 1nclud1ng a bundle of generous 
extras: a (d1sappointmg) port of the 
orrg1nal Rondo Of Blood awarts 
unlocking bes de a rearranged versiOn 
of the PlayStatron's celebrated 
Symphony. That these S1gn1frcant 
incentrves must be won Wlth sk1ll 
and doggedness w1llrrntate some. 
But for those taking the required 
approach th1s w1ll be a generous and 
rounded Castlevanra package, offenng 
a sometrmes gnm but always 
compellmg expenence. [7) 

The new version of Symphony boasts a reworked translation, new voice-acting and a new character, Maria 
Renard. M aria can also be used in Rondo Of Blood but only after you locate and free her from the castle 
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rlenr Hill Ongms is a baffling 
game. In certa1n respects 1t IS 
leagues ahead of most other 

handheld t1tles - pnmarily in creating a 
sense of 1mmers1on, claustrophObia 
and fear In other respects, it's a by
the-numbers conversron that seems to 
forget the devrce it's runnrng on. 

Eas1ly the best aspect of the game 
rs 1ts su1te of lrghtrng effects. So much 
IS set m murky environments that such 
illumination is crucial, and from 
peenng 1nto the drstance to watch1ng 
the shadows cast by your flashlrght 
around ban1sters and columns, the 
results are exceptronal. Added to th1s 
are the excellent score and spot 
effects, the former amb1ent and 
disconcertrngly jarring, the latter rarely 
failing to make the player fearful at 
the right moments. The use of a 
'statrc' effect when monsters are 

Mirrors allow Travis to pass between the dual 
worlds of Silent Hill: the surfaces show their 
room's equivalent in the opposite realm, whkh 
through indirect suggestion and decay create a 
macabre silent comment on the ongoing story 

You' ll happen across a variety of horribly grisly 
ends (in addition to the ones caused by your 
own hand via various household objects), all 
enhanced by some magnificent lighting effects 

nearby rs also well done and creates 
memorably tense moments. 

But there are other ways in whrch 
Silent Hill: Ongms has not been 
optimised: the puzzles are often multi· 
part problems that depend upon your 
remembenng something or wntmg ·t 
down - nerther be.ng 1deal in a game 
running on a portable system. And 
the combat, as ever in Silent Ht/1 
games. is lrm1ted: the frnishing moves 
occasionally refuse to work, and 
weapons break too quickly. However, 
the ab1lrty to use toasters, televrsions 
and so on rs a great inclus1on- rt's a 
pleasure to smash partiCularly 
annoy1ng foes wrth table lamps. 

Silent Ht/1. Ongms 1S a high quality 
game that wrll please fans of the 
series but win it few new ones-
and it's baffling to see some 
conventions jettisoned from the 
portable platform while others wel 
past thelf best have been retained. But 
in terms of creat1ng an atmosphere 
and playmg w1th rt, there's noth1ng 
quite like 1t on a handheld system. [7) 



h. ere's generally little worse in 
an appra1sal of a game than a 
hmp 'your mileage may vary' 

sum mat on. Unfortunately, He/lgate 
•Mially appears to 'orce JUSt such a 
spht decis•on, based on what exactly 
you fmd reward1ng about playing 
games. If character. storyline and 
exploration provide your pnmary 
mot1vat1on, Hellgate will be a mass•ve 
d1sappo ntment - particularly g1ven the 
promise of the imaginative f1ct1on. If, 
however. your main driVIng force IS 
hitting the next XP eve or collect1ng 
marginally more effect1ve loot. you're 
likely to see Flagship's effort 1n a more 
pos1tive light One th1ng •S certa1n: 
Hellgate has far more m common 
w1th the MMORPG template than 
many will be expecting 

But while World Of WarCraft and 
ItS peers provide vanety through 
landscape, Hellgate fa1ls utterly to 
conjure any motivation to Investigate 
the next mstanced dungeon The 
expertly tessellated procedural levels 
may be well constructed from a 
technological standpo1nt. but 
themat ca.ly the rot qu•ckly sets 1n. 
Th1s would be less of an 1ssue were 
the few handcrafted levels a worthy 
JUStification for enduring acres of 
•dentlcal tunnels and streets nstead 
they are constructed from the same 
assets as the procedural grab bag. 
w1th only the odd crudely recreated 
landmark, such as the except1onally 
underwhelmmg P1ccad•lly (~reus. 
revealing them as umque 

Mechanically, the game has well
conceived elements. which at the very 
least ease the quest to collect the next 

In multiplayer, the class variety lends itself to 
carefully constructed teams and makes more 
sense. Unfortunately, with guild play reserved 
for the otherwise uninspi~~ng subs<:ription 
service, many will be forced to adventure alone 

cuirass. Quid: loadout SWitChing allows 
for three combmat1ons of handheld l<:tt 
to be chosen on the fly. and terns that 
cannot be used or are obsolete can be 
disassembled, the1r parts used to 
upgrade weapons or armour Combat 
itself is engaging. 1f not enthralling, 
but there's an adm1rable difference 
between classes. w1th sword-oriented 
Templars lending themselves to a 
th1rdperson viewpoint and Hunters, 
with the1r ranged weaponry. more to 
the f·rstperson opt1on. 

Ultimately, With rts simtlanty to 
MMOs. Hellgate: London makes more 
sense 1n multiplayer. particularly as the 
content IS exactly the same in both. 
Even so. for most there'll be little 
1mpetus to advance. and without 
mot•vation the hundreds of items and 
scores of dungeons become nothing 
more than hollow f1gures. [6) 

There's not much in the way of variety when it 
comes to visual content; Flagship's much·touted 
procedural generation is simply spread too thinly 

TimeShiffs troubled development has seen it switch from its original steampunk style, presumably in an 
attempt to better mimic successful shooters like Gears Of War. The result is schizophrenic art direction 

he open1ng 45 m•nutes of 
TtmeSh ft a•e an unhappy 
expenence Desp1te a sl1ckly 

d1rected introductory cutscene. the 
story rap1dly becomes muddled by its 
own kleptoman•a play•ng as a mute 
phys1cist with a surprising propensity 
for v1olence, you travel back through 
time m pursuit of the evil Or Krone, 
arrrvmg 1n an alternate past to 
diSCover that he has subjugated the 
world with his advanced technology 
and now lives in a giant robo-sp1der. 
The ugly, ra•n-soaked, ru .,ed dystop a 
10 whiCh you f1nd yourse f, With 1ts 
propaganda screens and floundenng 
resistance movement. leads you to 
fear that the entre game m1ght be a 
corndor shooter tncomoetently 
strtched from the offcuts of Gears 
Of War and Ha f-L fe 2 

Forwna"tely. a though nagging 
d~Ja vu pers1s:s throughout TimeShdrs 
almost-un1que selling po1nt comes rnto 
tts own as soon as you get out of the 
cramped c t'f the abd1ty to slow. pause 
and reverse t me becomes a JOyfu 
tactiCa' accessory •n the more open 
envtronments it's unashamedly 
a g mmick, and one that has been 
e~plored before. but is no less 
entertaining for thrs. Some of rts tricks 
JUSt never get old· there's an unending 
delight in your ab1lrty to pause t•rre, 
pepper an ent1re squad of sold,ers With 
explos•ve bolts and then watch them 
tumble into preces as time resumes. it's 
a feeling of empowerment that is 
rather well balanced aga•nst your 

vulnerab1ltty and the number of foes 
you encounter. 

Th1s IS one of the few things 
TimeShift does well - its story is ntgh
~rrelevant. the art dtrection veers all 
over the place, and ·ts smattering of 
puzzles are so perfunctory as to barely 
reg ister. So limited are TlmeShift's 
ambitiOns that it often feels like the 
game tself has travelled from a 
bygone era, when the most important 
thing about a shooter was the number 
of weapons it had Yet, despite all th1s. 
TtmeShtft knows 1ts strengths. 't may 
have few asp• rations beyond be1ng a 
dumb FPS. but 1t never fails to make 
the best of its lim•ted talents. [6] 

The game auto-selects the most tactically 
appropriate power. so all three are activated on 
a single button. 1t will mostly get it right. but 
you can manually override its choice anyway 
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t f1rst glance 1t appears that, 1f 
Mutant Storm was PomPom's 
Robotron, then Mutant Storm 

Emplfe is its Smash 1Y. the first game's 
isolated rooms makmg way for a more 
complex structure of mterhnked levels 
and stages. But it's not that simple, 
because Empire rs just as likely to rrrak.e 
you th1nk of R-Type, or lkaruga, or 
PomPom's own Space Tnpper. And 
there's far more to thiS than a sticky
fingered flip through the classics: 
closer inspection reveals that, once 
again, Murant Storm has taken an 
established template and crafted 
somethrng new and distrndive. 

The most surprrsmg addition is the 
new combo system, a Treasure-like 
arrangement wh1ch awards points for 
shooting unrnterrupted charns of 
specifrc enemres. S1mple at frrst, the 
orrg1nal game's ba1t-ball of beasties 
soon becomes a cortfounding snarl of 
differrng targets, each m1splaced shot 
bring1ng a potential bonus to a sad 
antrcl1max. lt adds an entrrely fresh 
dynamrc to the game. levels that 
orrg1nally seem des1gned for hed1c 
survival marathons are revealed as 
intncate risk-reward puzzles. 

Altenng the way the game is 
played on a fundamental level, at 

Mutant Storm's attitude to death has undergone 
o drastic revision. No longer a shows topper, all 
your lives are actually restored between levels 

The combo system jolts multi player to life in a 
frenzy of one-upmanship. While it's possible to 
hijadt your rival's bonus. a well-timed shot taking 
out a final essential target is far more satisfying 
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One of the few Achievements that actually feels 
like an a<hievement 1he Blackbelt Grandmaster. 
awarded for completing all 16 levels on Black 
Belt setting in one go, makes a tantalising return 

t1mes the combo system is almost too 
refrned. w1th cold strategy reducrng 
some of the more frantrc rooms to 
feats of memory. and ironing out some 
of the sweaty ad-lrbbmg which made 
the original game so compelling. But 
PomPom's real sk1ll st1lllurks in the 
counterpoint between chn cally 
Implemented play mechanics and 
bnlliantly squeam1sh VISual des gn 

And from the door-open1ng 
animat1ons to a carefully Implemented 
t1me lrm1t that combats lurl< ng. e"ery 
par. o' ;he game reeks o' tr.ooght and 
anem1on Every new beaST e sa JOY to 
watch as we I as study, ana 'ew otner 
titles' enem es have the power to flood 
you with real horror as they scramble 
and skitter towards you 

Danngly d fferen: and reassunngly 
familiar by turn Murar.; S;orm 
Emplfe, like Space G raffe. embod es 
everything XBLA has prom1sed as a 
platform. Among the ports and 
the conservative updates, rt's a 
confident, mventive and charm ngly 
deranged vo1ce whrch shows th.:lt 
PomPom 1s hav1ng little troub e 
carving out a slobbenng, si thenng 
n1che to call its own. [8] 

Axel Steel and the gang are all here- although the 
female characters have been carefully and tastelessly 
objectified. Still, if you like strippers, this'll do it 

wtar Hero l rs development 
has been Q\lershadowed by 
Rock Band Wh e Harmon1x 

ups the ante 1n the most obv1ous 
fashion by 1ncreas1ng the number of 
players, Gu1tar Hero m has stuck to 
ref1nrng the formula that has seen such 
success, and could be seen as less of a 
progression than a p at eau. But that's 
no bad th1ng when the template IS so 
good - rightJ 

Maybe The most Important asoect 
of the game, t m ng, s half-right The 
notes move down the screen as always 
and respond accurately to your 
'strumming·, creatrng the illusion of 
mus1cal competence. But it's hard to 
feel that the1r placement always 
corresponds as trghtly to the songs as 
1n the prevrous games. and a large 
number of the songs' layouts are 
annoyrngly repetrt1ous. Gwtar Hero has 
one of the most rntuitive and subtle 

Animatjon is significantly improved over Guitar 
Hero Ifs, with lip-synching gaining a particular 
boost. The PS3 and 360 iterations retain the PS2's 
version's ugly, jumbo.,pixel audiences, however 

co'ltrol systems of any game, but here 
it becomes mcreas1ngly subservrent to 
mak1ng the game - yes - rock hard, 
and for the average player will often 
descend 1nto button-mashrng. 

The tracklistrng 1s m1xed: there 
are cast-iron class1cs, as well as 
sever a bad cover versrons (notably 
a charmlessly polished rendrt1on of 
She Bangs the Drums). The 'boss 
battles' are diverting, but ultimately 
the note-twiddl ng and power-ups 
feel too focused on posturing. In 
twoplayer mode. however, the new 
powers do add a fnsson 

But for all that Gu1tar Hero Ill feels 
like the poor player in the rhythm
action wars, it's not a poor game, 
and st1l has some standout moments. 
it's a decent package built or. solrd 
fundamentals, and if it can't hold a 
candle to 1ts predecessors then that's 
no great crit1cism: few games can. [6] 



eowulf 1s a fascmatlng case 
study: pride and power 
Intermingled w1th heroism and 

a bestial roar, a sol•tary warner against 
a background of kmsh1p, and glory's 
def1ance in the face of death. Ubisoft's 
Beowulf dec1des to concentrate on 
disentangling th1s core d•chotomy of 
hero1sm and carnal1ty by JUdg•ng your 
act1ons in a binary fashion -which 
manages to both miss the point of the 
poem, and prove a d•sappomtmgly 
flawed system Beowulf 1sn't a 
d1saster, however, 1t's simply a fairly 
standard game m a genre overflowing 
w•th quahty 

lt's built around the combat, whrch 
•s brutal, gory, and in carnal rage mode 
can be shockmgly vicious- th1s can be 
charged independently, but IS also 
boosted when Beowulf IS hurt, and 
makes quick work of any foe m the 
game, including bosses. Beowulf IS no 
respecter of the d1stinct•ons between 
enemy and ally when m th1s state of 

Options present themselves when you grab an 
tnemy, but many of the animations take too long 
to play out and render the moves a bit pointless 

The majoroty of puzzles. such as they are. Involve 
fighting oH a bundle of enemies and using 
lulls to dose a cave entrance or open a gate 

heightened power, and mjudicious use 
will see you unWittingly pummelling 
and crushmg your own sold•ers 

Conversely, keeptng your troops 
alive may take a little longer but is its 
own reward -or 1t ~M~uld be if they 
didn't respawr. after each encounter. 
Guidmg them 1S done through a 
rhythm mmigame wh•ch •s relat•vely 
short, but can be frustrating, and the1r 
ab•lities without 11 are severely hm1ted. 

From strange •nteract•ve' secttons 
m the Danish throne room, cycling 
through personaht•es and buymg 
good•es. to moments when he has 
his fist jammed in a troll's throat, 
Beowulf is a diverse muddle. But 
while 1t's not exactly a bad game to 
play, it's hardly a good one e1tner [5] 

Race meetings art won once certain points are 
achieved, but you can continue competing so as to 
'dominate' the event and get extra, better bonuses 

o habltua has the autumna 
arnval of the Need For Speed 
brand become that Chnstmas 

wtthout n would feel as mconceNable 
as an absence o gluttony. Although, 
like that partiCular festive trad1t1on, a 
h1atus wouldn't exactly be undesirable 

a notion to which this latest 
mstalment lends considerable we1g'lt. 

ProStreet focuses on the world of 
legal street racing, which rather than 
mvolving police-sanctioned routes 
mapped out through your loca 
ne•ghbourhood actually takes the form 
of organised events in a controlled 
env~ronrrent. And once you fmd 
yourself on an d•sused 1nternat1ona 
airfield, say, expect a vanety of 
vehicular act1v1ty, w•th drag, t1me-tnal 
and speed chal enges comp ement ng 
standard race ati a rs. 

The mee~~ngs themselves are well 
realised, w•th the developer putting 
conSiderable effort •nto evoking the 
nght k nd of atmosphere Exceptional 
presentation from EA is hardly a 
revelation, of course, but here it's a 
package whose spell is broken only 
by loadtng screens. 

However, what appears at the 
other end of such 1nterrupt1ons can go 

Damage plays a big pan in the game. and can 
result in costly repairs or even end your race, 
instilling a decent additional sense of pressure 

I 

one of two ways. 'f tt's a drag race. •t's 
diffiCult not to get sucked into the 
intensity of the moment performing 
well dunng the burnout phase 
minigame (so as to properly heat up 
the tyres) before launchmg IntO a 
world measured in a handful of 
seconds and where a tenth or even a 
hundredth can make all the d "erence. 

If it's anything else, prepare for 
disappointment. EA may boast about 
its rev•sed handling mechanic, but 
even on Kmg' - the hardest sett•ng of 
three where the easiest effectively 
brakes and almost steers for you -
and w•th tract•on and stab•lity control 
off, the dnvtng is remarkably 
unchalleng•ng. Things do at least feel 
different dependtng on the vehicle 
(from a reasonably excit1ng - if familiar 
- selectiOn) whose wheel you're at but 
there IS s1mply little connect•on ever 
felt with the tarmac. Throw some 
wildly erratiC AI competition and a 
counterintu1trve tuntng dynamtc •nto 
the equat1on and you're not left With 
a winning combinatiOn. 

So what keeps you playing) 
Well, the structure and progression 
is actually well paced and thought 
out. while elements such as Sector 
Shootout, where cars compete to post 
the fastest t•me for each of the four 
segments of a track m exchange for 
points. are rela tively captivatmg. 

But eventually even those will 
lose their appeal, and ProStieet w•l• be 
ejected from the console •n favour of 
someth1ng more accomplished. Of 
course, that won't necessarily stop it 
from rampaging its way to the top of 
the Chnstmas charts [6] 
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TIME EXTEND 
BURNOUT 3: TAKEDOWN 
='1•MAT PS2, XBOX 
'VBUSHER: EA 
DEV£LOPER CRITERION GAMES 



Fans who feared EA might 
put a permanent dent in 
Criterion's crumple zone 
could at least be disgusted 
at the inclusion of Crash 
FM, an aggressively 
unappealing faux radio 
station that intrudes into 
Takedown's headspace a 
little too often. Playing the 
usual roster of hits and 
misses, it's fronted by a 
certain DJ Striker, babbling 
high-speed inanities in a 
friendsome tone that 
suggests that he's one 
terrible nanosecond away 
from inviting you to the 
worst kegger party in the 
history of the universe. 
Happily, he can' t be heard 
in Impact Time. 
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Takedown's online features, 
supported on both Xbox 
and PS2 versions. were a 
pleasant addition, and 
yet hardly life-altering. 
Both could suffer from 
considerable lag, 
occasionally making cars 
ghost out of vision before 
popping back into view, 
Quantum Leap-style, or 
sprinkling sudden dustings 
of bent traffic cones across 
the road. More often, the 
live version suffered, 
naturally, from the fact 
that everyone was more 
interested in playing Halo 
2. lt was left for Revenge, 
with ots grudge-enflaming 
rivalry system, to truly 
bring things together, and 
Burnout Paradise suggests 
the kind of sweeping 
changes fans should be 
used to by now. 
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THE MAKING OF ... 
PEGGLE 
Casual gaming's belle de jour has wooed the hardcore 
market, too. And all thanks to a pachinko addiction ... 

fORMAT PC PUBLISHER POPCAP GAMES DEVELOPER: IN·HOUSE ORIGIN: US RELEASE. 2007 



The tongue-in-cheek. boiled-sweet 
palette and cutesy character d~signs 
wasn' t the first look the team 
created for the game. •we originally 
thought we might hav~ just one 
character, and use different types of 
pegs to represent each power-up, • 
explains Vechey. "At the same time, 
we were struggling for a theme. 
and it was really hard to come up 
with something we thought would 
tie the game together. The idea of 
the kung-fu school metaphor came 
up over beers at a local pub. This 
fits well with the game mechanic 
since you could learn a lot of 
strategies and hone your skills over 
time to become a Master yourself . 
it took a while to come up with ten 
characters that fitted with the 
power·ups we chose, but the 
character portraits that Waiter 
Wilson painted with were so full 
of lile it was easy to create some 
personas around them. We actually 
ended up nixing a lot of extra 
back-story about each character that 
had been written, mostly because 
we found it ended up Interrupting 
the flow of the game. Much of the 
humour in the game arose from the 
theme and characters we chose - it 
would be hard not use a light· 
hearted approach. • 



Each character boasts a diHerent special ability, such as adding a 
Puzzle Bobbl .. esqut dotted lint to show your projectile's trajectory, 
or turnmg I! onto 1 fortball that destroys all of the p~ it touches 

Peggle uses all manner of classical 
music themes, from Bach's Toccata 
to Grieg's Peer Gynt Suite. lt's an 
unusual choice of soundtrack for 
any videogame, not least a casual 
PC title, but it undoubtedly serves 
the game well. "Ode to Joy was 
slapped in as placeholder music 
at first,• explains Sidhu. "But at a 
certain point. we felt we had to 
use it since it worked so well. 
Both Brian and I are classical music 
fans so it seemed pretty natural to 
use the other pieces because they 
were very evocative and just 
seemed to fit perfectly." 







conne ction 
Gamr7 isn't the only French 
company exploring the 
potential of procedural 
technology for game 
development. Set up in 2003, 
Allegorithmic specialises in 
the creation of texture tools, 
with its ProFX engine being 
integrated into Unreal Engine 
3 and the Gamebryo engine, 
as well as offered as part of 
Microsoft's XNA tools. 
Combined with the MapZone 
editing tool, the pair enable 
artists to build up textures, 
diffuse, specular and normal 
maps in their usual manner, 
but result in extremely 
lightweight assets in terms of 
their memory requirements. 
Indeed, Xbox Live Arcade 
title RoboB/itz was one of 
the first 30 titles on the 
platform; around 80 per cent 
of textures for the 19-level 
game were generated at 
runtime, this being the only 

way it could fit into the 
then 50MB size limit. 



T he peril of writ in~ about the art of 
videogames (or the lack thereof) in a 
one-off print e~say aimed at a general 

interest audience that's presumably uneducated 
about the subject maner is that there isn't 
enough space for suffident examples or fine 
distinctions. So one or two games must stand in 
for many, and broad stroke• take the place of 
nuanced assessment. A further challenge is that 
when drawing analogies between videogames 
and other media -a time-honoured tact ic for 
pulling in the uninitiated - some parallels that 
seem obviously accurate at fin.t glance later 
break down under clo~e scrutiny. That's why it's 
incumbent on us as writers to use the right 
analogy at the right tin1e. 

A good example of the challenges we scribes 
face is demonstrated by an op-ed that ran in the 
New York Times entitled The Play's the Thing. 
Writ ten by Ronald Rado~h in the wake of the 

- of play - that is games' authentic metier. 
Cames have become a backward-looking 
medium. Because game designers rely on the 
language of cinema, they have not sufficiently 
dcvdoped a new form of storytelling based on 
the language of videogames~ 

It\ understandable that Radosh would ~o 
after cutscenes. After all, developers and 
garners alike are profoundly ambivalent about 
the ir role. If, as the film director Howard Hawk 
once said, a good movie consists of three great 
scenes and no bad ones, while most games have 
multiple mediocre- to- terrible scenes and fev• if 
any great ones, is it any wonder that story
based games struggle to be seen as art? That's 
partially why I'm sympathetic to Radosh's 
subsequent statement: 'The games that come 
closest to achieving artis-try tend to be non
narrative: manipulable abstractions of light and 
sound, whimoical virtual toys or pun le 

We don't fault paintings for not telling stories as well as comic 
books, or photography for not telling a story as well as television 

Halo 3 launch, the essay u~e• Bungie 's magnum 
opus as a jumpin~-off point to weigh in on the 
'are games art?' debate. The piKe is more 
thoughtful and considered than mo\-t of its ilk. 
You '11 find no intemperatt' Rof.er Ebert 
broadsides here. Yet it ultimatdy founders on 
its insistence on a ~eemingly inarguable point: 
that videogames are a storytelling meditun 
whose potential i1> only being held back by their 
slavish imitation of film. 

As Radosh writes: 'M any gam{'s now aspire 
to be 'cinematic' above all <'l~l·.ln Halo 3, as in 
most games, the plot is conveyed laq:,dy 
through short expositional movit>> that are 
interspersed throughout the action. These 
cutscenes undermine the sense of invoh·cment 

adventures that subvert the gamer's sense of 
space, time and physics; because I've often 
felt that way about certain games with a 
minimalist narrative like Rez, Tco and the 
recently released Portal. 

Still, Radosh makes a fundamental error 
in assuming that the art in story-based 
videogames lies in their narratives. The 
funct ion of a game is not to tell a story, but 
rather to simulate an experience in which 
narrative elements arc merely a single element. 
Halo J is more akin to the combat sequences 
in Saving Private Ryan, except rather than 
watch Tom Hanks or Tom Sizemore make the 
moment-to-moment decisions, we get to 
experience an abstraction of combat wherein 

we can make those moment-to-moment 
decisions ourselves. That's where Halo 3's 
art resides. As Will Wright 1.aid }'et a8"in 
during his BAM'A Video Can1es Lecture in 
October, the focus of linear stories b empathy, 
while the focus of interactive media is agency. 
\Ve don't fault paintings for not telling stories 
as well as comic books, or dance for not telling 
stories as well as t heatre, or photography for 
not telling a story as well as television. fnstead, 
we judge each meclium on its own meri ts. Yet 
because games have come to look like movies, 
and because developers haw l>orrowed some 
cinematic techniques, some would weigh the 
two side by side and find games wanting. This 
is a mistake. 

To define Halo 3 as 'not art' on the basis of 
a story not well told would be like faulting the 
mo,;e Silence Of The Lambs for not capturing 
the interior lives of its characters as well as 
the novel did. Movies simply don't handle 
subjectivity as well as do novels, despite t he 
fact that there's an entire cinematic language 
built up around t his: voiceover narration, 
point-of-view shots, slow motion, freeze 
frames, etc. (Perhaps the use of cutscenes in 
a videogame is similar to the way that voiceove 
narration is often used in film: an efficient way 
of communicating exposition and character 
before returning to the drama at hand.) It's also 
mistaken to assert that game designers have 
relied on the langua~e of cinema rather than 
invent one of their own. After all, what are 
health bars, pick ups, powerups, ammo counter~ 
damage indicators and inventory screens if not 
an iconographic language? Bllt, unlike the visua 
language of cinema, it's thrn• to support our 
agency rather than tcllu s a story. 

And it is in that agency where we shall find 
the art of this medium. 

:'\"Gai Croai,.Tilrs abour lt<hMIOI(>' for Ntw.,.,'tk. His 
blOB can be found or blog.,....·suwt.cum, blot;.• ,.,,.lup l 



S 
omcthing in teresting ha~ heen going on 
in Ubi soft games thCS(' days: they don't 
have cutscenes. Occa~ionally they only 

allow camera rotation in an otherwise 
completely non-interactive vignette, which isn't 
exactly mind-blowing, and sure Valve has been 
on to this 'total immersion' thing since 1997, but 
Ubi releases a wide range of games so it really 
says something about the company"s beliefs. 

Imagine you've been working the 
disa~sembly line, taking apart different media to 
identify the pieces and figure out what makes 
them tick. You·ve nailed painting, '>Culpture and 
music, but now down the conveyor bdt comes 
the trickie'>t one yet: film. Cracking it open, you 
find all these other art forms fraternising in 
there. Most notably, you've got theatre and 
photography, since you're taking pictures of 
people acting. And just in set design, for 
example, there's architecture, lighting, interior 

continuity were a new thing that was scary and 
confounding. But audi(·nces came arotmd, in 
part because they learned the language of 
cinema; they learned that when a scene turned 
abruptly from night to day, it wasn't that 
hi'>tory 's fastest eclipse had been filmed but 
rather that the filmmaker was implying the 
passage of tin1e. They al'>o came around because 
when this technique was used effectively and 
deliberately by the best film artists it was 
crucial to creating works of art that could never 
exist in any other media. 

)\;ow can we disassemhlr videogan1es? Can 
we even identify them? Common sense tells us 
that when you move the controller artd watch 
the corresponding movement on screen and 
point somewhere between the two you're 
pointing at the video!l<lme, right? To no one's 
surprise, you're pointing at int(•ractivity, the 
distinct quality that sets us apart from any 

If we want to create great works of art that could not exist in any 
other media. we have to take risks and embrace our uniqueness 

design, interpre tive dance and animal husbandry 
(and maybe other stuff; I don't actually know). 
A film, you decide, is a giant sloppy orgy of art, 
but to }'Our keen mind that seems like a red 
herring. You make the observation that it's not 
film unless it'~ being played back, because 
performed live it is theatre. This seems 
excruciatingly pedantic, and you feel terrible 
shame for having thought of it. 

Until you realise that the distinction 
corresponds with a creative technique unique 
to cinema: editing the sequence in which the 
moving images are played back - cuts between 
shots, for example. Interestingly. it's also the 
technique that audiences had the most trouble 
with in fihn's early history. The jwnps in 

other mediwn.lnteractivity is the act of some 
other meditun changing in response to input 
from the audience. It's a loop of the audience 
perceiving the art and using their input to 
change to it, explore it, express what they 
would rather have it be. 

Like film, gan1es are an embarrassingly 
crowded jamboree of art form~. Inside you've 
got cinematography, animation, sculpture, 
graphic design and so on. But if it's not 
interactive, then it's not a videogame. That's 
why cutsccnes are so weird, because no matter 
how ~eamlessly the>• are integrated, they are not 
our medium. It's as though you were at the 
movies when suddenly live actors v.-alked on 
stage to perfonn a scene tht- director didn't 

know how to make work in film. Ko filmmaker 
would feel the need to do that, w1less she was 
deliberately trying to be arty. 1 

So why don't we do everything interactively" 
One reason is because we are deliberately trying 
to be arty. Acntally, no, we aren't. One reason is 
because we don't kno'" how to represent in 
interaction the activity in the cutscene. Vl/e 
don't know how to 1>upport dialogue, so we 
depict it non-in teractively instead. Another 
reason is t hat we don't want to take up too 
much space in the player's attention; we don't 
want them to have to learn the ostrich hreeding 
system and the wakeboarding system, so one 
happens in cutscene<,. Lastly, we feel the need tc 
control the flow of information, for example to 
make sure the player doesn't miss that 
important clue about ostrich aphrodisiacs. 

Sounds reasonable, b\lt those are all 
indicators of a medium whose language is not 
eMablished and who~c audience (for example: 
you, me) is not yet comfortable \vith the new 
and scary distinct quality - interactivity. 
Cutsccnes are like Dumbo"s feather in reverse: 
they reinforce in our minds what gan1es arc 
and are not capable of. If Ubi and Valve arc 
doing the fully interactive thing, then it's 
obviously possible, the techniques are there. 
We can criticise how they do it, but they are 
making progress on establishing the language 
of our medium. There is more than one reason 
these games will be seen as classics someday. 
If we want to figure out how to express 
practically anything and create great works 
of art that could not exist in any other media, 
we have to take these kind~ of risks and 
embrace our uniqueness. 

I mean, holy crap, we can now, in realtime, 
change art in response to input from the 
audience. What can we do with that? 

Rundy Smith is a lrad gamt dtsiJ!ner at EA's LA studio. 
/lis current project is a collaboration with Sreven Spitlbtrg 



T he power of hype is a curious thing. It 
make a-one man a-weep, and another 
man a-sing. Despite my supposedly 

trademarked, cUched, he's-running-it-into-the
ground-now grumpy old man persona, I'm not 
it1m1une to hype myself. Indeed, way back ill 
the waning years of the 2oth century I can 
remember buying Def Leppard's llysteria albun1 
off the back of being told it was some sort of 
important, pop cultural milestone, and then 
listening to it, and then punching myself around 
the face and testicles for being so gullible. We're 
all guilty of falling for hype. It's the <;ame as the 
crowd buying into the Emperor's new clothes; 
none of us want to look stupid by saying we can 
see the big guy's floppy manparts, and none of 
us want to look as if we're missing out on 
something really great. We all buy the new iPod 
because, weU,)ohnny Neighbour has one, not 
because we need it to improve our lives. 

bottom, but I was really disappointed. And 
I was disappointed, ill part, because I'd 
:.wallowed the hype. The ill -our-face PR 
campaign had got coverage on the main BBC 
news bulletitl, for flip's sake. The release of 
some stupid videogame was seemingly a 
newsworthy story on a par with Britbh soldiers 
beillg killed in AfW1anistan, Diddy David 
Cameron wibbling like a baby about something 
while Gordon Brown huffed and barked like he'd 
got a bulrush stuck it1 his throat, and someone 
being stabbed in the cheek with the end of a 
hose. How could I not buy it? This wasn't just 
a game. It was an event. 

I mean, I didn't hate Halo J. I just ... I 
dunno ... it was just sort of OK. A marked 
it11provement on the tiresome Halo 2, certainly, 
but it sort of just consolidated what was good 
about its predecessors, and then made it look a 
bit prenier. I wasn't necessarily seeking 

Big games are so forcibly rammed down our oesophagus that 
I end up resenting them because I tend to end up buying them 

Presumably because it wobbles on an 
economic knife-edge most of the time, the 
gan1es industry drives one of the biggest 
hypemobiles on the entertainment 
superhighway. I can't thillk of a film or a 
music release that has ever been subject to 
the same level of ~ustained, prerelease 
hysteria as the biggest games releases are 
treated to. Consequently, the big games are 
so forcibly rammed down our oesophagus 
that I end up resentillg them. And I end up 
resentillg them because I'm an idiot, and tend 
to end up buying them. 

Case in point: Halo J . 
I'm sorry to everyone who likes it, and wants 

to sit it1 a tree k.i.s.s.i.n.g it, and touching its 

innovation, but I admit that I had expected -
nay, hoped - that the singleplayer campaign 
would've lasted longer than the two days of 
illtermittent playing that it took me to complete 
it on the normal ~ettillg. I know that it's only 
half the picture, but ha\ing played Halo 3 online 
I find it as illtimidating and as frustrating as its 
predecessor; it's great fun if you're absolutely 
brilliant at it, but for the rest of us - if we can't 
find any friends to play agaillst - we're screwed. 

Perhaps the thing which annoys me the most 
about the entire Halo franchise is the way m 
which Bungie seems to think it has a work of 
higll art on its hands. Or, at least, wants us to 
think that . Frankly, if you published 1/a/o's story 
alongside even the trashiest of sci-fi novels, it'd 

win e\'ery award for plop fiction that you ·ve got 
going. If they just shoved the story in there, and 
didn't make such a big deal about it, it ._,ouldn't 
stink up my throat as much as it does. Like (the 
admittedly far superior and more innovative) 
BioShock you can even buy it ill a special box -
the gaming equivalent of callitlg a packet of 
cheese and onion crbps'le Parisienne fromage 
avec delicately pan-fried-shallot-flavour potato 
thins~ There's lots to Uke about Halo 3, and it's • 
great package overall, I just don't think it 
justifies three years of hype, getting on the mail 
BBC news, and being released ill a special till. 

At least there are occasions where hype 
doesn't work. Public relations is a balancing act 
and sometimes you can tip t he wrong way. 
That's precisely what has happened with the 
PlayStation 3· The launch of the PS3 was 
deemed newsworthy by the BBC, yet it has all 
been downhill from there. The system has 
remained in public relations freefall pretty 
much for the whole of 2007, and it seems that 
nothing Sony does can stop it. 

The level of negativity surrounding the PS3 
is almost anti-hype. And, as with positive hype 
not all of it is deserved. Don't get me wrong 
even with its desperate new entry-level model 
there's no way I'm buying one of the wretched 
things. Release some decent games, Sony, and f 
might change my mind. But ill the same way 
that ewryone has apparently been brainwashed 
itno believing that Halo 3 is flawless, game-of
the-year material, the gan1es-buying public no1 
has an ingrained conviction that the PS3 is 
irredeemably awfu l. 

Hype, PR, plugging, promotion, marketillg, 
puffery- call it what you \vill, it's an arcane ar 
that nobody truly understands, least of all the 
consumer. And that'~> just how they want to 
keep it. The cheeky monkeys. 

Mr Bi{{o co-(oundfd Digitiser, Channel4's Teletext -based 
\•idtogames section, and nou.• ltn'r~s mainly (or t~ltvision 



0::\ I l ~E Of FL:~E 
Choice cuts from 
Edge Online's 
discussion forum 

'l'op c V. .at t .ok••, 
a~ ie1'' 
With a lot o f rt'CCnt talk o f 
marks out or ten, bias, 
objectivity and so forth it 
seems as though many folk 
know what they don ' t likt> 
to see in a review. But what 
about the qualities that you 
do feel are important? 
I 

A good review should be 
short and relevant. I'm no t 
intert'sted in rt'ading self
indulAent lengthy prose, I jul>t 
want to know how it plays. 
Everybody ha.' different taste 
in games, so in addition to 
telling us how much he!• he 
likes the games it's important 
for me to be able to get an 
under~tauding of whether I'm 
likely to agree. Compariso ns 
to other games I may have 
played are useful, as is an 
indicatio n or what kind or 
games the reviewer favours. 
'~olll 

Just a number in square 
bracke ts should suffice. 
• 'e 

126 

I 

• 
I wa!. fascinated to read The 
Making Of... Tomb Raider: The 

Angel Of Darkness (E182l. We ra rely get 
to read informed (and informative) 
analyl>is of those games that perhap!. 
don't quite turn out as both their 
makers and their fans had hoped -
especially not games coming from a 
huge global 'franchise' such as Ms Croft 
and company. This was a joy to read -
so many of us must have wondered, 
t ime and again, how it is possible for 
talented, dedicated and wt>ll 
intentioned artists, programmers, 

' 
many of us can think of other games 
that have cral>hed and burned just as 
spectacularly as AOD and hehind each 
unhappy incident there is a story to 
be told. 

I have such a lot of respect for game 
developers - the~e art> talented, highly 
skilled and creative individuals. They 
deserve, at the very least , a chance to 
put forward their side of the experience 
when things go ·wrong. I felt extremely 
sorry for Core when AOD failed. [ don't 
believe anyone - ever - sets out to 
make a 'bad' game. but sometimes (as 

I have such a lot of respect for game developers 
-they deserve a chance to put forward their 
side of the experience when things go wrong 

writer~ and producers to l>Ometimes 
get it so completely \\.'Tong. 

Although it must he said t here is, 
of course, an dem('nt of the 'car crash' 
about n·ading such post-mortem~. a!. 
your piece prov<"d it can also be 
illuminating and offer the chance for 
some of those involved to speak out 
and provide some much-needed 
context. The AOD feature has been one 
of the best article<> I've read in Edge for 
a long while and has reconfirmed my 
faith in your ability to 'go where other 
gan1e journalists dare not· - and to win 
the confidence of those industry 
professionals willing to go on record 
with their valuable insights into how a 
project as huge as AOD can sadly find 
itself mired in setbacks, misdirection 
and ultimate failure. 

Bravo. Sometimes taking a few 
careful moments to look back at such 
unhappy videogame moments can be 
both enter taining and educational. lt 
cer tainly makes a very welcome change 
from the relentless PR and marketing 
hype for every other game. I'm sure 

your feature demonstrated) events just 
conspire to undermine every best effort 
and good intention. 

May 1 suggest a future candidate be 
Two Wo rlds? Thb game ~till has me 
scratching my head. You can see the 
ambition, the scope, the time and the 
effort ... and yet l>O much about the 
game emerges as broken, or si m ply not 
finished. I still give the developers of 
the title the benefit of the doubt but 
I would dearly like to hear their 
thoughts on the project and how they 
now feel about the game that was 
finally pushed out of the door. 
Phil Fo rd 

It wou ld indeed be fascinating to know 
the story behind Two Worlds, hut we 
may ha~e to wait for that one since 
only the passage of t ime tends to 
loosen tongues t>nough for the kind 
of disclosure we're talking about. 

Why arc games marked down for 
linearity? Everyone has enjoyed 

themselves in Grand Theft Auto (or 

The best letter 
wins a OS Lite 

one of the numerous knock-offs), with 
god mode on, every-weapon cheats and 
a tank, driving around the city and 
making it your own. But t"an a game 
truly ke<'p you enthralled to the end 
with such gameplay? 

T he games of the last few years that 
I enjoyed the most aren 't the ones that 
I ran around randomly blowing up cars 
and buildings, but are the ones that I 
found interesting because of characters 
and situations that open-ended games 
simply can't offer. Would Half- Life 2 

have benefited if City 17 was open 
for Cordon Freeman to run around 
aimle~sly in, instead of being strictly 
forced to follow set paths caused by thE 
oppressive Combine? Would Rapture 
have been as memorable and enthrallinl 
if everything was immediately open to 
you, the most powerful plasmids 
available to you from the start of the 
game if you just explored, finding eve!'! 
nook and cranny before handling any o 
the expo!. i tion? 

These gaJ11es benefited because 
of excellent pacing, interesting 
storytelling and a sense of purpose. 
Sure, a sandbox-style game can be fun, 
hut do we really need to look down ow 
noses at those games which try to tell 
us a story simply because they have 
their limitation.,? 
Glenn Ouncan 



Rest assured, we don't perceive 
linearity as a bad thing by default . 
And are we imagining it, or does the 
>andbox bandwagon seem to be slowing 
down, anyway? (There certainly won' t 
be too many on your new DS.\ 

r can' t be alone in my amazement 
at a second 10/1 o review in as 

many months. T can only imagine the 
excitement the arrival of both games 
has generated among the Edge staff, 
being absorbed in the mundane, 
everyday aspects of the videogame 
industry, as opposed to occasional 
dabblers like myself who are too busy 
to sample anything other than the 
highlights the industry offers. The 
event gave me pause for thought, as I 
think the dual release of Halo 3 and 
The Orange Uox could be a sign of 
things to come. 

If Valve and Bungie have their way, 
are we on the cusp of a new level of 
generosity and value for money for 

Making the Half· Life 2 series less linear 
to create a sort of C'l~: City J7 may seem 
intt'restin~, but would it, asks Glenn D1mcan, 
really improve the gaming UJ)erience? 

Xmas 'o6 with family and friends on 
Wii Sports. For the record, my mum 
(in her sos) had so much fun, she 
purchased aDS on the back of it. 
Nintendo had genuinely redefined the 
casual gamer! I then lost a little bit of 
faith in Nintcndo brought on by 
lacklustre launch titles. T wasn' t 
particularly interested in playing 
another Zelda game and was 
concerned the whole motion-sensing 

Never before have games looked so keen to create 
their own centre in people's lives. Perhaps only now, 
with the help of the internet, they can succeed 

garners? Not only offering exquisite 
graphics and sound, but great depth of 
story and mechanics, and online extras 
like multiplayer and DLC. Never before 
have games looked so keen to create 
their own centre in people's lives. 
Perhaps only now, with the help of the 
internet, they can succeed. 

If the rie'xt 10/lo game (MG$4>) 
comes along in the next year, will Edge 
be forced to up its expectations? Is the 
bar being irrevocably raised? Perhaps 
this is the true meaning of next -gen. 
Andrew Hodgson 

You're not alone in your amazement -
although others have expressed their 
feelings ... differently. 'vVhat 's going to 
happen now we've reviewed Galaxy? If 
only such great games weren't made .. . 

After being sucker-punched by 
the 1o8op circus, I've spent the 

last eight months in what can only be 
described as a gaming vacuun; I will 
explain. I purchased a Wii when it was 
released and had a great time during 

thing was a bit of a fad . 
The PS3 arrived and I was swallowed 

up by the marketing. I preordered and 
waited with baited breath for the 
delights of Full HD Gaming, Blu-ray 
movies and the Cell Broadband Engine. 
Several PS3 games were purchased and 
the unit was installed under the main 
TV in t he lounge. The Wii was boxed 
up and put in the garage. The last eight 
months have been nothing short of 
depressing. The most fun I've had on 
PS3 has been playing F1 Championship. 
The last straw came after Heavenly 
Sword, something I consider to be not 
much more than shallow eye-candy. 
I was distraught and seriously 
considered 'retiring' from gaming, 
cancelling my Edge subscription and 
spending my spare t ime doing some 
product ive. Next-gen gaming had been 
a gargantuan anti -climax. 

Hanging my head in shame I trudged 
to the garage and asked the Wii for 
forgiveness . We patched up our 
differences and it was installed once 
again under the main TV in the lounge. 

Topic: The he>t year 
for gaming in zoinks? 
In your own memories does 
this stand out as a particularly 
great year? After this year 
could you see the bars for 
games necessarily having to be 
moved higher lest Edge give 
out more tos and the fabric of 
reality be tom asunder? 

'· . ' 
The year when Burnout 2, 

Hitman 2, TimeSplitters 2 , 

Colin McRae 3 and Pro £vo 2 

hit the PSz was a gem of a year. 

:1007's been more valuable 
for tweaking my appreciation 
- or Jack of it in many 
instances - for the medium 
as a whole, I think. 
~.tr. JJn. ks 

Any year which sees games 
such as Mario Galaxy, Halo :J, 
Orange Box, Mass Effect and 
BioS hock has go to be a great 
year. Especially with support 
in the shape of Call Of Duty 4, 
Assassin's Creed and Metroid 
Prime). 

Let alone the fact that 
last-gen is still alive and 
kicking with God of War TT, 
the UK release of FFxn and 
RE4 Wii-make (well, it is a 
GC game really). And then 
there're the handhelds ... 

A.~ a PSJ!Wii owner, 2007 has 
been a great but slow year. 
Certainly not the best in my 
gaming career, but I do have tu 
say there are a few releases on 
the horizon (Creed, Drake, 
Galaxy) that get me a little 
giddy. Of course, it's also the 
year I got to discover online 
gaming, so that's made my '07 
pretty excellent to be sure. 
R d<Spon1-, 

1990 was the best year ever for 
videogames be,cause the might 
of Turrica11 was released upon 
the world. You all know this -
refusal to admit it just shows 
how deep in denial you are. 
dar 

After some sessions on Resident Evil 4 
(and Zelda) I'm back enjoying gaming 
again. It's the PS3's turn to gather dust 
in t he garage. Over to you, Sony - give 
me something fun to play and I may 
reconsider my position. There is a 
space under the TV, albeit in the spare 
bedroom, with your name on it. 
Mike Barber 

Not even Sony can deny that there 
haven't been enough top-drawer 
PS3 games to date. And will the 
momentum from the likes of Ratchet 
& Clank: Future and Drake's Fortune br 
maintained? That's the clincher. 

• 
I normally hold my peace on such 
issues, but after reading yet 

another inflammatory headline, I fe It 
compelled to throw my two cents into 
the discussion. The piece in question 
was titled 'Net gaming addiction led to 
suicide' (Metro, November 2, p33). 
While I firmly agree with Mr Biffo that 
we in the gaming community shouldn't 
simply leap to the defence of 
videogames in some kind of knee-jerk 
reaction, I can't help thinking that such 
woolly thinking and bad logic helps no 
one. The article suggested that t he 
suicide was caused when the man's 
'obsession with roleplaying games got 
out of hand: Although tragic, surely 
blaming games detracts from the fact 
that the person was d early not in their 
right mind. 'l'o put it bluntl y, people 
have always killed them selves, and 
would continue to do so even if such 
games were not so prevalent. A more 
sensible view would be to take both the 
suicide and the obsession as symptoms 
of t he same underlying problems. 

In a wider context, headlines such 
as 'Such and such gun killer was 
obsessed with violent videogames' are 
entirely misleading. The emphasis, and 
the part that really causes concern, 
should be 'obsessed with violent .. .' and 
you can swap in almost any word after 
that point and still have a disturbing 
sentence: 'obsessed with violent 
books; 'obsessed with violent sports: 
'obsessed with violent ... violence: 

I'm not claiming that videogames 
don't sometimes have detrimental 
effects on certain people, but using 
them as a scapegoat allows us to ignore 
the real culprits behind the tragedies. 

) 
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The vast majority of the time this is 
going to be some kind of mental health 
issue, and the vilification of gaming 
merely detracts from the efforts we 
should be expending solving these 
underlying problems. 
Tom Davies 

• 
I'm so tempted to save Mario 
Galaxy for Christmas. After all, 

there's an obscene number of other 
great-looking titles either recently 
releabed or on the way (if ever such a 
feat of abstinence were possible, it has 
to be now). To be honest, this is very 
unlikely - tearing the wrapping off 
with my teeth combined with an 
explosion in the boxers is more 
probable - but it would be great thing 
to wake up to on Christmas c.lay. 

As a kid my memorable gaming 
moments nearly all coincided with an 
occasion of some kind. It·~ how I 
remember various birthdays. In fact. I 
scale my whole life alongside big game 
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Topic What ',wrurt~ 

with r~( n Jl.clltl('fi> 

No track creators or level 
editors. Admittedly, tbe first 
thing I'd do is make the Top 
~ar track, closely followed an 
ambitiou' and Oaw~d attempt 
at one ofthe more tricky 
F-Zero ones. 

~t Trackmania. 

A Trac.lanruli~- sl)·le title for 
consolu would be ..,....Jcome. 

I like racing games but I can't 
help feeling that the genre's 
plateaued by no .... I don't think 
any other genre gets away with 
such lack or innovation. 

Gl.l TRACK~fA 'ITA! 

Gl.l TRACKMANIA!!! 

releases (which is probably terribly sad). 
I was definitely a kid when Super Mario 
World was released, but for Streer 
fighter 11, which arrived just a year or so 
later, I was a teenager and had 
discovered boobs. University was 
GoldenEye. Anyway, every 'big' Mario 
game bar Mario 64 and Sunshine was a 
birthday or Christmas present. As hard 
as it is waiting for much-anticipated 
games to be rek ased these days, it was 
so much harder knowing they were 
wrapped up downstairs and not being 
able to sleep for thinking about them. It 
was also that much more special when 
you did get to play, which I miss. These 
days it tend~ to be taking a day off work 
and waiting for console or game X to be 
delivered. Playing a new game first 
thing on a Thursday is not the same, 
nor b waiting for the DJ IL man a patch 
on v.-aiting for father Christmas. 

I rememb...r opening my Super 
:-:imendo one Christmas morning, but 
not being allowed to set it up until after 

~V. 1 HEEl> TO FlN1SH BlOSHOCK. 
c:AN'T UAVE ~ HALF I>ONE 0'< TU. 

NEva>. 60 !WICK TO IT. 

intervening hours studying every 
illustration and word in the Super Mario 
World instruction booklet . I remember 
eating so fast I hurt my throat.'having 
to wait for everyone else to finish (the) 
said not until I had eaten), and finally 
being allowed to set it up on the TV in 
the spare room. So, after some hasty 
f1.m1bling with wires and power 
supplies, and after sternly telling my 
extended family that I was not to be 
disturbed, I was playing Super Mario 
World on Chri~tmas Day in the tiny 
cupboard room with the door shut. 
It \\'aS awesome. 
Howard Busby 

Aww. And Coc.l bless Tiny Tim! (Sniff. 

Send us email (edge@futurenet.co.uk), 
but be sure to use 'lnbox' as the subje<t 
tine. Or send a letter to this address: 
lnbox, Edge. Future Publishing, 
30 Monmouth Street. 
Bath BA1 2BW 

NEXT I NaZ> TO PUW HALO 3 
OloLlNE 9D'OII.I: IT'S TOO lATE. GOT 

TO CA'\'01 ~ ~ MAt;I<; 
WINDOW. 
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